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ABSTRACT
In order 'p) provide information for programming and

policy decisions to the Maryland State Education Department,
personnel at 200 schools were surveyed to determine how instructional
television (ITV) Leused at district and school levels. Among . .

questions explored ifprel (1) the availability of broadcast signal,
programming sources,-and equipment to receive programming; (2) the
commitment of finasce q. at the district and ,school,levels; (3) the
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commitments at 'the building. level; and (5) the opinions and vartiss of
Maryland's educators relative to ITV,. Results indicated that while
television equiement is generally accessible, ITV use is frequently
restricted by tight program scheu g. Teachers indicated that they
feZt that. budget constraints, la dministrative support, and
bias against fbo much use of ITV as an instruc,ional tool also serve
as deterrents to its application in the schools. (MER)
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PREFACE

1

In the summer of 1980, the ITV Division of the Maryland Statg
Department of Education asked us to conduct a stud), bf the nature and
extent of television use in the state's public schools. We gladly
undertodk the study because we felt their goals were commendable and
the results would provide a springboard for deciSion and action as
well as fulfill some of our longstanding research, interests.'

As with any major study of this type, many individuals ,are
called on for assistance. At the onset, we were fortunate tQ receive
permission from Ron, Pedone of, the aational Center for Education
Statistics to use their newly revised questionnaires,_ These we
adapted and expanded to fit our oWn' needs. The most potable
,contributor t
University'

rly efforts. was Dr. Susan ClabaUgh of the
aryland. She helped formulate and write the

question9aires and provided other insights on the study, particularly
in the area of local product/ton..

A4
, The sample design depended on several inddeviduals.- Dr. Morris

Rosenberg of the University of Maryland graciously advised u on the
most appropriate design for our needs and Dr../Thomas Shipley' of the
Maryland State Department of Education was most generous in.providing
us with demographic-data files on the state's schools.

During the data analysis stage we called,on Dr. williarn, Schafer
of the University of Maryland. He made some useful recommendations
on statistical interpretations, greatly reducing our workload.

The Computer Science Genter 'of 'the Uni'versity of Maryland
provided generous support in the form of computer timetand the use of,
a "prettyprinter" terminal to produce this repcirt.

Throughout the project e were bleSbed with hardworking,
creative staff assistants who d d everything frOM the most mundane to
highly analytical tasks.. Genevieve Kelley and Debra:7_Nelson
monitored, coded and, at times, interpreted data. They were the
backbone of the staff. Tootle ,McGowan maihtaided the budget arid
managed.a4arihistrative'detail. Helen Tegnell designed the cover on
quite short notice. The rest of the'Instruational DeVelopment and
Support Center-staff at the College of Library and Information
Services provided assistance in the do'untless details, large an,4
small, that continually arise in a largeScale research prdject.

We would like to thank Dr. Martha 'caMmaratt 'of-the ITV Division,
Maryland State Department of Education, for her assistance throughout
the project. She coordinated efforts* communicated_ the . TV
Division's priorities and ooncerns, and, in general, helped the
project run smoothly. k

We would also like to thank,thelortanitatiOns who endorsed this
study: Maryland Public School Superintehdents AssociatiO (MPSSA),
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Maryland Secondary School Principals' Association ( MESPA), Maryland,-
Elementary School Principals Association (MESPA), Maryland
Educational Media Organization '(MEMO), and Maryland State . Teachers
Association (MSTA). Without theiT 'endorsement we are sure the
response to our, request for, information 'would not have been as.
outstanding as it was. .

.

ti

Most importantly, we want to express our eppi- eciation to the
. approximat4ly 1,100 Maryland educators who'took time out of their

hectic day to provide ust with thoUghtfu*l. commehs and opinions.
Without: them therejould have been, no repo5r.

sKerry A. Johnson
.Paul F. G. Keller



BACKGROUND

'PROJECT SUMMARY

. -
For a number of ydars the Instructional Television Division of4

the,Marylan,d State Department of'Education has'been in need of broad,far, reaching da'a on which to base policy and programming decisions.Although they hacWsystematically° collected data about equipment,usage, and other'issues of immediate importance in the past, ,they didnot have available to them the much more generic, statewide database
necessary for long.range planning. In 1976- 1977 the Corporation for
Pdblic Broadcasting (CPB) and the National Center for Educational
Statistics (mpEs), under the direction of Peter Dirr and Ron Pedone,
conducted a comprehensive national study of th4 nature and extent of
ITV use ip'the schools (birr & Pedone, 1979. While the study was ofOP
limited use Aas 'a state leVel,decision making tool due to'sampling
considerationgc, it nonetheless reptesented a'model 'of' the type of
inquiry Maryland ITV felt they needed. dith that background in mind
and with the cooperation of CPB and, NCE, the Maryland ITV
Utilization Study was initiated.

The goal of tfleistudy was similar to that of the Dirr and Pedone
effort, naAel,to find out as Much as possible about the use of
television in the. schools. What factors affect use? Is there
commitment, financial or otherwiSe, 'to the .use of instructionalttvisPOn? How much administrative support and advice attends the
IT enterprise? .Aniwers to these questions, among others, are
expected to form'a knowledge base'for the ITV Division, to allow fOr
comprehensive planning, and to provide °a benchmark for measuring
progress. toward long term goalS.

Like'the national study, the Maryland ITV Utilization 'Study.
emphasized four major areas of investigation:

1. Availability

This aspect of the ITV inquiry focused both on the
availabilit. -of a broadcast signal,or other programming source,
and the availability of equipment with . which to receive
programminki the Obvious notion being that you can't use what
yop can't get.

2. Commitment
1

Commitment tis.,* viewed in two wa9's: (a)_ financial
commitment at the .distridt, and at the school level; and (b)
resource, an serv'i'ce 'cOeMitment in terms 6n building level

6
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ad$SiArative support, in-service training, and supplementary
suppol\t supplies such as schedule books and program guides.

3. Actual Use-

This area of inquiry focused both on the extent of use and
on the mode of use of instructional television. ir

4. Attitudes

The opinions and values of Maryland's educators in relation
to ITV are considered to be fundamental factors A their
potential use of the medium. Respondents, were asked to comment
on both positive and negative factors which might i6fluence ITV
use. -

METHOD I
h

Data were gathered using mailed questio0aires adapted with
permission from a newly,redesigned set of CPB/NCES instruments, which
they are planning to use in a replication of their original ITV

,study. A sample of 200 Maryland schools was drawn using a technique
referred to as sampling with probability proportionae to size, which
is a variation of strktified random/sampling. One concern of the
investigators was that differential use of ITV between schools might
be heavily influenced by either schpol revel (i.e., elementary,
junior high /middle, or senior high school), or school or county size.
This sampling technique guaranteed _ -ad-equate proportional
representation. At each *school the principal, the media specialist,
and five randomly , selected teachers were asked to complete` the
questionnaires. In addition, the structure of the state school
system suggested that the universe of districts, represented by all
24 superintendents, be sent district-level 'questionnaires. The ,

\survey instruments and sampling design were subjected to the scrutiny
of a stIpte-level.monitoring.lcommittee and were appr'oved with very
minor revisions.

. 4

Questionnaires were mailed in late winter, timed to correspond,
to a donvenient period in the busy school schedule. Response rates
-were excellent. At the- district' level, 23 valid questionnaires
(95.8%) were returned.. At the building level the rates'pf valid
responses were as ,follows:
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SR HIGH

TOTALS:

EXPECTED'
FREQUENCY ACTUAL RESPONSE FREQUENC.Y

5

CHOOLS TEACHERS . MEDIA SPEC. PRINCIPALS
N % 14 % '

95, 47.5 334 48.0 78 46.2 81 48.2
50 25.0 167 24.0 47 . 27.8 40 23.8
55. 27.5 195. 28.0 44 26.0 47 27.9

200 109-0 696 100.0 169 100.0 168 100.0

In other words:°.168 principals (84.0%), 169 media specialists
.(84.5%)., and 696 teachers (69.6%) provided valid responses to the
questionnaires.

'RESULTS *

AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Instructional television (ITV) is defined in this study as any
television programming,- either broadcast'or recorded, which-isksed
in the school for purposes of instruction. ITV seems readily
available 'in Maryland's public schools. Ninety-seven percent of the,
media specialists report it is available eithen through direct
broadcagt or on videotape. The principals (55.8%) concur' with that
assessment, but the teachers (84.8%) are not as sure. Still,. 42.4%
of the teachers used -ITV in 1980-81. This is consistent with the
national estimate in which 41.5% of the teachers used ITV in the year
covered by the national study. Teachers .seem to either be. users of
ITV or not. About one-third of them report zero years of use while

444.1% saw thes,ve used ITV for three or more years. For the most
part, elementary teacherg are bigger ITV users. This Year, for
instance, 56.81 of elementary teachers used ITV compared with 33.6%
of' junior high or middle school teachers, and 24.0% of'senior high
school teachers.

Reported sources of programming also'differed by school level.
Elementary teachers <19.1%) appear More likely to use direct on-air
televisioA compared to junior high/middle school teachIrs (58.4%) or

senior high teachers (54.0%). As expected, then, Proportionately
more senior high (58.4%) and junior high/middle school (63.0%)
teachers report using cgssett,E, or videotape sources for ITV
programming. Ohly one in four qkpmentary teachers report having
videotape or cassette equipment available to them. Estimates of the
mediud used (i.e. broadcast, videotape, etc.) have a similar pattern
but are higher for media specialists and principals. These two
groups,. in general, rated availability, commitment, use, and
attitudes in a slightly more positive light than did the teachers.

Most teachers find that it is easy, or at last "pretty easy,"
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to ,get a TY set when they need one. At the elementary level 42.4% of
tne teachers, report that a set lb already in thelassrocim; 28.8%
said tHe TV sets are, brought to the clasehoom from a ceritrat
location. ' At the junior. and senior high level, tOwever, the most
frequently Mentione'd 'arrangement for Ilse (56.4% and 68.8%
respec'ivel.y) is that the sets are in the media center. ,

there seems to be consensus among groups and across school
levels that thesets are well maintained (they zo to a cental repair'
shop w eh necessary), and that reception is at lept fair to good.
0 possible exception to that generally positive summation is that

52.7% of high school teachers consider television reception in
t ir class good, while 34.0% consider' it fair and 13.3 % feel it's
poor. Given the tendency toward an-upward bias it is possible that a
significantly iarger percentage of senior high teachers get poor
reception tha the data indicate. In any event, it is a situation
which warrants further thought.

4
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Most junior high school (87.2%) and senior high school teachers
-(75.5%) have record/playbaNt.equipment available to them so that they
can play back a TV program atsa convenient time. Approximately 5641%
of elementary teachers have auoh equipment available. At all levels,

,what seems in shorter supply, or at least what fewer peOple report
having access to, are tape libraries angi someone.to do the recording.
A concern voiced by some media specialists in comments on the
questionnaires is that many requests for videotaping come for after
school hours programming. (The most often mentioned program is
NOVA.) When asked how often they used prerecorded programs., the
response "always" was reported by 37.'6% of the senior high teachers,
29-2% of the junior high/middle school teachers, and 12.2% of,the
elementary teachers. Tne majority of teachers who try to obtaitt
videotape equipment seem to be able to get it without much trouble ier
already have it available..

0Program scheduling is the most frequently cited difficulty
affetting ITV use (55.5% of teacher respondents). Advance program
notice (32.0%) and enough planning time (33.0%) are the next most
frequently mentioned problems.

UTILIZATION OF ITV AND OTHER MEDIA

Teachers typically have their,entite clas-swlew television as a
0 .

single groups, without other classes. TV is used to a lesser degree
,With small groups ar with individual students. On the average,
teachers use ITV about one-half hour a week,.

When asked what media aacoUnt tor most of their classroom use
teachers cite sound slide /filmstrips.' (68.0%), films (55.0%),
transparencies (47.7%), silent slide/filmstrips (34.2%) and l';Z

(30.7%). Audio recordings", games and simulations, computers OM
other media are also used, but to a lesser extent. Instructional
television still falls far behind films as a frequently used medium,
lore than one-half the teacher,s use media for two hours or less per
meek.

9
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ITV, it seems; might be used more than it presently is-- consider
the distribution of responses to the item which asks the amount oftime teachers would use ITV Under optimium conditions. In that case
only 6.7% of the teachel-s said they would not use ITV 'while 71.2%said, they would use anywhere up to two hours of ITV' ,per week. Themodal response is one hour /per week, -which is twice' the modalestimate of current use. 'Relatively few teachers (12.4%r feel thatthey

perA

soially are aware of a colleague who overuses ITV...

Instructional television -i5 considered useful in initiating
ideas which students can follow up. Teachers also give it credit for
expanding the breadth of student Knowledge on a subject.' To a
slightly lesser degree it is attributed with having .a calming effect
on the students; 1,.;,

,
-

Among ITVseries users thereseems to be a reasonable' relianceon the teacher guides, both to preview programs (72.2: and to find
specific suggestions .for lesson planning 63.5%). In most cases
(72.5%), teachers had used a series before and tend to use it as a
supplement to -regular curriculum rather than as stand-alone,instruction (86.7 %). They typically spend up to 10 minutes prior to
viewing and 15 minutes or less after viewing, engaged in classroom
discussion about .the prograth.

1-
SUPRIORT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

,

Principals and medig,specialists see themselves as encouraging.
, ITV use but also as leaving to the discretion of the teachers both
the nature and extent of that use. Teachers, on.the other hand, seem
to see principals anti media specialists as being more neutral, Less
encouraging. This is particularly the ease' with regard to
principals. The. bulding level administrator's attitude seems to

401
reflect the distri 's view of ITV.

. iL .--

. I

Among elementary school ITV users, guides seem to be readily
available, being distributed on req0est for the most part, ,and are
helpful in planning% The media specialist 'is most frequently' the

,person repOrted to be responsible for their distribution. Senior .

high teachers appear to have more difficulty getting guides, however,
since only 41.1% report them readily available.

,Schedules, at least in elementary' schools, tend to be
distributed to all teachers (53.60. Agaih, high school teachers are
less likely to get schedules; in fact, more than half don't even know
how they're distributed, That's not to say they don't get them, but
Certainly (if they did) they're not aware how they got them

Contact with outside ITV personnel such as district coordinators
or MSDE ITV Division staff is clearly aimed more at principals andmedia specialists than teachers. Only 4.4% of the teachers reported
any communication with such ITV personnel while almost 40% of theArincipals and 30% of the media specialists.did. It is also clear
that such contact. with media specialists -is 'aimed more at Upper
school. imedia specialists than at other groups.
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When teachers are asked how often they get specific ideas
regarding ITV use from each of a serifs of sources, themedia
specialist ,receives .most of the credit. About one-third of -the
teachers say. the media specialist" provides specific ideas either
"sometimes" (25.8%) or "often" (8.7%). The ITV coordinator, where
one exists, accounts for about the same response (24.0% sometimes,
6.93 often). It is clear, however, that for most teachers, Specific,
insights on ITV programming or utilization are not too easy to come

5.- by from any source. Eventhe ITV guides, which are among the most
frequently cited sources of information, are considered by 48.2% df
the respondents as ''never" providing specific suggestions for ITV .

use.

.Proportiometely (and not surprisingly), more ,media specialists
(51.2%), have had training in ITV use than either teachers (12.9%) br
principals (22.1%).- Training for media specialists consisted
primarily bf college coursework (47.9%) workshops at professional
meetings (46.6%), and district in-service workshops (45.5%). For
prrkncipals, the sources' -of training were the same, but the order was
dijferent: workshopt at -professional meetings acc,o0nted for 44.4% of
the responses, district in-service for 38.9%, and college coursework
27.8%. Teachers' primary sources of .ITV training are reported to be
workshops at professional meetings' (46.Q/), followed by college
coursework (38.9%), a94 workshop4 sponso!..ed by the ITV' Division of
the MS14 (20"%2%). 'A relatively small. percentage of,respondents
reported having had an ITV training experience within the past three
years:

, REACTIONS TO US-E OF ITV"
c,

, ,. .

* About half.of the, teachers and principals agree that teachers do
, A I

not make enough use of iITV. Media specialists appear in general to
be more 'favorable 'to ITV than the other two groups, and to,
consent with 'that stance, 64.1% of them- feel that teachers. oan
make m re use of the medium.

t

v.t
To an alarming degree, teachers (50.7%) and principals (59.2%)

IIalso share 'the opinion that tevhers could use too much TV, and, if
they did, their peers would comment. To a lesser extent media
specialists (37.0%) concur. Given the,uncertainty regarding how.much
use is too much, this could act as a strong deterrent to use, even
though TV is regarfed as a useful teaching tool by the vast majority
of media . specialists (93.1%), principals (93.1%),and teachers

'subjects. In either casectince two in five teach

no't aware of these programs, or,

view
teleysion as an instructional method

iew 'ITV
s not appropri to for such

ever

1 1
II:

(76.0%). .
. -

Is IT1L.a frill in 64 time' of back-to-basics? Most media
..specialists and principals think not. Fewer teachers are sure,

0 though; since only 26.3% think it's n, 'a frill, r, 29.7% have no
opinion on the issue, and 39.41 do indeed consider it a.frill.
Numerdus efforts have been made recentlt. to introduce progrmm.ing
concerned with basic skills. It would appear that many teachers are

perhaps, are con inced that

4 -1'
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,ak a frill becaUse of the presspre to achieVe basic educational)
goalsj'some afterlatibnoof attitudes might 5e necessary; in whicihr.case
media specialists and proi.ncipals should prove to be worthy advocates.*

Teachers'use ITV in a variety of wayslr Mot teachers (74.2%-)report* using, it 4, a ,;upplemehtary teaching tool, although some
. (42.1%) als0,4uggest that meny programs meet curricular needs. There
are-short blocks of time in the gay when many teacher 464,3%) fi,ndITV helpful, particularly in the elementary schO1\where 68.2%of .the teachers find it fits n yin the less structured schedule.'

, Compared with *other-, --ional-materials,, it is harder tomaintain a budget -for. About .one -half of the principals and
media specialists say it's hargey o much harder to maintain the ITVbudget, while only a scattered few find it easieri Bdt, at the same
time that 22.2% of.the principals and-27.9% of the media specialists'-agree that =ITV is the; first 'to go in,a rollh budgetary climate.Slightly more than that in each grodp di gree, with such an
assessment. The conflicting signals, although they 'point 'tower&
ITV's budget vulnerability,, suggest that increasing support for the
'med'ium is possible, This is particularly truewhen one considers the',,enthusiastic manner in which -,IT1 is credited with meeting so many
educational goals.

Consider, for, example, theiflloWng fist of uses of ITV and theproportion -of principals* and media specialists who'rate each as
importa9t: -

PRINCIPALS MEDIA SPEC.
At To extend the range

A "of experiences avail'able
. ,

to students . 96,8% 93.3%
B. To.prOvide different - .

-apprbaches to
presenting materiel . 91.0% 92.5%

C. To bridg new resources
--._ and/or persons into

the classr.odm 92.9% 93.2% N
. To motivate "students'

'interest in the subject '87.6% 90.4%

CONCLUSION

The Maryland UV Utiliza4on Study Onerated a vast amount of
valid, potentially useful dNta. This report- summarizes those data
and; perhaps more importantly, provides some indication of the mahy

,,directions , further analysis of it jean take. Strict summary
statistics are of interest to policy,and- decision-makers. There- is
little douit of that. However, many times specific decisions need to,
be based on more detailed and specific-analysis--analysis aimed- at
single questions. To this end, it is recommended that administtators
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V

or 'reseachers-who are interested in this study, and. atthe= same time.
would like .to see the work expaned or continued,' should,coatedet the.
authors::,

.

Several follow-up studies based on thg Maryland ITV, Utip.zatforl
,St'udy data will be forthcoming in the months to follOw. These will
be presented at professional meetings and will appear in. sundry
journals. The' investigators,, will .be happiest when the resdlting
findings begin-to address the many concerns and issues raised in this
brief'. ummary.

1, dfi

-

1
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QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN.

/ METHOD

,...

Design of the questionnaires wasrundertaken in two stages: (1)
a series of Meetings was held with personnel from the Division of
Instructional Television to reach a reasonable compromises between
what information might be useful in getting an understanding of the
nature, extent, and future trends in.ITV use on the'one hand, and the

....type of information that could be obtained reliably through mailed
questionnaires on the, other. The authors' experience in
questionnaire research had shoal that response rate was strongly

--'idetermined
by the respondents' being able to fill out the

questionnaire in a silt/tie, brief, uninterrupted session with no need
to track down additional information filed away here and there. The
prototypes, especially the critical teacher questionnaire, underwent
informal field testing.to identify any particularly difficult items
that ,were missed in the editorial sessions. In contrast to previous
ITV utilization studies, the present study also included a
questionnaire for school ,library mega specialists, who are often
catalysts for instructional media utilization. Maryland is fortunate
in having well developed school. library programs with a media
professional in most schools. (2) The second stage of the design
included the format and physical appearance of the questionnaires.
Again, the authors' experience has shown that "slick," priTressiomally-

0 A)rinted, color coded questionnaires were viewed with more respect and
returned more redgily than "4alf-fininshe'd" products do e with a
typewriter and reproduced by mimeograph or copier.. Samples of, the
instruments are included in Appendix A. The process of questionnaire
design was greatly simplified because the authors were able to build
on the instruments useTin thUCPB/NCES study as well as prototype
instruments to be used in a second national follow-up survey.

Like many other states, Maryland hhs,taken, measures.to inslate
teachers and school administrators from excessive or questionable
requests for information. These instruments in their prototype fora

,underwent. scrutiny by the CSPEIS but for some school districts,
approval-by CSPEIS was"not sufficient in itself, so approval by a

research director or assistant superintendent also needed to. be
secured. Finally, to lend maximum credibility o the study,
endorsements were obtained from the major professional organizations
in the state: the Maryland SecondAry School Principals Association,'
the Maryland Elementary principals Association, the Maryland Public
School Superintendents Assciation, the .Maryland Educational Media
Organization, a d ehe Maryland State Teachers Association.

)
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SAMPLING DESIGN

From the Point of :view of administrative structure, public NL
ucation in Maryland is, comparatively speaking, well organized. In

contrast to the. Balkanization ev,ident.in other stAtps, Marlland's
school dittricts are congruent With individual_pountiel, and the city,
of _Baltimore. The ,state does, however, 'hake a variety lof
geographical regions, each with variations in population den'S'ity, LAr
capita wealth, political 'climate, and educational Priorities.
Clearly,, thii first comprehensive study of instructional television
in Marylanc4would have to take some of these variations inta, account

4 in bri61er to be a useful management information product as well as a

sound contribution to'instructional media research.- A primary goal
throudhout the course of the project was to achieve a balance between
the rimited financial resources available and the generalizability,of

,

the data.
A

It was determined that a sample of 200 schools wodld be the
minimum number, given a reasbnably good response rate,'necessary to
provide acceptable sampling errors., The individual school was'
regarded as the basic samp1.ng unit from which the following,
individual uriits would be drawn: the principal, the media
specialist, and five teachers, randomly selected by the principal
using an algorithm provided with the questiotinaire packet (See
Apppndix A). Superintendents would also participate. Because there
are only'24 school oristricts in Maryland, the universe could be
polled economically. The sample can be characterized as a stratified
probabilistic cluster sample, which for the prevailing situation is'
highly representative. It would also offer great economy, provided ,

that control data needed to draw the sample were available in
machine-readable form. It was 'originally hoped' that a school's
selection , for the sample on the basis of
probability-proportionate-to-size could be based, on the number of
teachers in that school. Qnfortunateiyr the available data were
neither current nor captured in machine - readable form. Making the
assumption that teacher:pupil ratios were relatively stable-across
the state, it was decided to use pupil enrollment statistics instead.
Computer tapes were obtained from the State Department of Education
Division of Management Systems containing separate files of student
enrollment data and school names and addresses., These files were
edited fbr relevant information, sorted, and merged. It was found
that there were schools- for which enrollment statistics but no
machine-tgadable name or address existed. This problem was corrected
by obtaining the information from other published sources and
inserting the missing data. The file was listed and examined by hand
to cull schools not appropriate to the study. These were for the
most part Scho-ols serving special populations such as home and
hoipi4a1 schools or special education 'centers. Using a combination
of original programming, and utility routines, the revised file was
sorted by county and by schools within a county on the basis of
student. enrollment. An interactive FORTRAN program was written to
Solicit a random starting point and then step through the file,
writing the sample of 200 s.dhools to a new file (See Appendix B).
Principals' names and telephone numbers fgr the 200 schools were

15
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obtained%.fro publiShed sources and apprehended in machine-readable
form. This f le was, merged' with the sample file and sorted in ZIP
code order t generate mailing labels for questionnaire packets. ,The
number of s pools and their enrollments as of fall, 1980, comprising
the sample, as well*as the pniverse from which the sample was drawn
are displa ed in Table 1." A breakdown of the sample and universe by
school type is shown in-Table' 2. School type is based -on codes used
by the,Divisis41.6gt.Managememt Systems.

4 7'4'

Table 1
Number of Schools end Enrollments by County

ex, 1

AMP-

couNtY
'NO. OF
SCHOOLS

.0

Allegany
Anne Aru.ndel

3

19
Baltimore,. 26,

Calvert 2 A
Carbline 1

CArroll 6

Cecil 3
Charles 5

Dorchester 2
M Frederick 6

Garrett 2'
Hatford 8

Howard
Kent
Montmery, 16.
Prince Georges 33
Queen Agnes 1

St. Marys
Somerset 1

,Talbot_ 1

Washington 5

Wicomico 3
Worcester f 1

Baltimore City 34 ;

TOTALS: 200,

.

ENROLLti NT

4

101,938
79,667
23,459
1,415
583

6,055
2,243
5,012
1,418
6,163
1,180
7,492
5,001

458
21,028
28,309

615
3,299

61
64

3,599
2,176

516
34,264

17-7,644

UVIVERSE

.240. OF
SCHOOLS ENROLLMENT

26 11,832
26 69,754

146 94,974
,12 7,822
8 4,051

28 20,105
25 12,828
26 17,482
13 5,202
35 23,129,

'17 5,421!
41 30,010
46 25,144
8 . 2,849

173 97,739
205 121,071

9 4,731
24 12,148
12 3,749
9 3,998

41 19,993
22 11,891
11 5,351

176 123,698

1,218 734,972

16



Table 2-
Typs of Schools

SCHOOL
TYPE * SAMPLE -.UNIVERSE,' ,

2 92 S15 .
3, 91 291

4
4 14 '685

5 .3 - 27

AQMINISTRATI'm

TOTALS: 200 1,21'3

* LEGEND:
TYPE 2:
TYPE 3:
TYPE 4:
TYPE 5:

Elementary
Secondary
Middle
Others'

g4
Because the-study gambled on a high respOnse rate from 'á

*relatively small sample and because the role of the school priniepal-
was dritiq-al; a schedule of careful, unambiguous communications was
devised as follows: .

At.

Marep 18

March 19
Karch 23
March 24
April 3

.April 23

April 27

May 1

June 1

Introductory letter to principals including, teacher
selection algorithm
Introductory letter to superintendents
Questionnaires to supe'rintendents
Questionnaire packets to principals
Reminder/Thank-you postcards sent tg/all
Follow -up letters 4nd second questionnaire sent to all
nonresponding superintendents
Begin, followi-up phone calls to principals in all
schools -' with questionnaires outstanding; begin
follow-Op calls to nonresponding superintendents
Follow-up letters sent to all nonrespondepts
Fina/ deadline for receiving all questionnaires

In addition, free use was made of,the telephone to mointain friendly
relationships with the school principals in the sample and other
school district .personnel, to resolve Ambiguities and answer
qUestions where necessary.

Loggingin questionnaires, keeping track of non-respondents; and
()tiler management tasks were accomplished" by means of a manual system.
It was originally hoped to process all management information\ oil an

17 k 11V
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Apple II microcomputer and do data -analysis on the university's
mainframe machine. Programming specifications were indeeddrawn, but
the venture was abandoned because there were no, readiliN available
means 'for the.t)go computers to communicate with one another.'

DATA ANALYSIS

All data analysis. was done using the Statistical Package far the
Social Sciences (SPSS). Because many data from' the ToestionnaireS
were nominal scales, the'task of transcribing them to separAte coding
sheets for subsequent keypunching would have been error-proni and /

prohibitive'ly'expensive, so programs were written in XBA -SIC to
solicit item-by-item information from a terminal and dO\minimal error
and logic checking, .making it possible to enter data directly from
the questionnaires (See Appendix B). Once captured. electronically,
data from individual questionnaire items were concatenated into card
images and written to an intermediate file, which the user could
append to the main,4 data file at the end of the session. In this
manner, separate data files were, created for teachers, principals,
media specialists, and superintendents. The only manual intervention
that was- necessary was to add to these files a variable that would
unambiguously categorize 'the school as being of type element ry,
junior high /middle school, or high school, Nsince the school pe
codes already in the .file grouped schools on a different criterion.

4
. Virtually all of the.data appearing in the repore were generated

via'the SPSS subprograms frequencies and crosstabs. The standard
errors reported were computed as though a simple random saule design
had been used and are therefore conservative estimate. However,
since schools in the sample were selectee with a probability
proportionate, to county and school enrollment, some counties are
represented much less frequently than others. The findings of the
study are generalizeable t.4- /the state. of Maryland, but not to
individual counties within the state.

This report., was encoded, edited, and printed using' the
University Of r'Mary,lnd Document Protessing'System (DPS). It would
not have been possible td.ma-nage and massage the vast amounts of
information associated with the project without a generous allocation
of. computer time from the Univertity of Maryland Computer Science
Center.

p
go.



TEACHERS

INTRODUCTION
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This, and the next threeections 6f the report, describe in
edetail /the responses to each item on the questionnaires from each

group: Section organization is based -on the order.of items in' each
questionnaire. In were', for the sake of uniformity and impact,
responses to each item are first summarized in a table and then
discussed in text. The narrative is tense, much, of the interpretation
is left to the reader.

A comment about the tables is in order. To facilitate
comparison and-generalizability, percentages or relative frequencies
are used to describe distributions. of teacher, media specialist, and
principal data. ' Superintendents, as explained later, represent a
special case. Distributions are displayed-by school level and for
the total sample. In the "total" oolumr a number (ornumbers)
preceded by an asterisk will often appear in parentheses. These, are
the stmpling errors and'. should be read as plus or Minus the amount
shdwn. They can be interpreted as a confidence interval, or an
interval of one standatd deviation, on either side of the value, given
in the "total" columns. Each stated value has a two out. of three
chance\ of being 'within the given interval. For example, in item #7
the f st value in the "total" column is 33.6%. It'has a two out of
tnree chance of really being between 28.5% (33.6-5.1) and 3'8.7%
(33.6+5.1). The need_for such a range of values arises directly frqm
problems associated with asking westiont of only a sample out cf a
large' population. If all Mar land teacher's, for -example, had been
asked about instructional television, there would,, have been nd
sampling- error. In some tables, there will be-only a single sampling
error. given. For those cases the-sama,value applies to all items in
the table.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
- I

#1 GRADE LEVEL * A
,

( \ t

0Fregbencies in type 2 and ,type 3 schools (middle /juniors" and
senior high are inflated because teethersvp those grades were apt to

more than one gOade level taught. Numbers of teachers by
ypes of school are as follows: III }

.5
.

.

19
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TYPE El,ehrtrit,ary '48%
TYPE 2: Mfddle/Junior. 24%
TYPE Senior High 28%

1,

112 SETTING y

Teachers,bY and large , described their classroom setting 'as
self-contained,,although almost one in five c ?nsider themselves as
workinvin,i-ndn-tradiltional,setting.

*

, #3' NUMBER OF STUDENTS TAUGHT
'

Number, of stud6nes ranged from to 180, with a few cases of
larger teaching loads. The mean. class, size is,82.2; the mode is 30.
Tne number.of classes assigned. to each-teacher ranged from 1 to 7,
with a mean of 4 ,and a mode of'5.

#4 SUBJECTS TAUGHT

While approximately 48% of the teachers in the sample are
classified as elementary, only 40% of the teachers teach all
elementary subjects. Sprinkled throughout the elementary teacher
group are reading specialists, art teachers, physical. educators and f

others. However, the largest single sJbject specialty by farremains
multi-disciplinary elementary: .The rather even distribution across
secondary school subject spcialties (math, langiage arts, social,
science and science) is consistent with tradition: Special educators.
could be expected to account for ia, relatively small group since
special "schools for students ',with haAdicapped conditions were not
included in this survey.

t

#5 FUNDED PROGRAMS

The majority of teachers (66%) report that thelNer$
involved i.p any specially funded progradm or projects. One-fourth
the respondents wereanvol,I:red in one funded program.

#6 EXPERIENCE

This eacher group (teachers in Maryland appear to have
considerable yeatzs teaching experience, given t at 56% have ten or
more,years in a ,school other thantheir present hool, and 27% have
that much time in at the same school. A breakdown,by school level-
shows that senior high teachers have the most experience with
two-thirds having ten or more years experience' at school's other than

-their present school and approximately o .ne third stating' that they
hake been at the'present school for at least ten years.



AVAILABILITY OF., INSTRUCTIONAL,TELEVISION

i'

#7 YEARS USED INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
. ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

NON
ONE ).
TWO
THREE OR MORE

1313
26.5

'13.3
64.8

' 42'.9

12.3
17.2
27.6

59,..9 , 33.4 (*5.1)
10.4. 9.9

' 6'.8 12.4
2`2.9 44.2

19

It appears that teachers either use ITV consistently or they
don't use it at all. Note the bimodal distAibution of responses to
this item. Forty-four percent of the teaches indicate they have
used ITV for three or more years while 33% indicate they have used it
virtually not at all. In addition, comparing the cumulative
frequency of one, two, three or more years of use (66.4%) to the
present use level (42.4%), a decliA in use appears evident. This is
an observation which can't be definitely demonstrated here, but
certainly one which, warrants further study.

Broken down by school level, the distributions reveal that
elementary teachers are the most active users of ITV. Seventy-one
percent of those who use ITV for three or alor.e years are elementary
teachers, while the remaining long term users are evenly divided'
between junior high and senior high teachers. .In addition, 64.7% of
the elementary teachers are big users. This compares with 51.9% of
the senior high and 42.9% of the junior/middle school teachers who
repo'rted,no use of ITV. 4

Similar results were found when comparing those who currently
view ITV in elementary, junior/middle school and high school. If the
trend toward less viewing is real, it is elementary teachers who
account for the drop, bedause each of the other two groups shows a
higher percentaie of current use than they show for long-term use
(three 60 more ears).

#8 ITV PROGRAMMING*AVAILWLE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
YES 91.0 86.2 72.8 84.9

Program availability does not seem to be a real problem in
Maryland since approximately 85% of the teachers reported that they
received either direct, on-air broadcasts or videotaped programs for
use in their classes. This compares to 72% program availability in
the national sample (CPB/N45). Clearly, ITV programming is more
readily available in .elementary schools and to. lesser extent; in
junior /middle schools than it is 'in high schools (perhaps a problem
of perception on the part of high school teachers, but that is not

21
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clear from these dtta).

#9 TV SETS AVAILABLE

ELEM JR7MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL ,

NONE 4.0 10.1 15.5 8.6 e*3.0
Bow 37.2 36;7 28.9 34.8
COLOR, 44. 32.9 32.1 38.2

( BOTH 14.6 20.3 23.5 18.4

I

Here,.in comparison with the national sample, there are ,two-:

distinct4ons to be made. First, more Maryland teachers (8.6%) report
that 4th0y have no television sets available in their classrooms than
the 2% in the national sample. Second, the Maryland data demonstrate
thv' rapid changeover to color sets in recent years, as 38% of the
MAryland sets are color compared to only 15% in the national study.

Again, the high school teachers arc more likely to ave no
television sets available than either of the other two roups.
Elementary teachqs also tend td have more color sets available (44%)
than their junior/middle school (32.5%) .Or senior high (32.1%)
colleagues.

1110 TELEVISION MEDIA 'AVAILABLE

ON-AIR '

CASSETTE/VIDEOTAPE
CABLE TV
VIDEODISC
CLOSED CIRCUIT .

DON'T KNOW

ELEM
78.9
25..8

8.1
1.3

16.8
10.7,

JR/MIDDLE
59.7
63.3
7.2
2.9

25.2
1 16.5 .

SR HIGH
54.0'
583,--
7.5
3.1

27.3
19.3

TOTAL
67.7
43.3
7.7
2.2

21.6
14./4

-

(*1.8)
(*2.0)
(*1.3)
(*0.6)
(*1.7)
(*1.4)

The majority_of teachers 067.7%) reported that they were able to
get direct on-air broadcasts from public television. Relatively few
teachers (4 .3%) said they had oassette, or videotape available,

!however.Co sidering the availability" of VTR equipment in the
marketplace and the length'of time it.:has been available, it s ems
reasonable to expect a greater proportion of teachers to report hey
have access to such equipment in their'classrooms.

One impressive finding, when the mode of reception is considered
by school type, is the relatively low percentage (258) of elementary
school teachers reportirk the availability of videotape or cassette
e4uipment. It is reasonable to assume that a greater need for such

. equipment is present in junior/middle and senior high schools since
their classroom schedules are typically more rigid relative to ITV
scheduling, but the flexibility provided by such equipment would

2.2
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doubtless aid ,'the elementary teader as well. Senior and
junior/middle schools, being generally larger than elementary:
schools, can usually justifythe equipment expensemcire readily, but
it is likely to, have some effect on IT use in elementary schools
since a major factor contributing' t'o non use is scheduling'problems.

#11 ACCESS TO TV SET

EASY.
PRETTY EASY

' SOMETIMES CAN'T
OFTEN CAN'T

ELEM
68.9
20'.2

6.7
4.2

JR/MIDD6E
50.7
33.3
8.3
7.6

SR HIGH'
42.9
31.7
12.4
13.0

TOTAL
57.9

. 26..3

8.6
7.3

(*3.7)
.

In the main, teachers found it'at least "pretty easy" to get TV
'.equipment; they coul.d get At most of the time they needed it. As

with .other items, ease in access appears to be related to level of
school with 89.1%/ of the elementary teachers able to get eqUipment
most of the time and fairly easily. Altilost 70% of them reported that
it was easy to get equipment. Senior high teachers, in 'contrast,

WZ

appear to have a more difficult time getting T equipment. Thirbeen
percent report that they often can't, while an her 12.-4% say thust
sometimes can't get equipment. It is-"dif cult to judge where the'
critical point lies in the ease /difficulty continuum, but it seems
safe to say that it would be advantageous to have larger numbers of
teachers believe that there is no problem in getting equipment and

- that eqUipment is readily available given enough lead time.'

1

#12 LOCATION OF TELEVISION SETS

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH
IN MY CLASS 42.6 19.3 10.6

MEDIA CENTER 24.0 56.0

BROUGHT FROM
NEARBY CLPrSS 16.1

GO TO NE1RBY CLASS 8.2

BROUGHT FROM
CENTRAL LOCATION 28.7

09 TO .CENTRAL
-OCATION 3.8

.13.3 7.6

6.7 1.8

6.0 7.1

68.8

27.3. .21.2

TOTAL
28:6 ( *1.8)

43.5 (*2.0)

13.2 (*1.3

6.1 (110:9)

26.4 (*1.7)

5.2 ( t,q...9)

Elementmmy teachers tend to use ITV in their own classrooms, as
23
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demonstrYted by the Act that 42.6% report that sets ar.e already
available in, their class-while an additional 44.8% either have a set
brought from another class, brought from some central location, or
both. Use 'of the media center as a Viewing,place appears to be more
typical for junior/middle (56.0%) and senior high teachers' (-68'.8%),,
although many also report that they have:sets brought fro a central
location: t '

A

4113 GOOD REPAIR

ALWAYS r\

MOST OF THE TIME
SOME OF' THE TIME
SELDOM

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
.

SR HIGH TOTAL
35.7
54.8
5,1
4.5

36.2
53.4

0.7

28:7
58.1
8.1
5.0

34.2
55.3
6.8
3.7

(*2.9)

Set repair.does not seem to be much of a factor in ITV use.
Teachers at all -school levels consistently report that sets are in
good repair most of,the time or all of the time. Fewer than '5% of,'
all teachers report that sets are seldom in good repair.

4114 TELEVISION RECEPTION QUALITY

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

ELEM
63.4

. 29.4
7.1

JR/MIDDLE
70.3
22.5
7.2

SR HIGH
52.7
34.0
13.3,

TOTAL
62.3
29.0
8.7

. ,

(*2.7)

r

Only 62.3% oft all teachers sury yed report getting good
television reception. Among high school eachers the figure drops to
52.7%. Roughly half of the high school teachers report they have
only fair or poorttreception. At the same time they claim less ITV
use. It seems reasonable wonder about the degree to which
reception quality influences utilization.

4
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#15 TV RELATED SERVICES'AVAIABLE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
86.6)ECORD/PLAY.BACK 55.9

EARPHONES 14.1

EASY (DIAL)CACCESS 39.0

TV ST1JIO, 6.6,

TAPE LIBRARY
IN SC,VOL 17.4

TAPE LIBRARY'
IN DISTRICT 19.7

SOMEONE TO RECORD 38/0

3.4

30.6

20.1

31.3

'18.7

59.0

SR HIGH _TOTAL
85.5 73.1 (*2.0)

13,8 13.8 (*1.6)

, 34.3 32.3 (!2.1)

27.0 16.4 (*1.7)

36.8 27.1 ,(2.0)

27.0 21,6 (*1.8)

48.7 46.9 (*2.3)

23

.

The vast majority of jun'ior/middle and senior high school
teachers (86.6% and 85.5% respectively) report having videdtape
equipment available. Elementary teachers report VTR equipment is
available to a lesser extent--56.1% repOrt availability. Although
the-equipment is available in junior and senior highs, it is less
likely that these schools have a person available to 4o the
recording./ This may or may not influence use.

#16 HOW OFTEN ARE PROGRAMS PRE-RECORDED

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
ALWAYS' 5.5 16.7 -19.9 11.9 (*5.9)
MOST OF TIME -6.2 20.1, 14.9 11.8
SOME OF TIME '0 10,7 14.6 7.5 10.8
SELDOM

--7

22.5 5..6 10.6 15.4
NOT APPLIPABLE 55.0 i 43.1 47.2 50.2

1

Teacher responses regarding frequenCy of use of prerecorded
material is consistent with their observation on VTR equipment
availability; junior and senior high teachers depend on'it to a lar.ge
\degree, elementary teachers only to &very modest degree. Elementary
eachers, as indicated by the large number of "not- applicable"

responses, demonstrate that it is not really an issue. When looking
at thi item in relation to similar items it can be shown that the
"not applicable" response is generally either a result.of the lack of
equipment or the absence of personnel to run the equipment. The
irony here is that program scheduling (question #18) is indicated
eMphatically'(65.1% of elementary teachers) as a factor affecting ITV
use:

25r
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#17 ASE,OF ARRING!NG VTR
a rb

ELEM "JR/MIDDLE ..
t
SR HIGH TOTA

EASY . 11.7 27.2 27.0 19.5 (*7.6)
PRETY EASY 13.3 29.3 20.1 1

SOMETIMES CAN'T . 5.0 6.1 -'11.9 .

NOT EASY 7.7 . 8.2 's ' 10,1 8.4
NEVER-TRIED 30.7 21.8 22.0 26.2 .

NO FACILITIES . 31..,7 7.5 .. 8.8 19.8

.

When they try, it appears to be relatively easy for teacher's to
get programs taped. However, .a surprising number (26.2%) report
never trying. Junior/middle schools, have a slightly easier time
getting programs taped or played back, than their senior high
colleagues and each of those groups is considerably ahead of the
elementary teachers. Again, the paucity of playback /recording
equipMent is obvious Vn elementary, schools. Sixty-two percent of
elementary teachers reported either never truing to get equipment or
that them pre no facilities available.

#18 DIFFICULTIES THAT AFFECT,ITV USE

ELEM Jg/MIDDLE
SET AVAILABILITY' 16.2
SET QUALITY 14.4
SET IN CLASS 7.4
SET MAINTENANCE 5.6
PROGRAM SCHEDULING 65:1
gV.PROGWAM NOTICE 17.6
OGRAM QUALITY 5.3

AVAIL" ASSISTANCE
ENOUGH PLANNING TM 29.9
SCH/GUIDES AVAIL- 13.4
OTHER 13.0

12.9
- 11.5

14,4
10.1
46.8
46.0
14.4
12.2
31.7
27.3
18.7

SR' HIGH
23.4
14.5
/15.9
-9.0
44.8
46.9
15.9
8.3

40.7
31.0
\13.8

TOTAL
17.3 (*1.6)
13.7 (*1.4)
11.3 :(*1.3)

(*1.1)
55.5. (*2.1)
32:0 (*2.0)
10.2 (*1.3)
6.0 (*1.0)

' 33.1 (*2.0)"
-14.6 (*1.5)
14.6 (*1.5)

Atong elementa4-school teagers, ttie single most significant
factor 'affecting ITV use appears to'be program scheduling. Upper
grade teachers also ihdicate scheduling is a problem, as well as the
difficulty of getting adequate advance program information, and/or
time t'o plan ho y yest,to use available programming. Set availability
wasalso report a-el-ad problem by almost one-fourth of the senior
high school tegchers'. This response As consistent with question #11,
which.asked,hoW-easy it was to get a TV set when it is needed.

A

Since 46.0% and 46.9% of the juniOr/middle and senior high
teachers respectively indicate that lack of advatice program notice,
,affects, use,,,and since both public and ,network television produce
large volumes of advance materi.s, it would appear that there is a
serious problem in the disseminat4on system.

26
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UTILIZATION OF ITV

#19 VIEWING'ARRANGEMENTSs

ELEM JR/MIDDLE . SR HIGH TOTAL
ANOTHEIR 38.8 25.5 4 9.6 27.9, (11.8)

c- WHOLE CLASS.ALONE 65.4 51.7 39.2 55.2 .(*2.0)
/ SMALL GROUPS 13.5 10'.1 11.4 12.1 (*1.-3)

INDIVID: STUDENTS 3.5 3.4 5.4 4.0 (*0.8)
_ NEVER USE ITV 16.7 36.9 5a..4 30.9 (*1.8)

25

(1
,4

Amo teachers who use ITV the principal arrangement itipto have
the entire lass watch ITV alone (55.2%). In elementary schools and,
to a les r degree, in junior/middle 4chools, arrangements are made
to combine classes for viewing. _Very rittle use is made of ITV ,, in
indidual viewing assignments.

i #20 AVERAGE AMOUNT OF-ITV USED PER WEEK

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
NONE 37.9 59.4

...01/4 HOUR. 12.4 15.5
1/2 HOgR 22.0 9.0 ,-
1 HOUR

. 14.0 5.8
1 ,.1J2 HOURS 4.3 ,, / 1.9
2-(HOURS '. 4.0 1.9
'3 -HOURS 2.5 ,2.6
Z HOURS 0.0' 0.0
5 OR MORE HOURS 2,8 , 3.9

,

On the average, teachers in this study reported using ITV, less
than one-half an hour per week. Approximately three-fourths of the
sample who report using ITV use it one hour or less. 'Again, the
question yielde a clear indication that elementary teachers are the
Weaviest.ITV users. More will be said abbut this item in relation to
tem #25.

SR HIGH TOTAL
69.2,-Th 51.3
11.0 12.8
2.9 13.9
5.8 9.9
1.2
1.2

2.9
2.8

0.6 2.0
. 1.7 .0.5

6.4 4.0
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#21 MEDIA FORMATS. USED

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR ;HIGH TOTAL
AUDIO . i 18.2 20.7 17.'5 ' 18.6 (*1.6) '

COMPUTER 0.6 5.3 5.3 3.0 (*0.7)
GAMES' & SIMUL. . 16.9 18.0 7,0 - 14.5 (*1.4)
ITV 41.4 23.3 17.5 30.7 (*1.8)
FILM 57.3 48.0 56.7 55.0 .(*2.0)
SILENT SLIDF/FSTRIP 2887 31.6 34.2 (*1.9)
SOUND SLIDE/FSTRIP 59.3 66.7 68.0 (*1.9)
TRANSPARENCIES 38.9 56.0 56.7 47.7. (*2.0)
OTHER 3.5 6.7 6.4 5.0 (*0.9)

vf

1122 TIME USING MEDIA (PP WEEK) 1

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
(.OURS) v

0 . 5.3 10.8 13.7 9.1
1 30.7 20.4 .-0.. 28.6 27.5
2 24.7 17.2 14.8 20.0
3 14.0 10.8 8.8 11.7
4 5.0 7.0 2.2 4.7
5' 11.0 15.3 A 18.1 14.1 .

6 4 1.7 3-2. 2.2 2.2
1

7 0.7 . 1.3 0.0 0.6
8 1.0 1.9., D.5 .1

(- 9
0.3 0.'0 0.5 3

14, 3,3 5.1 4e
10+ 2.3 7.0 5.4 4.4

0

#24 TELEVISION q_flomE ASSIGNMENT

ELEM JRYMIDDLE SR HIGH` TOTAL
4 OFTEN -J____ 6.4 11.1 14.7 .9.9 (*3.4)

r

SOMETIMES) '44.3 39.5 33,7 40.2
RARELY 311.13 29.0 33.2 32.7
NEVER 15.0 2.0.4 18.4 17.2

There is a relatively consistent 'pattern across school levels of
thg frequency TV is used as part of a homework assignment. is,'.That
TVT assignments tend to range between "sometimes" and 'rarely
One possible contradi=ction to this pattern j.s that in the upper
grades, especially senior high, where more use seems td be made of TV
f r o tside assignments. A likely explanation is that evening
t levi ion is more apt to be aimed at the older audience, and, even
though after school viewing hours are very popular with 'younger,
studen s, mudh of the programming is uns4Atable as instructional
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#25 OPTIMUM AMOUNT. OF ITV TIME (HOURS)

E.LEM.'JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
NONE 3,:T 10.0 10.2 6.7 (*8.0)
ONE QUARTER 2.2 3.8 3.2 2.8
ONE HALF 9.9 13.7 12.3 11.5
ONE 36.4 . 21.2 . 29.9 - 31.0 ,

ONE & ONE HALF 13.6 . 7.5 3.7 9:4
TWO 17.6 16.2 15.0 16.5
THREE 11.7 . 10.6 8. 10.4
FOUR- 2.5 5.6 4.8 3.9
FIVE OR MORE 3.1 11.2 12.8 i

7.7

1,The response to this item was bimodal (one and two hours) with
an overall mean equal to one and one-half hours per week. This was
'relativelyi consistent across school levels with a couple of notable
exceptions: one in ten senior high and junior/middle school teachers
indicate that the4WOuld not use-LTV at all, while, at the other end
of the spectrum, a slightly larger percentage (12.8%' and 11.2%
respectively) report that they would use ITV heavily--five or more
hours. Given the class structure at these upper levels such
estimates are reasonable. At each upper school level, classes change
every peri od and teachers encounter different 'sets of students
throughout /the day. This suggests that it i.s4highly appropriate to
use the same progam more than once in a given day. It wouldbe
interesting to explore the affect of class period length (typically
45-50 minutes) on the use of /TV programming, since some programs are
as long as one hour.

When comparing the distribution of this item and item #20,
estimates of current use, it 'is clear that teachers might possibly
use ITV more than they currently dolgive.g a change in some factors
related to scheduling, program quality,'or equipment availability.
In response to item 4120, 75% of the teachers who report using ITV use
it for one hour or less per week while in this item, the sate number
report they would use ITV one hour or more.

#26 ANYBODY USED ITV TOO MUCH?

ELEM, JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
YES 16.6 8.6 8.5 '12.4 (*5.7)
NO 83.4 91.4 91.5 87.6 *

.

Apparently one in six elementary teachers know someone
personally, a teacher in their" school, who abuses, instructional
television by using it too much. This is less apparent in
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junior/middle schoola'or high schools.

. #27.MAXIMUM APPROPRIATE TIME FOR ITV/WEEK (HOURS)

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTA
ONE QUARTER 0.9 3.2 4.3 2.4
ONE HALF ,-9.5 21.0 11.4 12.7
ONE 26.8 31.2 40.5 31.7
ONE & ONE HALF 27.4 13.4 10.8 19.4
TWO TO FOUR '.27.4 17,8 16.8 22.2
FIVE OR MORE 's, 3.2 2.5 2.2 2.7
NO SET LIMIT 4.7 10.8 14.1 '8.8

5.0)

Two-thirds of%the teachers responding to this s0vey would like
to see children's in-school television viewing kept to one and one
half hours per week or less. Elementary teachers appear more
favorably disposed to ITV. Their responses cluster in a range from
One to four hours per week, while junior/middle and senior high
teachers point toward'a one hour per week limit. It should also be
noted, however, .hat a larger percentage of upper level teachers than
elementary teachers recommended no set limit on ITV viewing.

#28 ITV OUTCOMES

..* ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
EXPANDED KNOWLEDGE(. 51.1 41.7 52.2 49.2 (*2.3)
EXPANDED VOCAB 46.6 2144 22.8 36.1 (*2.2)
FOLLOW-UP IDEAS ` 57.6 47.6 40.2 51.9 (*2.3)

"MORE ENTIJUSIASTIC 21,4 26.1 23.2, (*2.0)122.9
USE LIBRARY MORE *22.9 9:7 8.7 17.1 (*1.8)
MORE ITV AT HOME 28.6 24.3 26.1 27.1 (*2.1)
CALMING EFFECT 45.8 52.4 42.4 46.6 (*2.3),".),

OTHER 1.1 4.9 10.9 3.9 ( *0.9)

2

#29 TYPE OF STUDENT FOR WHOM ITV IS USEFUL

.ALL

ELEM
81.7

JR/MIDDLE
. 65.6

BELOW AVERAGE ,i_6.1. 9.9
AVERAGE 8.0 7.3
ABOVE AVERAGE 1.6 6.6
SPECIAL 0.0 6.0
NOT USEFUL FOR ANY 1.6 2.6
OTHER 1.0 2.0

: 30

SR HIGH TOTAL
66.1 73.6
8.8 7.7
6.4 7.4

.7.0 4.3
'5.8 3.0
4.1 42'5
1.8 1.4

.4
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The majority of teachers (73.6%), particularly at the elementary
level (81.7%),%feel ITV is appropriate for all *studebts. A few
(1.4%) feel it is not appropriate for anyone, regardless of level of
academic ability.

#31 DECIDE WITH CLASt WHETUER TO WATCH
#32 DECIDE WITH :CLASS WHAT TO WATCH

WHETHER TO WATCH
WHAT TO 'WATCH

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
24.0 15.2
14.9 8.2

SR HIGH TOTAL
12.2 18.7 (*1.5)
6.7 11.1 (11'1:2)

These questions were designed to probe the extent to which
critical viewing skills are being taught in the schools. It.ap-Oears
that more of this adtivity is being conducted at 'elementary .school
level than where it might be appropriate. Given the attention
focused on critical viewing skills by various television and federal
agencies during the last few years the degree of positive response to
these items seems somewhat low. This is especially true since this
type of behavior is basic to the whole notion of developing
intelligent, thoughtful, discriminating video consumers at an early
age.

#33 NUMBER OF SERIES USED THIS YEAR

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
NONE 49.2 79.4 86.0 66.3.... ( *4.8)

ONE 18.0 11.6 10.1 14.3
TWO 13.3 5.2 2.8- 8.5
THREE 9.6 3.2 0.6 5.6
FOUR 5.9 0.6 0.6 3.2

OR MORE ILO 0.0 0.0 2.0
---\

TYPICAL USE OF ITV SERIES

All responses to items 35-37 are ,based on. a named series.
Percentages are relative to the 281 (190 elementary, /47 .funior
high/Middle, 44 high school) teacher,s who named a series. /
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#35 METHODS OF USE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
USED BEFORE 77.8 .69.2 57.9 72.5 (*2.8)
PREVIEWED 33.5 63.9 71.1 44.4 (*3.3)
READ GUIDE 75.7 64.1 64.9 72.2 (*2.9)
USED GUIDE 66%7 56.8 55.9 63.5 (*3.2)
USED SERIES AS KEY 29.5 24.2 29.4 28.7 (*3:1)
USED AS SUPPLEMENT 89.5 86.0 78.5 86.7 (*2.2)

#36 DISCUSSION BEFORE VIEWING
.

NO TIME
J111 TO 10 MiW
10 TO 15 KIN

.MORE THAN15"

&
ELEM
17.3
56.8
22.7
3.2

1 JR/MIDDLE
6.4

53.2
23.4
17.0

SR HIGH
15.9
25.0
27..3

31.8

TOTAL
15.2
51.1
23.6
10.1

(*5.1)

Length of discussions prior to television viewing tend, on the
average, to be short-up to ten minutes. High school teachers are
soemewhat an exception to that rule, however, since almost 60% of them
say that they allow ten minutes o_ r more Cbr clasi discussion before
viewing.

#37 DISCUSSION AFTER VIEWING

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
N6' TIME 1.7 2.1
UP TO 10 MIN 46.4 29.8
10 TO.15 MIN 38.1 40.4
MORE THAN 15 MI 13.8 27.7-

3

SR HIGH TOTAL
11.4 '3.3 (*5.0)
15.9 38.6

25.0 36.4
47.7 21.7

Teachers early spend' more tithe discussing ITV programs after
they ar'b viewed than before. There is a distinct shift in discussion
time as evidenced by the distribution.
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SUPPORT OF ITV

#38 TEACHER GUIDES

ARE, AVAILABLE
ARE USEFUL

r
e

ELEM
70.3
86.6

JR/ADDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
51.9
76.7

:41.1 , 60.0 (*2.1).
'63.3 80.4 (*2.2)

0C 4\
Guidappea o be generally available teachers, from their

perspective, b t would seem that additional. inquiries need to be
made at the senior high level, since, only 41.1% of the teachers
report availability.' Among teachers who have access t9 guides,
reaction seems favorable. Thatis,,teachers tend to use thle guides'
in plannipg. Again, the group least positively disposed to the
guides is the senior high teachers.

1

#39 HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE- GUIDES?

. ELEM JR/1 DDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
ALWAYS 18.5 3.4 8.9 '14.7 '(

USUALLY ,24.5 15.7 pe1 18.5
SOMETIMES 19.2 10.4 7.6 14.0
A FEW TIMES 15.0 12.7 7.0 12.3
NOT AT ALL 47.8 65.8 40.3,:j2.7

* k T

*6.3)

Among guide users frequency of use is rather high, ranging from
53.3% for elementary, teachers to 56.6% for senior high respondents.
On the other end of the continuum, however, is the rather obvious
fact that fully 40% of the teachers overall report "never" using th
guides. The-lowest level of use is among. senior high teachers
(65.8%). In most cases this might be related to lack of planning
time which many teachers (38.0%) report as a sighificant factor
,inhibiting ITV use. Among senior high teachers, adequacy of planning
time is a concern'of '40.7% of the respondents.

#40 TEACHER GUIDE DISTRIBUT/N

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR.HIGH TOTAL
GIVEN TO ALL 19.1 10.7 9.7 14:6
GIVEN ON REQUEST 38.2 20.1 13.7 27.3
NOT PROVIDED 3.2 4.0 8.0 4.7
COPIES- IN SCHOOL 19.1 17.4 14:9 17.6
DON'T KNOW 20M : 47a 53.1 35.7

A'rather surprising percentage of teachers do not know. tqw,
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guides are distributed. That is not to say_ that they don't get them;
only 4.7% suggest they're not provided': This might call into
question the,degriee to which teachers are aware of ITV coordination
within the school. Again, from the junior/middle'school« level up,
the degree of awareness' seems to diminish. In most cases where
copies are made available they are either distributtdupon req0eat or
multiple copies are made available in the building.

#41 ITV SCHEDULE DISTRIBUTION

ELEM
GIVEN TO ALL 53.6
GIVEN 'ON REQUEST ' 13.8
NOT PROVIDED 3.8
COPIES IN SCHOOL 11.6
DON'T KNOW 17.2

t

"---.JR /MIDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
19.3 19.3' 36.3- (*6.9)
14.7 9.1 12.7
2.7 7.4 4.5
16.0 11.9, 12.7
47.3 51.7 33.6

As with guides, ITV schedule distribution appears to be a
myst=ery' for many teachers .(33.6%), and the highest rate of mystery
again fall with teqphers of older children. Ip contrast to guide
istribution, howev'r, schedules are individually distributed to the

Oajority of elementary teachers and to about one in five of the
,remaining teachers. A very small, almost insignificant perc4ntage of
teachers report that schedules are not provided.

#42 BUILDING ITV COORDINATOR

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
FULL TIME 27:1 26.5 24.5 26.3 (*4.9)
PART TIME. 5.6 12.9 14.8 9.8
INFORMAL 31.4 25.9` 14.2 25.6
NONE 36.0 .7 46.5 38.3

More than one-fourth of the schools are reported to have a

full-time ITV coordinator. However, 38.3% of the schools; from a low
of 34.7% (junior/middle schools schools) to a high of 46.5% (senior

'high) have no ITV coordinator. Not surprisingly, very few of the
teachers surveyed (4.1%) were themselves the ITV coordinator.

34
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#43 ITV COORDINATOR SERVICES

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
DIST. GUIDES/SCH. 94.4 ''58.9 50.6 75.0 (112.3)

PROVIDES NEWSLETTER 20.3 15.6 16,.0 18.1 (112.1)

CALLS ATTENTION TO
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 35.0 40.0 35.8 36.5 (*2.6)

PROVIDES EQUIPMENT
ASSISTANCE 53.1 '81.1 86.5 68.1 (*2.5)

PROVIDES. TRAINING/
CONSULTATION 9.6 26.7 32.1 19.3 (*2.1)

WORKS WITH STUDENTS 14.7 24.4 21.0 '18.7 (*2.1)

Where one exists, a primary function of the 'ITV _coordinator,
particularly at junior and senior high level, seems to be to provide
equipment assistance. Overall, more than two-,bhirds of the teachers
see equipment assistance as a service provided by the coordinator.
Elementary teachers overwhelmingly see the coordinator as being"
reponsible for guides and schedules (94.4%); junior and senior high
teachers indicate distribution service less frequently (58.9% and
50.6% respectively). Another interesting point of departure between
elementary and other levels is that about three times the number of
junior and senior high teachers see the ITV coordinator performing a
training function than elementary teachers.

#44 CONTACT WITH OUTSIDE ITV PERSONNEL

EL-etor-JR/MIDDLE
CONTACTED 4.4 3.2

IF YES -- DISTRICT
VISITED SCHOOL, 28.5 66.7
PROVIDE IN-SERVICE 42.9 '33.3
PROVIDED MATERIALS 42.9 66.7

SR HIGH
5.5

20.0
60.0
0.0

/ TOTAL
4.4

33.3,
46.7
33.3

(*1.8)

Only 4% of the teachers had bontact with persons outside thp
school 'gbout ITV. Of those roughly -one -third were visited in their
school by the district coordinator who it appears, focused` attention
ton conducting in-service expleriences. No committee participation was
solicted by the district from teachers; teachers were not asked to
serve in-an advisory, evaluation or curriculum role.

1"^ t

State level contact with the school was perceived similarly by
teachers. Twenty-two percent of the relatively small number
reporting qontact with the ;TV division also reported that visits
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were made -to the schooL, 44%',reported having id-§ervice experiences'
conducted by'the ITV divi ion. One perAon noted that', he/she, served
on an advisory committ to the ITV division.

#45 PRINCIPALS PRACTICE TOWARDS ITV .

ELEM 4,111/MIDDLE , SR HIGH TOTAL
--STRONGLY ENCOURAGE 4.4 4.1 , 1.8 3.6 (*2.0)

ENC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 36.0

NEITHER ENC. NOR
DISCOURAGE ,55.2

DISC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 3.2

STRONGLY DISC. , 1.3

30.3 24.0 31.4

63.4 71.9 61.6

2.1 - 1.8 2.5

0.0 0.6 Q.8

There is a perceived, tendency for the principal to either
-maintain a neutral,- stance or a slightly positive stance toward'ITV
use by teachers. Where encouragement' is given, type, of use is left
to the discretion of the teacher. The implication is that specific
direction for use is not provided by the principal. This impression
is consistent across levels, although elementary teachers tend to be
more likely to be encouraged to use ITV.



#46 GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD ITV

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
SUBJECT SPECIALISTS

SR HIGH 'TOTAL

FAVOR , 40.8 39.7 .:40.3

--58.3
40.3

'NEUTRAL 57.8 56.5 57.6
AGAINST 1.4 3.8 1.4 2.1

OTHER TEACHERS -
FAVOR 52.6 32.1 .. 33.3 '42.7.
NEUTRAL 47.1 62.7 66.0 55.8
AGAINST 0.3' 5.2 0.6 1.5

MEDIA SPECIALISTS
FAVOR 65.9 63.5

,

58.4 63.4
NEUTRAL 33.8 36.5 / 40.3 36.1
AGAINST 0.3 0.0 ....' 1.3 0.5

OTHER SPECIALISTS
FAVOR 32,7 27.5 . 27.1 29.9
NEUTRAL 66.5 71.0 . Z1.5 69.Q
AGAINST 0.8 1.5 1.4 1.1

PARENTS
FAVOR 36:6 18.0 17.2 24.2
NEUTRAL 65.5 78.2 80.7 72.5
AGAINST 3.9 v 3.8 2.1 3.4

STUDENTS
FAVOR 73.8 53.1 47.7 62.3
NEUTRAL 26.2 46.9 50.3 37.2
AGAINST 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5

DISTRICT OFFICE 1
FAVOR 39..3 (.26.0. 30.6 33.6
NEUTRAL 59.5 73.2 66.7 64.9
AGAINST 1.2 0.8 2.7 1.5

013.0).

(*2.0)

( *2.0)

,

(*2.0)

(*2.0)

(*2.0)

(42.0)

Not surprisingly, teachers perceive parents as least favoraiply
disposed to the use of ITV. Media specialists are perceived as_26st
positive to Its use. Even so, 37% of the media specialists are
perceived by teachers as not favoring ITV use: being either neutral
or negative. Differences across levels seem most significant when
te,achers consider their peer group, other teachers, and when they
consider parent attitudes. In both instances, junior and senior high
teachers thinkthat he attitudes of these groups are less favorable.

Students are lso.. considered by teachers to be favorably'
disposed toward ITV, although junior and senior level teachers are
less inclined to thidk so then their elementary school collegues.
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#47 IDEAS FROM DIFFERENT PERSONNEL ABOUT ITV

PRINCIPAL
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

OFTEN '1.7 0.8 0.6 1.2 (*3.2)
SOMETIMES 20.2 9.8 7.4 14.4
RARELY 25.6 19.5 13.0 20,8
NEVER 52.5 69.9 79.0 63.7

DEPARTMENT CHAIR
ELEM, JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

OFTEN 1.2 4.8 2.6 2.7 (*4.2)
SOMETIMES 16.7 21.8 19.9 19.2
RARELY 24.7 16.1 12.6 18.1 .

NEVER 57.4 5.7-.3 64.9 60.0

OT17 SPECIALISTS

.OFTEN
SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

ELEM
2.7

20.3
21.2
55.9

JR/MIDDLE
5.6
8.8
14.4
71.2

SR HIGH
T.3
9.4
14:8
74.5

TOTAL
3.0

-04.1
17.5
65.3

('*3.8)

OTHER TEACHERS

ilk
OFTEN

ELEM
6.9

JR/MIDDLE
2.3

SOMETIMES. 40.8 26.3
RARELY 24.9, , 21.8 '

NEVER 27.4 - 49.6

SR HIGH TOTAL
2.5 4.6 (*4.0)

24.5( 32.9
13.2 20.9

41.7

ITV COORDINATOR

OFTEN ,

SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

ELEM
6.1
31.3
25,3'
37.4

JR/MIDDLE
9.1,

20.0
10.9
T12.0

SR HIGH
6.4
16.0
10.4.
67.2

TOTAL
6.9

24.0
17.3
51._7

(*4,8)
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PARENTS
ELEM

OFTEN 0.0
SOMETIMES. 5.3
RARELY 19.6
'NEVER 75.1

MEDIA SPECIALISTS
ELEM

OFTEN 10.1
SOMETIMES 28.3
RARELY 25.5
NEVER 36.0

STUDENTS

OFTEN
SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

37

OR/MIDDLE

0.8

SR HIGH

0.0

TOTAL

0.2 (*2.2)
4.0' 4.1

8.7 7.9 14.0
88.9 88,1 81.7

JR/MIDDLE. SR HIGH TOTAL
9.0 5.7 8.7 "(*4.3)

27.1 20.3 25.8
- 12.0 13.9 19.2

51.9 60.1 46.3

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH
4.5 A 2.4 e1.9.

23.3 11.1 10.4
21.1 15.9 13.6
51.1 70.6 74.0

8

TOTAL
(*3.8)

16.8
17.8
62.1

TEACHER' GUIDES

OFTEN
SOMETIMES

, RARELY
NEVER

ET EM

17.0
30.7
17.8
34.4

JR/MIDDLE
6.3

20.6
19.0
54.0

SR HIGH
5.3

17.1
9.9

67.8

TOTAL
11.3
24.6-*
15.9
48..2

(*4.6)

PREVIEWS
ELEM

OFTEN 7.4
SOMETIMES 23.8.
RARELY 22.1
NEVER 4647

JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
3.4 2..2 5.1 (*4.3)

18.1 11.1 19.02.1

13.8, 10.4 _ 17.0 .

64.7 76.3 59.,0
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,OTHER
. ELEM-

1 t.

JR/MID5LE
'

SR HIGH
OFTEN 3.2 0.0 2.5
SOMETI1ES 12.9 3.3 7.5 .

RARELY' 12.9 3.3 7.5
NEVER 71.0 93.3 ,82.5

TOTAL
2.0 ( *7.0)

I7.9
7.9
82.2

4
Teachers indicate that they get specific ideas about 'ITV use

from a variety of sources. Elementary teachers cite other teachers
(47.7%) and teachers guides (47.7%) as sometimes or often
contributing ideas. The next most frequently cited source is the
media specialist (38.4%). At the upper school levels, however, the
source of .ITV" ideas is more 'likely to be the media specialists, -
rather than other teachers or guides. Teachers at upper school
levels are less likely to get advice then elementary school teachers.

'PREPARATION FOR USE OF ITV

1.4

#48-51 ITV TRAINING

ELEM
HAD ITV TRAINING 11.5

IF YES-
COLLEGE COURSE 37.7
DISTRICT IN-SERVICE 17.6
TV IN-SERVICE 9.8
WKSHOP-TV STATION 7.8
WKSHOP-STATE ITV 21.6
WKSHOP-PROF MEETIN 41.2
r

WITHIN THREE YEARS 16.5
REQUIRED?, 8.0

/

, JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
13.0 15.0 12.9 (*1.3)

37.5 41.5 38.9 (
*4.4)

18.8 14.6 16.9 (*3.4)
6.3 9.8 8.9 (*2...6)

12.5 0.0 6.5 (*2.2)
_,-214.9. 17.1 20.2 (*3.6)

43.8 53.7 4.0 (*5.3)

16.2 17.8 16.8 f*2.2)
4.7 5.1 6.1 (*1.6)

CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE USE OF ITV

' #52 PERCEPTIONS OF ITV

TEACHERS DON'T USE ENOUGH PTV.
ELEM JR/MIDDLE

AGREE 45.4 49.7
NEIT4ER 43.4 39.6
DISAGREE 9.6 4.0
NA 1.7 '6.7

1.

SR HIGH TOTAL
53.8 48.7 (*3.2)
32.9 39.6
5.2- 7.1.
8.1 4.-6
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ITV DS A FRILL WITH THE C61tRgNT EMPHMIS ,ON BACK TO BASICS.
TOTAL
39.4 (*3.3)
29.7
26.2
4.5

AGREE
NEITHERe

DISAGREE
NA

ELM'
44:4-
28.5
25.2'

2.00
A

JR/MIDDLE
37.3'
31.7
23.9

.

' 7..0 ,

SR HIGH
32.6
30.3
30.3
6.9

4

614

IF TEACHERS USED ITV TOO MUCH, THERE WOULD BE COMMENTS.
'ELEM . JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL,

AGREE '57.2 44,5 44.3 50.7 (*3.7)
NEITHU 27.9 35.0 30.5 10.3 ..
DISAGREE 11.0 11.7 15.6: 12.5

.NA 3.8 8.8 . 9'.6' 6.6

46.

k't6-

THERE ARE SHORT BLOCKS,aF TIME WHEN IT.11
ECEM, -JR/MIDdkE

45.37'-
17.2 30.9'
'9.5 10.8
5.1 12.9

AGREE
NEITHER:
DISAGREE
NA '

fs REALLY'USEFUL.
SR HIGH TAL

37.3 3
32,0 .5
10.1 g,9
20.7 - 11.3

1 I ;
fti

e

(A4.2),

ITV IS "L kE ANY OTHER SUPPLEMENTARY TEAMING TOOL. .

,

,-.% ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
'AGR 80.3.4 66.9 69.8 74.2 ( *3.1)
NETT ER 13.1 18.7 14.2 14,7
,DISA REE 5-.5_ 10.8 --A '9.5 T.A?

1..0t -et:I 3.5 - 6.5 3.12'r
*At

MANY ITV PROGRAMS MEET MY tiRRICULUM NEEDS.
4 ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

AGREE
.
58.4 28.1 , 24.4 42.1 (*3.1)

'NEITHER 28.5 34.8' 25.6 -29.1
DISAGREE 10k.4 27:4 38.7 22.1-

2.7 . 9-.6 11.3' .64i,NA ;

r

6
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e.

IWIS A USEFUL TEACHING TOQL.
4 ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH

AGREE 11 82.7 68.1 70.7.
'NEITHER 14.1 25.7 ,21.3
DISAGREE 2.3 Asi 1.1
NA 1.0 . 5.6 6.9

TOTAL
76.0 (*2.8)
18.8
1%6

3.76

-----

SOME PARENTS EXPRESS CONCERN ABOUT THE AMOUNT OF ITV USE.,
ELEM' JR /MIDDLE SR HIGH 'TOT,

'AGREE 10;1 7.7 5:8
NEITHER .36.4 45.8 37.4 38.9
DISAGREE 33.7 A 19.0 29%2 .- 29,0
NA - 19.9 N1' 0 26.8 27.5 1423.6

(*3.8)

Three- fourths of Maryland's teachers consider ITV a Useful
teaching tool; the rest tend to be ambivalent: While half of the
teachers consider that raw -is not .used enough,' an equal number
i.ndicate that- there would be comments if it was used too much.
Coupled with item fi27, this impliep that, in the opinion 'of the

-teachers, one to two hours per week is an apptoprate amount of
viewing time. It is difficult to know, without folioia-up, if upper
school teachers consider one to-two bour.s an appropriate estimate of
viewing time per class, or whether they seet6ne to two hours as the
appropriate amount per teacher.

42
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INTRODUCTION

MEDIA Si'ECIALIST

41

One hundred sixty-nine media specialists (84.5%) responded to
the Maryland ITV Utili,p,tion Study Questionnaire. Data on media
specialist's use and support of ITV was not gathered in the national

40 study for a. number of reasons so comparisons cannot be made. 56t,
because most Maryland schools have a media specialist, ,end because
they generally play such a central role in the school's instructional
program, it was felt that any study of ITV use would be incomplete
without considering' their, input.

4
Note: the same report format is used for this setion of the

report as was used in describing teacher responses.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

#2 AIDES/VQ4UNTEERS

A little less than half of the media specialists (45.1,%) report
having no aides or volunteers:' Most schools, if they have any in the
mettta' cent have one (27.7%). The largest number of
aides/voluntee s reported by any, milla specialist is ten.

#3 SETTiNG

The media specialists confirm teacher assessment of classroom"'
setting. That is, most or schodls (72.7%) ,are traditiOnal and
about 20% have open spaQe or otffer non-traditional design.
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#4 EXPERIENCE

ELEM
MS AT PRESENT SCHOOL

2-3 YEARS
4-6 YEARS
7-9 YEARS-
10+'YEARS

.1 YEAR 17:1
22.4
23.7
18.4
18.4

EDUCATOR
1 YEAR
2-3 YEARS
4-6 YEARS* .

7-9,YEARs
10+ YEARS

1.6

7.9
9.5

'12.7
0.3,

;oharacteristic of media specialid is theirOne outstanding
overall experience
media specialists in
report hO4ding thek
years.

JR/MIDDLE

10.6
27:7
21.3

. 17.0
23.4

0:0
11)6.0

7.5
-17.5

ilk 70.0
i.. .1...

0.0 0.7 (*7.6)
0.0 .5.0

8.1 8.6 -

10.8 13.6
81.1 72.

SR HIGH . TOTAL

. 9.3 13.3 (*10.5)
16.3 22.3
30.2 24.7
11.6 16.3
3'2.6 23.5

as educators. They have much less experience as-,
their' own sshool. But; even then, about 40%
k)sent media specialist job for seven or more

,

#5 MARYLA,ID CERTIFICATION STAUS

ELEMs JR/IVDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
ASSOCIATE 4.5 8.1 (*2.2)
GENERALIST', .1 27. 112:9 45.5" 36.2 (*3.8)
SPECIALIST. 0.4 . 52.4 46.9 (*4.0)
ADMINISTRATOR ,4.t 4.8 4.5 4.4 '(11.6)
OTHER CERTIFICATION 3'3;8. V LP0.5 -40.9. 37.5 (*3.8)'
NOT CERTIFJED 0.0 o.O (*1.2)

1 but a very small percentage of elementary media specialists
have some type *of. Maryland certification. However, the most

iappropriate certification for ,them to have is the generalist
certificate' and only 3021, report having ft. There may be a semantic:,
problem due to the use of the words "specialist" and "generalsist"
but even that would not account totally for..the fact that a rather
large persotage of media specialists may not be sufficiently

b.
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-,
AVA.ILABILriY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

#6 AVAILABILITY OF PROGRAMMING
4

ELEM. 'JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH 'TOTAL
AVAILABLE 98.7 95.7 95;5 97.0 (*1.3)

II
,

With very few exceptions, ITV is 1,414ely available in Maryland's
schools. That, at least, is the opirrion of the media specialists.

43

#7 TYPE OF TELEVISION SETS AVAILABLE

40 On the average) each school has four or five black and white
'television sets and about six color sets. However, some schools
report having no television sets.at all.

I

#8 ESTIMATE OF TEACHERS REGULARLY USING ITV

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
0 12.0 20.0 26.8. 17.9 ( *0.6)
1 5.3 5.0 7.3 * .8
2 6.7 ' 15.Q '2.4 7.7
3 13.3 20.0 7.3 ,13.5
4 9.3 10.0 9.8 9.6

.5 9.3 10.0 2.4 . 7.7
6 . 6.7 0.0 2.4 3.8
3 / 4.0 0.0 0.0 1.9
8 / 6.7 K 5.0 2.4 5.1
9 1.3 0.0 2.4 1.3

10 9.3 7.5 9.8 9.0
10+ 15.9 . 7.5 ) 274 16.7

Overall, 62.2% of the media specialists estimate that five
teachers or less are regular ITV 'Jeers. At the senior high level, g
bimodal distribution exists: slightly over one-fourth of the media
specialists estimate no teachers in their school use ITV while' about
the samepercentage estimate that more than ten use tt. T4e large
upper limit estimate may simply be an aberrant condition ilesulting
`from the'sheer size of the sotals involved. At'4 the lower levels,
elementary and junior/middl chools, 55.9% and 80.0% respectively,
calculate th't five teachers or less use ITV. AccordinEhm.to most
media specialist's, though, thare are at least a few ITVuslas in each
school.
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#9 TV FORMATS AVAILABLE

. ELEM
DIRECT ON-AIR 88.5
CASSETTE /VIDEOTAPE 46.2
CABLE TV 7.7 .

VIDEODISC ., 0.0.
CLOSED CIRCUIT 28.2
DON'T KNOW - 3.8

0

JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
89.1 88.6 88.7' (*2.5)

.76.J 88.6 65.5 (w3.7)
1Q.9 9.1 8.9 (*2.2)
0.0 4.5 1.2 (*0.8)
39.1 45.5 35.7 't 3:7)
0.0 0.0 1.8 (*1.0)

Predictabl', media specialists gave higher estimates than
teachers of available television/video reception formats. This'was
true ir.all format'categories,v except or course, the "Don't know"
category. Here, surprisingly enNgh, three elementary media
specialists were not sure what they had available to them. For the
most part programming is available broadcast directly over the air
(88.7%). There is codsiStency with regard to video
recording/playback capability, .owever. Here less than half (46.2%)
of elementary school media specialists report having VTR equipment in I

comparison to 76.1% of junior/middle school people and 88.7% of the
high school media specialists. It is interesting to note the

discrepancy between those estimates of VTR equipment availability and .

estimates made by teachers., At all levels there appear to be many
teachers, who are simply unaware of.the fact that such resources are
available to them. A similar pattern is apparent in the direct
broadcast and closed circuit

.
categories.

#10 QUALITY OF TELEVISION RECEPTION

ELEM I JR/MIDDLE
GOOD . 67.5 6Q.9
FAIR 26.0 2t 9
POOR 6.5 1

SR HIGH TOTAL
52.3 61.7
31.8 26.9
15.9 11.4

'

(*5.4)

Reception quality was rated very much the same by media
-/specialists as by teachers. Agdim, only'about one-half of.the high
t. schools surveyed reported having "gtad" reception. This would seem

to be a rather ominous indicetor since use of ITV is often affected
by such factors.

10.

-
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At,

ril LOCATION OF TELEVISION SETS

a

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
IN'CLASSROOM 46.8 30.4 11.4 32.9 (*13.0)
IN CENTRAL. LOC. 20.8 30.4, 18.2 ,22.8
AUDITORIUM 2.6 0.0 2.3 1.8
MEDIA CENTER 7.8 17.4 43.2 19.8 r *--

MORE THAN ONE 20.8 '15.2 20.5 19.2
OTHER 1.3 6.5 4.5 3.6'

,

Location of TV sets appears to be, related to school
level -- elementary 'schools ary more likely to have TV setAin the
classrooms while in high schodTs the sets are typically found in the
media center or other central location. Junior high schools or
middle schools do not have as clear cut a-pattern-with 30,.4% of the
respondents indicating that sets are in classrooms, 30.4% mentioning
a.centrai location and onother.17.4% suggesting the media center as
the best, descriptor of TV set location.

#1r2 ARRANGEMENTS FOR TV USE

1
STUDENTS TO TV
SETS TO STUDENTS
tNE OR OTHER
SETS'IN CLASSROOM

ELEM
9.2

36.8
19.7
1.6

JR/MIDDLE
8.7

23.9
47.8
19.6

SR HIGH.
7.0

41.9
39.5
11.6

TOTAL

8.5
34.5
2.7
23.0

(*7.4).

It is interesting that at all levels teachers are more likely to
indicate that they use the television in the media center than is
suggested by. the media specialist. Some teachers prefer to take
their classes to a location outside the .classroom to watch, TV.
Although 46.8% of elementary classrooms have their own TV, only 31.6%
of the media specialists consider use of the classroom TV as a best
description of reality.,(See item #11)

#13 HOW OFTEN ARE SETS IN GOOD REPAIR?

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
ALWAYS 29,.9 24.4 y 20.5 25.9 ( *5.3)
MOST OF THE TIME 63.6 60.0 68.2 63.9
SOME OP THE TIME ,3.9 11.1 6.8 6.6
SELDOM ,,,

. 2.6 4.4 4.5 3.6

Like the teachers, Media specialists consYder* the available TV-
sets to be in good repair either most of the time or always.
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#14 USt OF LOCAL OR STATE VIDEOTAPE LIBRARY

Approxitately 40% (plus-pr-minus 3.9%) of the media specialists
acquire _pre ecorded programming from local or state sources. High
school media specialists are much more likely to do so than either
their junior high Or elementary, col/e'agues. (61.4% vs. 45.2% .vs.

23.7%). 4

I
#15 VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
WITH ANOTHER CLASS 64.0
WHOLE CLASS ALONE 86.7

'4175.8

.7

53.5
86.0

56.7
89.0

(*3.9)
(*2.4)

SMALL GROUPS 24.0 5.7 37.2 33.5 (*3.7)
INDIV. STUDENTS 4.0 17.0 137.2 16.5 (*2.9)
NEVER USE 2.7 6.5 11.6 . 6.1 (*1.9)

Across all school levels, media specialists
higher estimate of ITV use than teachers.
example, 26.8% of media specialists report that
ITV, (see item #8) while 52.4% of high school
never use it.

#16 REPAIR POLICY

ELEM
REPAIRED IN BLDG 1.4

CENTRAL REP. SHOP 60.0
HIRE REPAIRMAN 25.7
NO POLICY 5.7
OTHER 7.1

JR/MIDDLE
2.3

77.3
18.2.
0.0
2.3

have a considerably
In high schools, for
teachers never use
teachers report they

SR HIGH
0.0

81.8
13.6
2.3
2.3

TOTAL
1.3 (*6.1)

70.9
20.3
3.2
4.4

Tele'vision and video equipment-are generally repaired in the
"school system's central repair shop,. although about one-fifth of the

schools u-se a local repair service.

#17 TT RELATED SERVICES

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
EARPHONES 34.0 32.5 41.2 35.5 (*4.4)
.EASY (DIAE) ACCESS 31.9 25.0 17.6 25.6 (*4.0)
Tar STUDIO 14.9 20.0 21.5 (113.7)
TAPE!LIB/SCHOOL 19.1 47.5, 40.5 (*4.5)
TAPE LIB/DISTRICT 55.3 47.5 58.8 53.7 (*4.6)
OTHER 4.3 0.0 2.9 2.5 (*1.4)

1% 48
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. A higher percentage of media specialists reported t-he,
availability of service in each category than the corresponding
teacher perceptage. There appears to be a number ofteachers who are

-unaware of 'the availability of 'these- services. Libraries of
videotapes- are reported to be available in 40.5% of the school
buildings and 53.7% of the school districts. Senior, high' schools
have the greatest access to these services.

#18 USE OF VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
USE 38.2 80.0- 75-0 59.4 (*3.8)

#19 IS SOMEONE AVAILABLE TO VIDEOTAPE?

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
86.5 64.9 (*4.2)PERSON 1VAILABLE 37.7, 80.5

distinctly different resp nse to the issue of., the use of
videotape manifested itself -between elementary school media
specialists, on the one hand, ,nd junior and senior high men/a
specialists on the other. Approximately twice as many upper level
media specialists record ITV lessons than elementary media
specialists. This finding is consistent with the information about
equipment availability,-but is-more dramatic in the difference.

#20 ARE PROGRAMS PRODUCED IN THE SCHOOL?

PROGRAMS PRODUCED

TO WHAT'END:

ELEM
44.3'

JR/MIDDLE
70.5

SR HIGH
80.0

J4/

61.0 (*3.9)

INSTRUCTIONAL USE 57.6 71.0 78.1 68.8 (*4.8)
ADMINISTRATIVE USE 15.2 9. 18.8 14.6 (*3.6)
IN-SERVICE 12.1 16.1 34.4 20.8 (*4.2)
STUDENT EXPERIENCE 72.7

9 77.4 81.3 77.1 (*4.3)
TEACHER FEEDBACK 27.3 t 25.8 50.0 34.4 (*4.9)
STUDENT FEEDBACK 66.7 8.0.6 87.,5 78.1 (*4.2)
OTHER 18.2 9.7 -15.6 14'.6 (*3.6)

According to the media specialists, large percentage of
schools-Produce their own video programs, e main uses they see for
these programs are Student feedback, student production experiehce
and instructional use. More use is apparently made of in- school"
productions at the junior and senior high school level.

49
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#21. PRODUCTION RESPONSIBILITY
,

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
:MEDIA SPECIALIST ' 87.5 69.7 73.5 77.6 (*4.1)
CLASSROOM TEgCH'ER 37.5 24.2 41.2 34.6 (*4.6)
STUDENTS 7.5 6.1 20.6 11.2 (*3.1)
ITV COORDINATOR 20.o, 12.1 11.8 ' 15.0 (*3.5)
OTHER- 10.0 12.1 20.6 14.0 ('13.4)

#22,HOW MANY TEACHERS ARE INVOLVED IN PRODUCTION?

Five teachers or less are typically involved in productions in
each school. One notable exception occurs at the elementary school
level, however,'where 300% of the respondents indicated that no
teachers were involved. This suggests that the media specialist took
on the task of production in the context of some media or library

- oriented activity or that she/he was,isimply left alone in a different
instructional context to develop and produce a videb prograM.

Ab.

SUPPORT OF ITV

#23 MEDIA SPECIALISTS.' ATTITUDES TOWARDS ITV USE

ELEM
STRONGLY ENCOURAGE 22.7

JR/MIDDLE
11,4

ENC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 64.6 , 73.9

NE1THER.ENC. NOR
DISCOURAGE

DISC'. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION

13.3

STRONGLY-DISC. 0.0

8.7

0.0

0.0

SR HIGH TOTAL
16.3 19.5 (*4.6)

65.1 67.1

16.3 12.8

2. 0.6

0.0 0.0

Most media specialists (67.1%) see themselves as'encouraging the
use of ITV'but leaving that use to the discretion of the teacher. A
smaller percentage of media specialists (19.5%) report, that they
strongly encourage use.
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f24 DISTRICT ATTITUDES TOWARD ITV USE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE

r

I

SW HIGH TOTAL

49

STRONGLY ENCOURAGE 18.9 13.0 7.0 14.1 ('4.5)

INC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 71,6 69.6 83.7 74s2

NEITHER ENC. NOR
DISCOURAGE 6.8 15.2 , 7.0 9.2

Jabs
DISC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEA...9ER DISCRETION 1.4 2.2 0.0 1.2

STRONGLY DISC. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0,

District attitudes toward ITV use were viewed by media
specialists as consistent with their own. attutudes. A modest
exception existed among high school media specialists, who seem to
think the district is lessfavorably disposed than they are.

#25 ITV COORDINATOR

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH
FULL TIME 8.0 13.0 20.9
PART TIME 1.3 13.0 11.6
INFORMAL 16.0 13.0

,,
4.7

NONE 74.7 60.9 62.8

PERSON' SPECIALLY
TRAINED 33.3 38.9 62.5

ITV COORD. CONSULTS
WITH TEACHERS 90.0 100.0 100:0

AL
12.8 (*8.4)
7.3
12.2
67.7

43.6 (A10.1)

96.2 (*5.9)

About one-third of the schools report having either a full- or
part-time ITV coordinator or an informal coordinator. It appears
that in most cases the mm etrff specialist assumes that ro].. Only
43.6% of the designate ITV coordinators have had training. But,-in
the majority of schools (96.2%), either the ITV coordinator or the
media specialitt, are available for consultation with teachers
regarding the use of ITV-somehow the job gets done.
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#26 CONTACT WITH OUTSIDE ITV PERSONNEL

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
CONTACTED 2.7 43.2

IF 'YES -

STAFF VISITED SCHOOL .

'DISTRICT 6.3 11.
'STATE 12.5 0.0

PROVIDE IN-SERVICE
DISTRICT 18.8 11.1
STATE 62.5 20.0

PROVIDED MATERIALS
DISTRICT 81.3 83.3
STATE 62.5 70.0

PHONE CONTACT
DISTRICT 31.3 88.9
STATE 12.5 10.0

SERVED ON COMM.
DISTRICT 0.0 0.0
STATE 0.0 0.0

OTHER
DISTRICT 12.5 11.1
STATE 37.5 i0.0

SR HIGH
56.8

...

35.1
18.8

26.1
18.8

87.0
87.5

'69.6
6.3

13.0
6.3

13.0
0.0

TOTAL
39.3

21.1
.11.8

19.3
29.4.

84.2
76.5

r ,
64.9
8.8

5.3
2.9

12.3
11.8

(*3.8)

(*5.4)
(*5,6)

(*53)
(*7.9)

(`6'4.9)

(*7.4)

(*6.4)
( *4.9)

(*3.0)
(*2.9)

( 64.4)

(*5.6)

4

Responses to this item can 6e misleading if not reyiewed
carefully. At the elementary level, for instancealrost three times
as many people did not have contact as did with c'ther district or
state ITV people. The data on the nature of the contact appears
positive. But-it should be considered that in many cases only one or
two respondents indicated they had a particulqr contact. This occurs
as a result of using percent as a measure and having only a few
respondents eligible for a.par.ticular item. A case in point: only-
twelve media specialists reported that their school wbs visited by a
district ITV representative and only four said they had had a visit.'
from state ITV personnel.

For the most part (excluding newsletters, guides,. etc.) more
contact was made at the high school level. Only high schoolmedia
specialists, and then only four, at that, reported servAng on an ITV,
committee at the district (3) or state (1) level.
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#27 ITV SCHEDULE BOOK DISTRIBUTION

: ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
?'GIVEN TO ALL 40 58.4i,---. 27.7 32.6 43.1
GIVEN*ON REQUEST 11.7 _19.1 20.9 16.2
NOT PROVIDED 2.6 1 0.0 1.8
COPIES IN mon 15.6 42.6 37.2 28.7
DON'T KNOW . 3.9 2.1 2.3 3.0
MORE THAN ONE WAY 7.8 6.4 7.0 7.2

The distribution pattern of schedule4 reported by media
.____specialists is consistent with the one teachers expressed except that

media spe.cialists are more confident ttlese items get to the teachers
than the teachers,are. Again, the primary form of distribution,
particularly in the elementary schools, appears to be that all
teachers receive the schedules. The second\most likely occuFrance is
that multiple copies are kept in some central 16cation like the media
center.

#28 TEACHER GUIDE DIST BUTION

ELENA JR/MIDDLE
GIVEN TO ALL 22.1 6.4-
GIVEN ON REQUEST 49.4 42.6
NOT PROVIDED 1.3 2.1

4 COPIES IN SCHOOL 18.2 29.8
DON'T KNOB ,3.9 6.4
MORE THAN ONE WAY 5.2 12.8

'SR HIGH
4.8

38.1
4.8

35.7
4.8
11.9

TOTAL
13.3
44.6
2.4

25.9
4.8
9.0

(*11.6)

_In contras the V schedules, ITV program guides seem to be
either istribu d to teachers on request or kept in multiple coples
in some ce al 1 cation. Elementary school teachers, according to
their media --csalises, are the most likely to receive copies of
guides whether th y request them or not.
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' UTILIZATION OF ITV

3

.#29 WHO INFORMS TEACHERS ABOUT ITV?

ELEM 'JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
MEDIA SPECIALIST 83.3 87.2 86.4 85.2 (*2.7)
ITV-COORDIWOR 15.4 12.8 20.5 16.4 t*2.8)

r ANOTHER TEACHER 15.4 10'6 18.2 14.8 (*2.7)
PRINCIPAL 12.8 10.6 ?3 9.5 (*2.3)
ITV--STATE 14.1 4.3 15.9 , 11.8 (*2.5)
LOCAL TV STATION 0.0 4.3 2.3 1.8 (*LOY
NO ONE 12.8 6.4 2.3 8.3

There is no question About the fact that media specialists
believe that they are the ones who usually inform the teachers bout
.ITV programs or about how to make use' of those progradd .2%
.hink so. This contrasts markedly with teacher perceptions'
Teachers-give much of the credit for keeping informed to other
teachers. 'three in eight teachers ,say that they "sometimes'-or
"often" get ideas from other teachers. No other source of ITV

-' information, including the guidts, was consulted. as frequently.

#30 MEDIA SPECIALIST'S SUGGESTIONS ABOUT ITV

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
' OFTEN 17.9 42.6 34.1 29.0 (*6.4)
SOMETIMES 50.0 46.8 . 47.7 48.5
RARELY . 21.8' 10.6 13.6 . 16.6
NEVER 10.3 0.0 ., 4. ,5.9

6 . )
. -,.".

- :

In terms of Oe frequency of advice given to teachers, 29.0% of
the media spedialigts say they "often," either formally or
informally, tell teachers about programs worth Watching or ways- to
use' ITV. Another 48.5% say they "sometimes" provide advice. This
observation on their part 1s consistent with their other observation
that, in the main, they, bncourage-ITV use but leave that use up to
the discretion of the teacher. It is difficult without further
inquiry to imply more than that media specialists are generally more
reactive than'proahtive.regarding ITV. The fact that one in five
estimates that he/she rarely, if ever, provides ITV'suggesti.ons-to
teachers is reason enough to suggest the need for further inquiry.
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1 GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS ITV
It;

. ...,,
41

R/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
t

...7MIONN

-.. sy. ELEM
SUBJECT SPECIALISTS

_ FAVOR '63.3 , 51.3 48.8
NEUTRAL 33.3 48:7 , 51.2
AGAINST -3.3 0.0

.,

0.0
TEACHERS .

FAVOR , 73.6 47:7 51.2
NEUTRAL 23.6 52.3 48.8
AGAINST 2.8 ' 0.0 0.0

PRINCIPAL
FAVOR - 68.6 70.5 57.1
NEUTRAL 27:1 27.3 40.5
AGAINST 4.3 -2.3 2.4

OTHEFASPCIALISTS
'

,
gig FAVOR 63.8 40:5 44.7,,

NEUTRAL. 34.0 56.8 55.3
. AGAINST ;0, 2.1 2.7 0.0
FARMS, -- 'Th

,,

_FAyOR 34.4 '23:3 23.1 28.0 --(1-3.9

Q .- gEirrfti, 63.9 76.7 76.9 71.3/
AGAINST 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.7

STUDENTS
;

IL ,

'F 1OR 81.8' 74.4 -4--4" 57.5 73:2 ^(413..6)1
N RAL . 18.2 , 25.6 42.5 26.8
AGAINST 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0

TEACHE'R ORGANIZATION '

FAVOR .55.6 , 31.7 -35.9 42-.5 (*4.5)
NEUTRAL 42.6 6,8.3 61.5 56.0
AGAINST \ 1.9 0.0 e

,2.6 .1.5

4.

53 'r

53.6 (*5.0)._

0.9

`60.4 (*411)
38.4
1.3

66.0 (*4.4)
30.8
3.2--

50.8" (*4.8)
47

1.6

K

Althotigh media specialist's conslder teachjs to be mare -or -Less
favorable toward ITV, they tliginkthalc teacher's organizations tend to
be neu It an observation whic,h -Seems to be more negative than
positiv ,, nIt is also interesting to note that students are
considered a most positively disposed tociard ITV of; all groups and
tet overa use ITV seems to relpatively modest. Do the opinions
of otner constitu cies, parents or teacher organizations, for
examOle, play alnbre important role in influencing use?
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#32 INAPPROPRIATE'USE ,OF ITV

ELEM
USED ITV TOO MUCH

YES . 15.1.
NO -78.1

o
4NOT SURE 6.8

JRIMIDDLE

. 4.4
88.9

. 6.7

SR HIGH

7.1
92.9

: 0.0

TOTAL

10.0
85.0
5.0

(43.0)

USED INAPPROPRIATELY
YES 11.3 11.9. 11.9 (*3.7)
NO 77.5. 73.9 83.3 78.0
NOT SURE '111.3. 13.0 4.8 10.1

The majority of media.speCialists consider teacher Use of'ITV to
be moderate and apprbpriate. At "the, ele.mentary schobi level the
largest incidence of over-use is r.qadrted (15.1%). Inappropriat'e
program selection. is rated consistentlMacross levels. Only about
12% of the sctioop-,. according to the media specialists, had at least
One teacher who selected pforams iyiappropriately.

#33mAximum APPROPRIATE 'AMOUNT OF ITV PER WEEK

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR
f

HIGH.
.

TOTAL
FIFTEEN MIN. 0.0 43 0.Q .1.2 (*14.7)
THIRTY .MIN. 17.3 23.9 9.5 17.2
ONE HOUR '32.0 21.7 33.3, 29.4
ONE & ONE HALF HR. 21.3 10.9 16,7, 17.2 ...

T40 TO FOUR HRS. 12.0 6.5 4.8 8;6.
FIVE OR.MORE,HRS., 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. -

NO'SET.LIMIT 17.3 .,_ 32.6
.

35.7p - 26.4,*
e

Elethentary school media specialists appear more inclined.to set
maximum viewing limits than their upper level colleagues. Their
pero4ped limit clusters in the one hour range. .At the upper levels,
if limits are set, the limit is most-likely- to be one hour. The
preference for jadior or senior high people is more likely to leave
time limit/ to the teacher.

tr -*
411

56



YOUR PREPARATION FOR THE USE OF ITV

#35 GENERAL OR SPECIFIC TRAINING

ELEM J /MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
HAD ITV TRAINING 42.1 55.3 62.8 51.2 (*3.9)

IF YES-
COLLEGE COURSE 45.7' 4.6:2 55.6, 48.9 (*5.4)
DISTRICT IN-SERVICE 42.9 42:3 - 51.9 45.5 (*5.3)

AITV IN-SERVICE
..-TWKSHOP-TV STATION

11.4
0.0

11.5
38

7.,4

0.0
10.2

. 1.1
(*3.2)
011.1)

WkSHOP-STATE ITV 28.6 23.1' 18.5 23.9 ( *4.6)
WKSHOP-PROF MEETING 45.7 57:7 ' 37.0 46.6 (*5'.3)

55

As th teachers, tile most likely ITV training experience for
media specialists is .reported to be a collep course (484-9%).
However, far more media specialists (49.5% vs. 16.9%) have had the
opportunity to participate in a district level ITV in-service'
experience. The media specialists whc3,have had training do not seem
to be using their experience to implement and conduct training
sessions for the teachers.

#36 RECENT TRAINING

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
WITHIN THREE YEARS 42.5 29.0

SR HIGH TOTAL
43.8 38.8 (*4.8)

Less than half of the media specialisti have had recent training
experience in ITV. In 'addition, tire junAor,high/midsile school group
appears to be the most neglected. Since there are a large number pf
new and ap opriate programs aimed at junior high schoOl .stutges,
this la of recent training would seem,to be a' problem.
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REACTIONS 0 INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

7

#37 REACTIONS TO\UiE OF ITV
, le

A. t Teachers in my school are using more ITV than they have
In the past 3 years.

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 29.2 , 38.6 , 45.0 350 (*7.9)
NEITHER 31.9, 18.2 25.0 26.3
DISAGREE 29.2 136.4 22,5.. 29.54
`NA -9.7 6.8 .7.5

°

B. ITV'auses many scheduling and adminiktrative problems.
JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TQTAL

26.7 26.8 27.5 (*7.5)'
, 22.'2 17.1 23.1

46.7 43.9 42,5
k.4 12.2 6.9

ELEM
AGREE 28.4
NEITHER '27.0
DISAGREE 39.24,
NA 5.4

C. ITV is a useful teaching,tool.
ELEM JR /MIDD

AGREE 4 91:8. 93.2
NEITHER 6.8 2.3
DISAGREE 1.4 2.3

. NA 0.0 4 ,2.3

4

SR HIGH TOTAL
95.2 93.1 (*3.5)
2.4 4.4
0.0 1.3

2.4 1.3

D. Teachers don't make enough ilse.of ITV: .

GREE .

ITHER
.,DISAGREE
NA

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH 'TOTAL
61.1 73.8 ----J 59.5 64.1
27.8' 16.7 31.0 25.6
11.1 2.A 4.8 7.1
0.0 7.1 4.8 3.2

58
7-J

(*6.1)

g f
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E. It's teachers in my school used ITV too much there would
bb comments.

.ELEM -JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL,
AGREE 31.0 48.8 35.0 37.0 (*8.3)
NEITHER ' 35.2 23.3 . 37..5 32.5
DISAGREE 19.7 14.0 * 20.0 18.2 .

NA : 14.1.1t 14.0 7.5 12.3

F. Some parents express concerns about the amount of ITV
watched in the classroom. ,,,,:s

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL'

NEITHER SU 18.6
4.7

20.0
5.0 5.1 (*6.3)AGREE

26.3
DISAGREE 43.8 50.5 50.0 50.0
KA ' 16.4 16.3 25.0 18.6

G, Our emphasis on basic education goals makes ITV a frill.
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SRHIGH TOTAL

AGREE' 8.5 8.9 5.0 7.7' (*5.7)
NEITHER 25.4 13.3. 27.5 22.4
DISAGREE 60.6 73.3 57.5 63.5
NA, 5.6 4.4 10.0 6.4

1,

r

H. .I have inquired about .ITV opinions of parents in a
needs assessment survey. o

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA

.

,

0.0
8.7

31'.9

59.4

0.0'

9.8
41.5
48.8

2.7
. 18.9

16.2
62.2

0.7
11.6
30.6
57.1

*(*6.0)

7

/

-,I. One of .the firt things to go in a tight budgetary
environment is ITV. t

ELEM
AGREE 24.3'
NEITHER 50.0
DISAGREE 15.7
NA 10.0

,

JR /MIDDLE
20.3
38. .

27.
6.8

SR HIGH

11

2 .0
12.5

TOTAL
27.9
42.2
20.1'
9.7

( 7.5)

5a,
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J. It has become easier over the past-3 years to justify
___

funds for supporting ITV.
ELEM -JR/MIDDLE , SR HIGH TOTAL

AGREE 6.9 24.4 t 10.0 12.7 (*7.0)
NEITHER .52.-8 '31.1 62.5 49.0
DISAGREE .23.6 33.3 15.0 24.2

',\NA 1617 11.1 . 12.5' 14.0

IV is considered a useful teaching tool by 93.1%.of the media
specialists surveyed. The majority (64.1%) also feel'that teachers
do not make, enough use of ITV. More than one third (35.9%) would

,agr4e that there is a trend toward more use of ITV in the schools
even though ITV services are Telt ts be threatened by a **tight

I budgetary environment.

*es
#38 USE OF ITV.

A. to extend the range of experiences available to students
ELEM JR /,MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMfORTANT
NEITHER
UNIMPORTANT
NA

.94.7
3:9
1.3
0.0

91.3
4.3
2.2'
2.2 .

93.0
4.7
2.3
0.0

93.3.
4.2 .

1.8
0.6

(*3.1)

B. to present new materials .

ELEM -JRMIDDLE SR HIGH ,TOTAI.

IMPORTANT 83.1 75.6 76.7 79.2 (*4.7)
NEITHER 11.3 20'.0 14r6 15.7
UNIMPORTANT 4.2 "/' 2,2 if.7 3.8
NA 1.4 2.2' 0.0 1.3

C. to provide different approaches for presenting material
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT
NEITHER
UNIMPORTANT
NA

93.3
5.3
1.3
0.0

90.9
-6.8
0.0
2.3

92.7
4.9
2.4
0.0

92.5
5.6
1.3
0.6

(*3.1)

Go
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D. to reinforce material taught in'other lessons
ELEM JfitiMIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT
NEITHER
UNIMPORTANT
NA

86.3
13.7
0.0
0.0 .

79.1
14.0
4.7
2.3

82.9
14.6
2.4.
0.0

83.4 .(
14.0
1.9
0.6

*3.9)

. to bring new resources and/or persons into the classroom
ELEM: JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMpORTAN(f 95.9 95.6 86.0 93.2 (*2.8)
NEITHER 2.7 ' 2.2 14.0 5.6
UNIMPORTANT 1:4 0.0 . 0.0 '0.6
NA 0.0 2.2 0,0 0.6

,
. to motivate students-' interest in a subject

, ELEM JR/MIDDLE ' SR HIGH TOTAL
IMPORTANT 94.5 85.4 88.1 90.4 (*3.1)
NEITHER .4.1 ' 12.2 11.9 8.3
UNIMPORTANT 1.4 - 0'.0 0.0 0.6
NA 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.6

G. to ligiten the teaching load
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 13.7 4.5 9.8 10.1 (*6.5)
NEITHER 30.1 29.5 .1144.1 31.0
UNIMPORTANT 45.2 50.0 48.8 47.5
NA 11,0 15.9 7.3 11.4

-#

H. to allow teacher to observe students
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT' 29.2 15.9 1,21.4 23.4 (11,7.2)
NEITHER 25.0 45.5 :47.6 36.7

'1 UNIMPORTANT 37.5 31.8 23.8 32,3
NA 8.3 6.8 7.1 7.6

61
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I. to allow teacher and/Or students a brief time to relax
TOTAL

6.6 '( *5.9')

27.6
56.6
9.2

o

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH
IMPORTANT , 9.1 2.3 7.1
NEITHER 22.7 . 25.0 38.1
UNIMPORTANT' 54.5 65.9 50.0
NA 13:6 6.8 4.8

J. to permit individualization of instruction
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH

IMPORTANT,' 48.6 0 48.8 74./4

NEITHER ' 27.1 .25.6 18,6
UNIMPORTANT 11.4 11.6 41.7

NA 12.9 14.0 2.3

K. to present subject matter where there is not a
special teacher (e.g.

ELEM
foreign language).

JR /MIDDLE SR HIGH
IMPORTANT 61".1 41.9 , 45.2
NEITHER 19.4 9.3 19.0
UNIMPORTANT 8.3 '30%2 9.5
NA 11.1 18.6 26.2

ilrergencrsituations
L. serve as a suitable teaching alternative in

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH
IMPORTANT 10.0 13.6 14.3
NEITHER 21.4 20.5 26.2
UNIMPORTANT 51.4 47.7 42.9
NA 17.1 18.2. 16.7

TOTAL
55.8 (*8.0)
24.4
9.6
10.3

TOTAL
51.6 (*9.3)
16.6
14.6
17.2

TOTAL
12.2 (*7.2)
22.4
48.1
17.3

M. to cover essential leArning skills
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 38:9' 46.5 57.1 45.9
NEITHER 34.7 27.9 28.6 31.2
UNIMPORTANT 18.1 48.6 9.5 15.9
NA 8.3 7.0 416 7.0

(*7.5)

62
The most important.functions served by ITV, according to media

specialists, are likely Po be that it extends the range of
experiences available'to students and brings new resources or people
into the classroom. Most media specialists.(92.5%) also feel that
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ITV provides different approaches for presenting material in the
classroom. It is also viewed by 90.4% of respondents as capable of
motivating student interest..

#39 VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ITV

A. ITV shows great possibilities for stimulating teacher
creativity.

ELEM

,

JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 65.8 63.6 6.1 62.7 (*5.9)
NEITHER 23.3 27.3 39.0 28.5
DISAGREE 6.8 6.8 2.4 5.7
NA 4.1 2.3 2.4 3.2

B. Teachers, whenusing instructional televisiork, lose some
of their importance in the classroom setting. ,

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR lioici TOTAL
AGREE 2.8 , 2.3 ,.....3 4.4 (*4.2)
NEITHER. 13.9 11'.4 23.3 15.7
DISAGREE 83.3 84.1 67.4 79.2 ,

NA- 0.0 2.3 . 0..0 0.6

C. The personal relationship between student and teacher
is lost when instructional television is used.

ELEM JR/MI6DLE .SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 1?.5q 4.5 9.3 9.4 (*5.4)
NEITHER- 11\.1 13.6 23.3 15.1
DISAGREE 736 77.3 65.1 72.3
NA 2.8, . 4.5 2.3 3.1

D T e development of more new instructional television programs
is a waste of tithe.

ip

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 2.8 2.3 0.0 1.9 (*3.3)
NEITHER 11.1 6.8 11.9 10.1
DISAGREE 86.1 88.6 ,. 88.1 87.3
NA 0.0 2.3 0.0 6.6

AV

63
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doe

I. Wider use ,of instructonal television is needed.
ELEW& JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA

53.4'i.:
32.9
13.7 ,.
0.0 .

.

.

58.1
37.2
2.3
2.3

61.9
33.3
4.8
0.0

57.0
3W.2
8.2
0.6

(*5.4)

F. The use of instructional television makes any subject
matter more interesting.

AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA-

ELEM
52.7
37.8
9.5
0.0

Au JR/MIDDLE
44.2
32.6
20.'19

2.3

SR HIGH
53.5
32.6
14.0
0.0

TOTAL
50.6
35.0
13.7
0.6

(*5.8)

No.

G. Instructional television should inspire students to
greater curiosity and learning.

ELEM , JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 82.2 81.8 83.7 82.5 (*3.6)
NEITHER 17.8 13.6 16.3 16.2
DISAGREE 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.6
WA 0.0 '2.3 0.0 .40.6

H. Instructional television is all right but I Teel it has
been overemphasized.

,ELEM JR /MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA

2.7
39.7
57.5
0.0

6.8
9.5

2.3

2.3
37.2
60.5
0.0 .

3.8
36.2
59.4
0.6

(*1.6)

I. Children watch enough television at home; they don't
need(to watch more in school.

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE ,, 4.1 2.3 0.0 2.5 (*4.3)
NEITHER 18.9 27.3 23,3- 22.4
DISAGREE 73:0 65.9 76.7 72.0
NA 4.1 4.5 cl .

tog.
0.0 3.1

Over 84 of the media specialists think instructional television
inspirps student curiosity. ,Fewer .(62.7%) agree that ITV also has

'
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_ . .

the power to stimulate teacher creativity. Fifty-seven.percent would
like to see wider use made of the television medium.

.CONCLUSION
.........

Media specialists tend to be supportive of ITV. They see
themselves as enc9Araging ITV use, as informing teachers of its
potential, and as disseminating schedules, guides and suggestions
about ITV offerings. All of this is done in the context of their
Overall function. They see a slight rise in ITV use although they
also predict continued or increased pressure bn supporting funds.

to
...
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INTRODUCTION

PRINCIPALS.

65

One hundred sixty,7eight% principals (84%) returned valid
questionnaires. As the major contributor to school climate, the
principal's opinions on the use of instructional television is
*extremely important. The high response rate isgratifying..

#2 G!ADES TAUGHT

Eighty-one elementary principals, forty junior high. or middle
school principals, and forty-seven senior high school principals
responded to this survey: ,

#9 EXPERIENCE

PRINCIPAL
AT PRESENT SCHOOL
1 YEAR
2-3 YEARS
4-6 YEARS
7-9 YEARS
10+ YEARS

EDUCATOR
1 YEAR
2-3 YEARS
4-6 YEARS
7-9 YEARS
10+ YEARS

-ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

21.0 12.5 12.8 -16.7 (*9.4)
30.9 '35.0 27.7 31.0
22.2 32.5 31.9 27.4
18.5 7.5 12.8 14.3
7.4 12.5* . 14.9 10:7

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3

98.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.

100.0

0.0 0.0 (*0.6)
o 0.-0 0.0

0.Q 0.0
0.0\,_ 0.6-

100.0 99.4

Principals in Maryland have a considerable amount of experience
in schools. Only4one elementary principal reported having less than
teMyears experience (he/she had 7-9 years in the schools) as an
educator. However, they have mach less experience as principals.
About half of the respondents report having three or less years; the
othqrs report having four or more years. Only one in ten have ten or
more years. 0

66
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AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

#10 AVAILABILITY OF. PROGRAMMING
A

ELEM 7-IV/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AVAILABLE 98.7 89.7 95.7 95.8 (*1.6)

Some form of ITV programming, either broadcast or videotape, is
availab e in 95.5% of the schools, according to principals. Their
estimat- corroborate those of media specialists, leaving teachers
with the , lowest estimate of availabilty. This is particularly the
case at th senior high level, where about 96% of principals and
media specialists report, program availability, compared ito 3% of
teachers.

#12 NUMBER OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS USING ITV .

The number of teachers regularly using ITV in their school is
estimated by principals'as being anywhere from zero (27.3 percent) to
forty (0.6 percent). Most principals (60 percent) believe that five'
of fewer teachers in their school ar regular ITV users.

#13 TV MEDIA AVAILABLE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
DIRECT ON-AIR 90.7 86.5
CASSETTE/VIDEOTAPE 44.0 83.8
CABLE TV 8.0 16.2
VIDEODISC 1.3 '2.7
CLOSED CIRCUIT 28.0 24.3
DON'T KNOW 1.3 0.0

#14 QUALITY OF TELEVISION RECERTION

SR HIGH, TOTAL
83,3 87.7 ( *2.7.)

92.9v 66.9 (*3.8)
9.5 10.4 (*2.5)
0.0 . 1.3 (*0.9)

52.4 33.8 (*3.8)
0.0 0.6 (*0.6)

. \
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

GOOD ,66.2 . 76.9 .57%1 66.5 (*4.9)
FAIR 28.6 , 15.4 33.3 26 ,6

POOR 5.2\ 7.7 9.5 '7.0

4

The prinbipals' assessment of format availability and reception
quality is codsistentith media specialists' assessment.

67
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#15 LOCATION OF TELEVISION` SETS

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
liti CLASSROOM 56.6 23.7
.liN CENTRAL LOC. . 26.3' 26.3
AUDITORIUM 2./t I 0.0

"MEDIA 'CENTER . 7.9 tr 26.3
MORE THAN ONE 6.6 23.7

OR OTHER ti

0

SR HIGH
19.0
16.7
4.8

42.9
16.7

TOTAL
38.5
23.7
2.6

21.8
13.5

.

(*12.1)

Elementary principals reinforce the notion that TV sets are
generally kept in the classroom at the elementary school level. They
seem to be more inclined to the opinion that the caassroom.has,
rather than doesn't have, a TV set than the media specialists or
teachers. A reverseldiscrpeancy is apparent at tiTe junior or senior

. high level. The principals tend:to underestimate (compared tothe
teachers) the use made of the media center as a TT location.

#16*ARRANGEMENTS FOR TV USE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
S..IIJDENTS TO TV ' 2.6 2.6 7.1 3,8 (*6.8)A
SETS TO STUDENTS 37.7 ,d52.6 42.9 42.7

. .

ONE OR OTHER 23.4 34.2 42.9 31.2
.SETS IN CLASSROOM 36.4 10.5 .1 22.3

Some across-the-board inconsistency occurs in response to this
item. On the one hand, 38.5% of the principals report that sets are
in the classrooms, on the other, only 22.3% report that the classroom
sets are used. More then 40% Of the principals figure that the ,most
likely arrangement for viewing is that sets are brought tb the
classroom. When comparing this Atem, it is clear that slightly
different perceptions exist across groups. This may Indicate that

/ the latter two groups aren't. really aware of how teachers use ITV.
At the junior high /middle school level this difference in perception
seems even more marked and Will be further discus'sed in related
sections of this report.

#17 HOW OFTEN ARE SETS IN GOOD REPAIR?

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOAL
ALWAYS 34.2 30.8 26.2 31.2 (*5.3)
MOST OF<THE TIME . 57.5' 61.5 66..7 ,61.1
SOME OF THE<TIME 5.3 2.6 4.8 4.5
SELDOM 2.6 5.168 2.4 3.2-

Over 90$ of the principals cohsider that their school's TV sets
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are kept in gobd repair most of. the time or always. Media
spebialists and teachers in'this-survey would concur. 'It would seem,

,tharefoi.e, that set repair is not a majoi. problem. That is not to
Suggest that set condition won't become a problem, as equipment gets
older 04placement equipment gets harder to'purchase, nor'does it

ak t1 the conditio4of related equipment such as video_ recorders,
hdch re essential'Tor,broader ITV use.- TV :set condition and repair
s defi 'tely something,which must be addressed regularly and must be
considde 'n-long-range contingency planning.

11?

08 USE OF LOCAL OR STATE VIDEOTAPE LIBRARY

MEV JR/MIDDIZE SR. HIGH .TOT L
YES 31.8 42.1 66.7 43.3, (114.3)" f.

`Principals al)pear:to be .aware, of the use of district, regipnal:
or 'state videotape libraries. Ar'least their esq11 es ofvseriare
.consistent 'with media specialists' estimates.

4''','0

.:#19 REPAIR POLICY

,./
ELEM JR /MIDDLE SR HIG

REPAIRED IN BLDG 3.9 5.1 2.4
CENTRAL REP. SHOP 60.5 64.1 88%1
HIRE REPAIRMAN 30.3 , 28.2 7.1
NO POLICY 0.0 '2.6 0.0
OTHER 5.3 0.0, 2.4

TOTAL
3.8 (*5.6)

i 68.8
0.6

. 0.6
3.2,

Again, at: the junior high/middle school level -there .is a

disagreemeht, albeit modest, between the,pincipals' perceptions of
rep it policy and the media specialists''Perceptions. More than 70%
of the media specialists report they Send equipment'to a central
repair'. shop of the. district'. That 'figure compares with 64% for
principdls. More principals think a local repair person in 1.1sed.

#20 TirRELAT*ED,SERVICES
t

4 ELEM
EARPHONES , . 29.4
EASY (DIAL) ACCESS, 39-.2

TV pU))I0
TO LIB/SCHOOL 19.6.

'TAPE LIB/DISTRICT 62.7.

igTHEi,3 3.9

JR /MIDDLE
26.7.

0

56.7
.60.0
6.7

. SR HIGH
34.2
21.2
28:9
57.9
78.9
5.3

TOTAL
30.3 (*4.2)
36.1 (114.4)

18.5 (i3.6)
41.2 "(*4.5) M
67.2 (*4.3)
5.0Y (*2.0)
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Principals, for-the most,part, are' either better informed or

I (
_

have highel4 and unjustified expectations regarding the availability
of videotape collections. than either media specialists or teachers.
This is especially true when comparing principals and teachers with
regard to the district. videotape library. For "hample, more than

I . three times as many principals report one exists. The pcissible lack
of_awareness on the part of the teachers suggests the likelihood that.
resources sulbh as the videotape library, and the TV studio are being

' .under-utilized.
.

'Another example, at least at the elementary level, involves the
televisiO'n studio. _Teachers (6.6%), principals (7.8%) and media
specialist 14.9%) have substantially different ,impressions as to

t, the, availabi ity of a TV studio. There is the possibility that these
differences are the result -of,different interpretations of the term

Ilir--'4

"studio." Even IA so,. meclia specialists are more likely to consider
that television programs can be'produced with the School's equipment.

i.'

'#21 USE OF VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS

ELEM JR/MIDULE, HIGH TOTAL
,USE ' 36.4 . 71.8 8000 56.4 (*4.0)

#19 IS SOMEONE AVAILABLE TO VIDEOTAPE?

ELEM M/MIDDLE SR HIGH :TOTAL
PERSQN AVAILABLE 39.6 8?.4, 78.4 62.9 (*4.4)

Principals'agree with media Specialists about' the degree to

I

which ITV lessons are recorded'off-air and played back. Again, it is
interesting to note the rathef-, modest use of vid7otaped programming
at the elementary school'. level. Upper level schools report about
twitcas mph use.

r.

0-

#23-1f PROG.RAMS. PRODUCED IN 'THE SCHOOL?'
A

BEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH -TOTAL
PROGRAMS PRODUCED 44.0 57.9 61.5 52..0 (*4.1)

TO WHAT END:
INSTRUCTIONAL USE 57.6 82.6 80.0 71.6'' (*5.0)
ADMINIStRATIVE USE 18.2 8.7 , 8.0 12.3 (*5.7)
IN-$ERVICE 18.2 52.2. '28.0 30.9 (*5.2)
STUDENT EXPERIENCE 72.7 78.3 72.0' 74.1 (1.til-.9)./"N
TEACHER FEEDBACK 27.3 43.5 40.0 35.8 fit5.4) .

STUDENT FEBDBACK 72.2 78.3 96.0 81.5 (*4.3)
OTHER . 9.1 0.0 8.0 6.2 (*2.11

(II'
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It is postible that more original p.rogratming Is occurring in
junior and senior high .schools . than the principals are aware of.
Fewer principals (57.9% and 61.5%) at these levels report programming"-
than media specialists (70.5% and 80.0%). Since media .speciarist,
are more likely to be directly involved in such programming, and, as
a result, be more accurate in'thein assessments of, this activity,
their impressionscan be more heavily relied upon than the
principals'.

However, with one notable exception, perceptionsof the- nature
of these programs are very-Consistent4Ottween media specialists and
principals. The one exception occurs at the junior high/middle
:school, level. Herd, more than ,half of the principals feet that
original -programming is being produced for in-service training
purpdses. The media specialists do. pot agree Only 16.1% of junior
high /Middle school media specialists see'in-sUNice as an actual use
of locally produced video. One wonders-if this is a unique example r--ti
of differing perceptions regarding in-service training Npor does it
represent a pattern? 'Data, in this study are not sufficient to
provide an answer-to this question.

SUPPORT QF ITV
k

-,\

#24 PRI I,PAL'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS ITV USE f

. v
ELEM .JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH -TOTAL- '

STRONGL) ENCOURAGE 11.1 10.3 -11.4 11.0 (*4.2)

ENC. BUT LEAVE. TO
TEACHER DISCRETION (69.1

NEITHER ENC .,.NOR
DISCOURAGE 19.8

DISC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 0.0

STRONGLY DISC 0.0

76.9 70.1

12:8 22.7 18:9'

'0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

. Generally speaking, principals see themselves as encouraging the'
. use of ITV but leaving that use up to the discretion of the

individual teachers. The neutral attitude of about one in five
principals does call into question, however, the potential effect of
advocacy. When combined witti the question of how'"encourage but
leave to the'discretion of the teacher" should be interpreted, there
is room to speculate that strong or regular encouragement to use ITV
,is not the norm Of principals' behavior: Not that it shOuld
necessarily be, put such advoca' certainly could be hypothesized to
affect ITV use.

4
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Teachers see principals' attitudes regarding ITN as much, more
negative,. especiallr at the high school level. Alhost two-thirds of
the teachers say that the principal is neutral (61.1%) or inclined
toward discouraging usb (3.3%). this is a potentially signifiatont
difference of opinion.

DISTRICT ATTITUDE TOWARD ITV USE

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
STRONGLY ENCOUAGE 11.1 10.3 8.9 . 1Q.3 (*4,3)

ENG. BUT LEAVETO
TEACHER DISCRETION 63.0 74.4 71.1

NEITHER ENC NOR
DISCOURAGEsi 25.9 15.4 20..0

DISC. BUT LEAVE TO
TEACHER DISCRETION 0.0 0.0 0.0

STRONGLY DISC.. 0.0 0.0 0.6

67.9

21.8

District .attitudv toward ITV are perceived by principals
very similar to their own attitudes.

4,

1126 ITV COORDINATOR

ELEM
FULL TIME 33.3

4

JR/MIDDLE4:.

35.0
SR HIGH

17.8 -

TOTAL
29.5

PART TIME 13.6 12.5 22.2
INFORMAL 32.1- 30.0Ir 28.9 30.7.
NONE 21.0 22.5 31.1 4.1

PERSON.SPECIALLY
TRAINED

t

'78%3 80.6 .83.9 80.3

IT RD. CONSULTS
WI ACHERS 89.7 100.0 89.7 92:4

(113.6)

(2.5)

Principals, in.general agreement with teachers, say there iS an
BTV coordinator in their,sahool. Only 24.11 report othervise. The
media speciarists, on the other hand, are not nearly as likely to
recognize a school ITV 4Oordinator, About 681 ia.,there is zo such ,

person. What accounts' for the difference ofri- op,inion? In' all
likelindbd it... may relate more directly to thesway media specialists
-perceive their own roles; they may 'be less likely to associate
themselves" with the ITV, coordinator function than teachers and
-principals are to ascribe it' to them.
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Where there is an ITV coordinator the principalsuobviously
consider him/her well trained. They also see these coordinators as
b4ng readily available for consultation with teachers.

#27 CONTACT WITH OUTSIDE ITV PERSONNEL

CO N CTED 27.8 24.3
ELEM JR/MIDDLE

IF YES -
STAFF. VISITED SCH041.

% DiSTRICT 58.8 /
42.9 .Nr

STATE 13.3 50.0
PROVIDE IN-SERVICE

DISTRICT 35.3 14.3
STATE 33.3 25.0

. PROVLDED MATERIALS
DISTRICT 70.5 71.4
STATE 73.3 75.0

PHONE CONTACT . 1

DISTRICT 29.4 57.1
STATE 13.3 25.0

SERVED, ON COMM. ,

DISTRICT 11..8 14.3
STATE 6.7 0.0

OTHER. .

DISTRICT 5'71 0.0
STATE 6.,7 0.0

.

SR HIGH TOTAL
'23.9 25.9 (*3.5b

66.7 57.6 - (48.8)
50.0 28.0 ( *9.2)

44.4 33.3 (*8.3)
50.0 36.0 ( *9.8) .

55.6 65.7 (*8.3)
50.0 68.0 (49.)

I

.

-5-5,.6 42.A (48.7)
0.0 12.0 (306.6)

0.0. 9.1 (*5.1)
0.0 4.0 (44.0).

* 0

0.0 310, ( *3.0)

0.0 ILO ((!4.b)

.

Only abo one in four principals. had any contact 'durinz
1< 1980-19&1 either district or state'IT7 personnel. DistricT

contact amou to 17 elementary, 7 junior/middle school and 9 senior
- . high s Q1 principals, or a total df 33 principals. State contact .

from ITV division is slightly:less: 15 elementary, 4

juniorIM le and 6 high schogill princivals, or 25 principals in

total. Consequently, the percentages reported in the table with
regard to the nature of that contact, represent small absolute
friequenoiu. Nine4en" rincipals, 'for. example, ?eborted that
diptri)t ITV personnel isited their schoors while. only seven
principals hadwa school visit from the stgte ITV staff.

The most likely contact with the schools was in the form of
newsletters, guides, or other publicity. The low numbers here are
probably not reflective of reality since many people might not
readily perceive that as "contact." Certainly the umber of educators
who responded to items about the guides and scheIule books reflects
this contradiction.

Nevertheless, Contact between the distriCt' and state ITV
'personnel dudtpg 1980-1981 does not appear to have been regular.
Inpdt from priotOipals through mpohanisms such as advisory committees

/7 73
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also does not appear to be widespread, in fact only four principals
said they served on such committees.

#28 TEACHER GUIDE DISTRIBUTION

GIVEN TO ALL
GIVEN ON REQUEST
NOT PROVIDED
COPIES IN SCHOOL
DON'T KNOW
MORE THAN ONE WAY

ELEM JR/MIDDLE o ell HIGH TOTAL
41.8 20.5 10.9. 28.0 (*10.9)
25.3 12.8 30.4 23.8
1.3 5.1 ' 6.5 3.7

29.1 53.8 47.8 40:2
0.0 5.1 4.3 2.4
2.5 2.6 . 0.0 1.8

Principals are more likely to think that guides are distributed
to all teachers than media specialists are. In most cases, media
specialists distribute the guides, and they -report 'guides are
typically given on request. It appears, then, that in many cases
when principals think all teachers are getting guides this is not, in
fct, the case. This is moredapt to happen in elementary schools
because at ,that .-level a higher percentage of teachers are typically
expected to receive guides. At . junior and senior levels keeping
multiple copies and/or giving copies to teachers-on requeSt seems to
be the normal pattern.

#29 ITV SCHEDULE tYK DISTRIBUTION

ELEM.; +WI:JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
GIVEN TO ALL 53.7' 25.6 15.6 36.6 (*11.2)
GIVEN ON REQUEST 12.5 17.9 26.7 17.7
NOT PROVIDED 2.5 .- 2.6 `ilk 4.4 3.0
_COPIES IN SCHOOL 28:7 48.7 44.4 37.8
DON'T KNOW 1.3 5.1 8.9 4.3
MORE THAN ONE WAY 1.3 ; 0:Q 0.0 d 0.6

Schedule books are distributed about the same w guides are
according to the principals. The only difference mail" a slightly
greater tendency to provide personal copies to all teachers
regardless of whether they request them or not.
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4#30 HO'W OFTEN DOES PRINCIPAL OFFEli'VJGGEGTIONS?

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
OFTEN 8.8 2.5 7.0 6.7 (*5.11).

SOMETIMES 51.2 55.0 53.5
.
52.8

RARELY 37.5 . 32.5 34.9 35.6
NEVER 2.5 10.0 4'.7 4.9

.

About one-half of the principals surveyed say that they
sometimes suggest programs to ,,,watch, or ways to use ITV, to thW
teachers. Suggestions are made either formally or informally. Onley

a few (6.7%) see themselves,making suggestions frequently. At the.

other end of the scale, 4.9% report never doing so. The most
interesting group, from the ITV service development viewpoint, is the
remaining group, the 35.6% who consider that they do make
sugiestions, but only rarely. That suggests that about three I

every eight principals seldom make recommendations to teachers abode
ITV.and yet, it seems an important component of "encoUraging use."
81% of the principals saythat they do, in fact, encourage use.

#31 WHO INFORMS TEACHERS ABOUT ITV?
. . .

.ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
DI4RICT ITV COORD 15.2 18. 17.4 16.6 (*2.9)

IT -STATE 17.7 15.8 21.7 18.4 (*3.0)

LOCAL fli STATION 3.8 13.2 .19.6 10.4 (112.4)

PRINCIPAL 32.9 21.1 34.8 30.7 (*3.6)

.
MEDIA SPECIALIST 69.6 86.8 71.7 74.2 (*3.4)

ANOTHER TEACHER 24.1 23.7 23.9 23.9 (*3.4)

NO pNE 7.6 7.9 4.3 '6.7 (*2.0)__

Principals concur with media specialists' assessment; the media
-specialist is the one who is most apt to inform teachers about ITV

prog"rams or series which might be particularly useful. Teachers, it
may 1,e recalled, tend to attribdte their ITV information to other
teachers: The differences .are not great, but they should be

tonsidered.. Subtle differences in cidestion phraseofbgy might
attribute to the different assessments. The media specialists would
seem .to be in an ideal position to convey information about the

.usefulness of ITV, Media specialists report that they do convey this
information. Principals* seem to expect-this from media specialists
as part ,of thee role. -

V
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#32 GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS ITV
.

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL -
SUBJECT SPECIALISTS

.

FAVOR '54.1 60.0 53.8 55.9 (*4.9)
NEUTRAL 45:9 37.1 46.2 43.2

,

AGAINST , 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.9
TEACHERS

.

FAVOR itk 74.0 57.9 37.2 60.1 (*4.0)
NEUTRAL 26.0 39.5 62.8 39.2
AGAINST o.b 2.6 o.a 0.6

MEDIA SPECIALIST ,

FAVOR 86.3 78.9 7 80.41.4
*

013.2)
NEUTRAL 13.7 21.1 28.6 ' 19.6
AGAINST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

OTHER SPECIALISTS
FAVOR 43.1 51.4- 38.5 44.0 (*4.7)
NEUTRAL 56.9 42.9 61.5 54.4
AGAINST 0.0 5.7 0.0 1.6

PARENTS

6NEUTRAL r2.1'
30.3 26.8 32.'6 (*4.0)..

9
..66.7 73,26.7

FAVOR

AGAINST 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.7
STUDENTS 4

FAVOR 66.2 57.1 45.5 58.0 ( 14.0)
NEUTRAL 33.8 42.9 54.5 42.0
AGAINST 0.0 0:0. 0.0 90

TEACHER feRGANIZATION
....

FAVOR 39.3 31.3 31.7 35.1 (*4.1)
NEUTRAL 60.7 68.8 68.3 64.9
AGAINST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

In the principals' view the educators, parents and students
associated with, their schools have a fa 'vorable, or at the least
neutral, attitude toward ITV use. Fewer high school principals seem
to consider the various groups cited a favoring it then do their
elementary and junior/middle school counterparts.

#33 INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ITV

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SO 'HIGH TOTAL
USED ITV TOO MUCH 19.5 12.8 0.0 12.4 (*3.2)
INAPPROPRIATE-USE 22.4 10.3 2.3 '13.8 (*3.8)

About one in five elementary principals surveyed reported having
a teacher in their school who used ITV too frequently. Approximately
the ,same percentage of principals reported they knoti a teacher at
their school who selected programs inappropriately. :
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034 MAXIMUM APPROPRIATE AMOUNT OF ITV PER WEEK

ELEM JR/MIDDLE
FIFTEEN MIN. 010 2.6
THIRTY MIN. 7.7 10.3
ONE HOUR , 32.1 41.0
-ONE & ONE HALF HR. 26.9 7.7
TWO TO FOUR HRS. 10.3 5.1
FIVE OR MORE HRS. 1.3 0.0
NO SET LIMIT 21.8 33.3

SR HIGH TOTAL
.

0,0 0.6 (*14.6)
15.2 10.4
28.S 33.12
6.5 16%6
6.5. 8.p -,

0.0 0.6
43.5 30.7

If principals set a limit on ITV use, and wlmost 70% did, they
tend to think one hour,is an appi..opriate amot of viewing time per,
week. Among high school' principals, however,jthere appears to be a

feeline"-that limits' shouldn't be set; q.5% of the high school
principals .report that there should be no set limit for the
appropriate amount of ITV per week.

#35 YOUR PREPARATION. FOR THE USE OF ITV

ELEM
HAD LTV TRAINING 31.6

IF YES- *

COLLEGE COURSE 28.0
'DISTRICT IN-SERVICE 40.0
TV IN- SERVICE 12.0
WKSHOF-TV STATION 8.0
WKSHDP-STATE ITV 81.0

.1KSHOP PROF MEETING 44.0

JR/MIDDLE
13.2

20.6
40.0
0.0

20.0
20.0'

80.0

SR HIGH TOTAL
13.0 22:1 (*3.3)

33.3 27.8 ( *7.6)

33.3 38.9 (k8.1)
33.3 13.9 (*5.8)
16.7 11.1, (*5.3)
16.7 11.1' (*5.3)

'16.7 44.4 (*8.4)

A relatively smalk perlcentage of the principals (22.11) surveyed
said they had had training in the use of ITV. Of those, most (69.4%)
were at the elementary level. The most typical kind of training is

either worlapps at professional meetings (44.4%) or district level
in-service training (38.9%); these account for about three-fifths'
all training experiences reported.

036 RECENT TRAINING

0

ELEM JR%MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
WITHIN THREE YEARS 12%5 23.q 4.0 12.2' ( 3.5)

Few principals (1'2.2%) have h a tralnini 'experience with1,the1
list three years.
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REACTONS TO USE OF ITV

#37 PERCEPTIONS OF ITV
0,

AI Teachers in my school are using more ITV now
than.they have in the past 3 years.

AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA '"

ELEM
23.3
39.7
30.1
6.8

JR/MIDDLE
50.0 ----
28.9
15.8
5.3

SR HIGH
37.8
26.7
31.1
4.4 j

TOTAL
34.0
33.3
26.9
5.8

(f7.4)

B. ITV causes many scheduling and administrative problems.
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL ,

AGREE
NEITHER
DISAGREE
NA

6.7
).3
57.3
2.7

5.3
21..1

65.8
A 1 5 . 8

6.7
22.2
66.7
4.4

6.3
27.2
62.0.

.164.4

(*5.3)

C. ITV is a useful teaching tool.

4

'TOTALELEM' JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH,
AGREE 93.5' 94.7 . 90.9 93.1 (*2.3)
NEITHER. 5.3 9.1 6.3
DISAGREE 1.3 0.9 0:0 0.6
NA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

.

D. Te6chers flon't make enobgh use of ITV.
ELEM ' JR/MIDDLE .SR HIGH TOTAL

AGREE 42.5 `54. 54.5 48.7f: ( *5.6)
NEITHER 47.9 25.7 45.5. -42.1
DISAGREE 8.2 , 17.1 0.0 7.9
NA 14 ,2.9 0.0 1.3

r
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, E. If teachers in mrschool used ITV too much
there would.be cotments.

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 31,0 48.8 35.0 37.0 (*8.3)
NEITHER 35.2 23.3, 37.5 32.5
DISAGREE 19.7 14.0 20.0 18.2
NA . 14.1 14.0' 7.5t 12.3

F. Some parents express concerns about the amount of'ITV
watched in the classtoom.

ELEM
AGREE j. 6.8
NEITHER 17.6 -
DISAGREE , 68N9

,NA 6.8

/

JR/MIDDLE'
13.2
10.5
57.9
18.4

SR
.

HIGH
4.5

25.0
61.4
-Y9.1

TOTAL "A.

7.7
17,9
64.1
10.3 .

(*5.9)

it

G. Our emphaSis on basic education goalA makes ITV a frill.
ELEM JR/MIAE SR HIGH TOTAL

AGREE 2.7 tgo- '43.0 9.1 3.8 ( 14.6)
NEITHER a 20.0 5.3 25.0 17.8
DISAGREE 74:7 84.2 63.6 73.9
NA 2.7 10.5 2.3 4.5

H. I have inquired about ITV opinions of parentt in a
neqds assessment survey.

4 ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH' :TOTAL

AGREE 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.7 (*

'NEITHER 9.9 10.8 11.6 10.6
'DISAGREE 36.6 54.f 53.5 48.7
NA 52.1 35.1 34.9 43.0

.>" it

I. One of -the fir'st things toso in a tight budgetary

TOTAL
22.2 (*7.2)
37.9

32.0
7.8

environme/t is ITV.
LE-M

AGREE , 19.2;

NEITHER 1,37.0
DISAGREE, 37.0'
NA 6.8

.

JR4OIDDLE
11.1
41.7
38.9
8.3

8R HIGH
, 36.4

36.4
18.2
9.1

79
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J. It has become easier over the past 3 years tojustify
funds for supporting ITV.

' ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH , TOTAL
`AGREE 9.5 19.4 6.8 11,0 (*6.8)
NEITHER 48.6 44.4 61.4 51.3
DISAGREE 32.4 16.7 20.5 25.3
NA 9.5 19.4 11.4 12.3.

a,

#38 USES OF ITV.

A. to extend t e range of experiences available to studets
ELEM JR/MIDDLE - SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT .7 97.3 93.2 96.8 (*1.4)
I NEITHER 1.3 2.7 &.8 3.2

UNIMPORTANT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . .

Nk 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

.

B. to present nevi- materials
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGR. TOTAL$

dMPORTANT
. 72.4 73,.0 a 74.4 °73.1 (*4.9)

NEITHER 23.7 , 27.0 14.0 21.8
UNIMPORTANT 1.3 0.0 L11.6 3.8
NA 2.6 0.0 0.0 1.3

C. to, provide different approaches for presenting material '
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 92.0 9.9 88. , 91.0 (*2.5)
NEITHER 6.7 8.1 , 11.4 8.3
UNIMPOg-TAN 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.6
NA 0.0 0.0 0.0 : 0.0

a

to reinforce material taught% in other lessons
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL.

IMPORTANT 86.8 88.9 81.4 85.8 .( *3.4)
NEITHER 10.5 11.1 116.3 12.3
UNIMPORTANT\ 2.6 0.0 2.3 1.9
NA 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0

so
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E. to bring new resources andiOr persOns into the classroom
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 94.7 91.9 90.7 92.5 (*2.9i
NEITHER 4.0 5.4 () 9.3 5.8
UNIMPORTANT 1.3 0.0 0.0 '0.6
NA 0.0 2.7 3.0 0.6

F. to'motivate students'. interest' in a,subject
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 89 2 94.6 : , 78.6 87..6 (*3.9)
NEITHER' 5.4 14.3 9.2

er UNIMPORTANT 0.0 4.8 2.6.
NA 0.6 0.0 2.4 0.7

G. ilo lighten the teaching load
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 5.5 /
2.7 4.8 4.6 C*5.9)

NEITHER 27,4 29.7 42.9" 32.2
UNIMPORTANT 54.8 51.4 47.6 52.0
NA -- . 12.3 16.2 4.8- 11.2

o

H. to allow- teacher to observe students
ELEM JR /MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

IMPORTANT 15.3 . 18.9 26.2 19.2 (*7.2)
NEITHER 33.3 35.1 42.9 , 36.4
UNIMPORTANT 41.7 35.1 . 26.2 35\41
NA 9.7 10.8 4.8 7.6

I. to allow teacher and / pr students a brief time to relax
ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL

1

IMPORTANT 2.7 \\ 8.3 7.0 5.2 (*5:8)
NEITHER 13.3 16.7 14.0 14.3
UNIMPORTANT - .69.3 55.6 62.8 64.3
NA . 14.7 19.4 _ 16.3 16.3
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J. to permit individualiulon of instruction
ELEM 1 JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL'

57.1 52.3 (*7-.6)
28.6 2819
.9.5- 11,4
4.8 7.4

IMPORTANT 47.2 57.1
NEITHER 26.4 34.34
UNIMPORTANT 16.7 2.9
NA 9.7 5.7

K. to present subject matter where there is not a special
teacher (e.g. foreign'language) '

ELEM JR/MIDDLE' SR HIG-1 TOTAL
IMPORTANT 58.7 30.6 62.8 53.2 (f ly.3)
NEITHER 8.0 22.2 11.6 12.3
UNIMPORTANT 9.3 17.9 LO . 9.7
NA

. 24.0 -, 33.3 18.6 . 24.7

0

L.\ to serve as a suitable teaching alternative im
i emergency situations,

. ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
IMPORTANT 19.4 11.1 38:1 22.7 (*8.7)
NEITHER' 19.4 30.6 4 21.4 22.7
UNIMPORTANT 41.7 36.1 19.0 .34.0
NA 19.4 21.4 20.7. 17.3

M. to cover essential learning skills
, ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH tO,TAL

'IMPORTANT 119.3 63.9 55.8 54.5 (*7.2)
NEITHER -26.7 27.8 32.6 2g 6

'13UNIMPORTANT' 14.7 2,8 11.6 '11
NA 9.3 5.6 0.0 5.8

Principals and media specialists are in agreement on the uses of
ITV they consider important. These aMe, primarily, that ITV broadens
the range of student experience, brings new resouroes and people to,
the classroom, and does so with a variety of presentation methods.

S2 -4*
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.#49 DIFIOCULTY IN MADITAIRING ITV BUDGET. 1'

. ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
MUCH HARDER , 23-9 8.8 se 17.1 18.3 V17.1)
HARDER , 22.4 -'32.4 41.5 3n3
NO DIFFERENCE 46:3 . 58.8 39.0 A7.2
EASIER .... 75 0.0 0.0 3.5

y
OmugosEAsrEii o.o...G 0.0 2.4 0.7

,.. . . .-.

,.4 In general, the budget for
-

IT in Comparison with other
,A inWuctional materials appears harder for, principals to maintain.

y This seems ,tom be particularly the base at :the high school level,
where 58.60%. of the principals rate the-ITV budget much harder or
harder-.to maintain, than for other instructional materials. This
pattern' of response is,conkirmed by item #3T. Although the budgetis

, also difficult. to keep at present levels in Anior high schools and
elementaey.schools,°the Situation. 1.6 slightly lAss strained compared
to th'e high school Setting .

' #40, TIME SPENT OV ZTV
A

ELEM ' JR/MIDDLE , SR HIGH :TOTAL
'' A FAIR AM9UNT 1.3 2.6 2.2, 1.8 (*5.1)

A. MOtRATE AMOUNT 3.8 -4 .7 0.0 3.7

i
A LIT A % 29.1 25.6 36.3 28.0
NONE ' 65.8-* 64%1 69.6 66.5

.
. ,, . . , -,

For all of their-Support ofthe concept of ITV, most principals '

/(9.4.5%) apend very little time or no time at al& thinking abdut ITV :
'/'relatesl'isspet'. This includes both meeting time and non-meeting,

time.

rt

.-

4*

4 VAT' ASPECTS ITV ;

Avw-ITV'show&great.possApilities for stimulating teacher/
.a.ea,tivity. .

,

EL-R JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH .TOTAL

41.6 , 44'.4 , =39-.4

,
-4:0.0

, 4, 'AGREE

NEITH
ors RE'E'

83
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B. Teachers,
,

When using ingbructiorial television,'lose AP
some of their importance'in..the, classroom setting.

. ELEM JR/MIDDLE. SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 2.6 - 0.0 4.-5 2.5
NEITHER 21.1 15.8 25.0. 20.9
DISAGREE;. 75.a 78.9 68.2. ., 74.1
,NA4. 1.1 5.3 2.3 2.1.

41!
A

C. The "perSonal relationshipetween student and teacher
is lost-when instructional television is used.

- ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL-
. AGREE 2.6 Alk . 0.0 13.3 5.0 (*4.59),

NEITHER 20:8 irw .21.1 24.4' 21.9
DISAGREE , 76.6 78,.9 '11 60.0 72.5
NA 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.6

(*4.2)

.,

t"

I

The development of more new"instructiona.1, television
programs is a waste of time.

-.. ELEM /1IDDLE SR. HIGH TOTAL

I .

AGREE 1.3
,4

0.0 4.5 0.1.9
NEITHER 11.8 8.1, 20.5 : 13.4
DISAGREE '86.8 91-9 72.7 84.1,
NA. : , 0.0 O.O. 2.3 0.6-

I
It

I

1

E. Wider use' of instruction. tele-Vision is needed.
- -

- ELEM JR/VDDLE SR HIGH tOTAL",
AGREE 41:0. 4 41.7 57.8- 45.9 (115,404
NEITHER 52.6 44.4 '35-.6 45.9
DISAGREE 6.4 13.9 4.4 7.54 I.

NA - 0.0. 0.0 , 2.2 0.6

(*3.5).

4 F. The use ofwAnstructional television makes any subjett
matter.more

4,

interesting.
-ELEM, 'JR/MIDDLE .SR HIGH -TOTAL

AGREE 38.2 .117.4 , 28.9 ",37.7 5.5)
NEITHER 48.7' 36.8 57.8'' 48.4

.(

DISAGREE 13.2 .1,5.8 _11.1 ..13.2
NA r 0.0 , 0.0 2.2'. 0r.6

84 .
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. Instructional television should inspire students to
greater curiosity and learning,

ELEM ,JR/MIDUCE SR HIGH TOTAL
57.8 68.4 (*4.3)
35.6 29.47
4.4 1.3 '

2.2 , 0.6-

AGREE, 73.7 70.3
NEITHER : 26.3 79.7
.DISAGREE 0.0 0.0c
NA . 0.0, f 0.0

.1 .

H. Instructionll television is all right that I feel it
has been overemphasiaed.

ELEM . JR/MIDDLE
AGREE 5.3 2.7
NEITHER . 50.0 ' 40.5
IDSAGRE 43.4' F 56,,

NA , 1.3, 410
4

4.

SR HIGH TOTAL, ./
6.7 5.1 (*4.9)

46.7 46.8
44.4 ° 46.8
2.2. 1.3

,

'I: 'children watch enough,televi-ion at home; they. don't
nee0 to watch more in school. %.,,

ELEM JR/MIDDLE SR HIGH TOTAL
AGREE 1.3' .2.8 6:7 3.2 (*4.5)

.NEITHER 28.0 19.4 31.1 26.9
DISAGRtE. 69.3 778 60.0 68.6

A AA . 1.3' . 0.0 2.2 1..3

.go

, According to 6g..4%. of the .principals ITS inspires student
curiosity, Even though Sewer -prindipalit, (4.5.9%) than media
§pgc,talists (57.0%) consiater that lore use" should be made ITV

thete Is still an obvioUly large po of people who.would upport
increased ITV.ef.forts. ,

1'

STAT,ISTIC4# ON STUDENTS

fai

#42 gCONOMIC LEVEL'

Low iticoriV
LOW-MIDDLE 'INC
HIGH-MIDDLE IN
HIGH INCOME

11,

ELFJI AR/MIDDLYE . SR HIH TOTAL

35:1 , 33 26.1 32.3 '(*3.1)
59.1 -. 61.5 63.0 61.0 (*3.8).

35..91, 38:5 . 52.2 '40.9'; (413.9).

5.1 7.7 13.0 7.9 (*2.1)

.4 0

..
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#43-44 NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING STUDENTS,

Approximately 80% of the principal's reOt having° 2% or fewer
non-English ,L.

speaking students in their schodk 'population. 90%'r port 5%. or fewer,
stildents from,houses whetelthe primary or dominant 1 nguage is other
than English. On the ayerageo there are about four. Korean, one

p Spanish-speakingmand.two Vietnalrese children in e h of the schools.
in the sample.

#45 HANbICAPPE STUDENTS.

Special,e ucation schoolt were spetcificaLly kept from the- sample. 0
since they
repreSent uniq e learning environments.. Therefore,. the percentages
reported in re ponse to this question are of*mainstreamed youngsters.
The average ercentage of handicapped students in each school is
5.9, with a mode of zero percent and a median of 4:6%.

#46 ETHNIC BfiEAKbOWN.
- lek`

The average peroehtage of American Indians in the sample .was
less.thdn
one (.32%). Only 20% of the principals reported having any American
Indians in their school and of those' 80% reported -11 of the'
popblation was American ,Indian. There were slightly-more Asian
students reported in the . sample (1.3% mean). Half of the schools

`were estimated to-have less than 0.74%,Aians. Hispanic students, on
thf average, account for about 0:78%.of tl, student population in thel

tfols sampled. Half of'the,principals reported .having less. than
.27% Hispani.c stueignts. Thirty, one percent of the sycient.',

populations' in the schons espOnding to this survey are, .on. the
average, bladWanc1 not' of Hispanic s_ urnameOP Halrof the schools have
less* than 18.5% black,.students only seven schools, or 4.6%
reported having.0% black, , s

/... \\ , .

.,
The mean percentage of white students in the school8 in ,this

sample' is 65.6%,: the , median is 74.5% and the mode is ,zero-
. percent--thereare eight principals,fn,this sample who estimate that

their popuf.kion is totally ion-wyte.

0b
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SUPERINTENDENTS

INTRODUCTION

Because of the structure of Marj/land's school districts, which
correspond to counties, it was possible to request information on ITV,
use and support from .each district, polling the universe, so to
speak. Tne resultWas that ,23 of the 24 districts (95.8%) responded
to the study. This included the`lirgeSt districts; the smallest_
districts, the most affluent districts, the leaWaffIuent districts,
rural, urban and suburban districts, and districts from each of the
rather distinctive regions of the state. In other words, the one
missing county can be roughly accounted for by the valid returns
received since it did not represent an extreme or unique set of
conditions.

In most .case's (56.5%), the superintendent himself responded, to
the questionnaire. The remaining responses generally came from an
individualethe superintendent designated as being in charge of ITV
services in the distict. These included people such as assistant
superintendents, teacher specialists, directors of elementary
education, and instructional supervisers. for the purposes of this
study it was appropriate .to have any of the above mentioned respond
Since, in all likelihood, they accaftely reflect the attitudes and
policies of the district.

Given the fact that this set of data relates conditions in,/the
universe, it not necessary to prblide standard error estimates
when reporting distributions. The .narrative which follows seeks
Simply to outline the general approach and practices followed at the
district revel. Maryland is an extremely diversestate with distinct
regions. There are two major mqtropolitan areas, 'including one of
the naton'40 la'rgest .city centers--Baltimore. The contrasts are
dramatic and should be given close scrutiny in subsequent analysis of
the da.pd, where summary statistics slop Might be misleading. In
deferehce to ,these fact9rs the description, of district-level
conditionsi%difftripent fro d teacher, media specialist, or principal. .

data. A naetative approach is used and more luse is made of absolute
frequentieS,as opposed to relative frequencies (percentages);

4 .

BACKGROUND INFORMATION k

.#6
A surprisingly large: number of superintehdents (or heir

surrogetes1 (15, or 65.2%.) have had specific training in ITV. Most,
have been either trained at professional 'meetings (12) or state
sponsored ITV workshops 411), although only ,five have had recent
trainin.

87
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BU GETARY SUPPORT

During the last three years fiscal e6port for ITV has varied
across stricts. Nye districts report an increase in support,
thirteen re rt support has.remaiped the same, while four districts
report a d regse in support. ,One .respotdent didn't know. In
projecting the next three years' support the, picture is not as clear.
Nine district -level respTndents don't know and onelhid not respond.
Onlyone feitthat'support would increase. The majority (11) predict
that support will remain constant.

`Superintendents were asked to describe the budgetary environment
for ITV in refation to several parameters. In that regard, no one, '
felt that 'it will be easier to, get federal or, state fund,ing for i-TV.
than for other educational projects or programs. Nine respondents,
in fact, felt it was more diff! cult.

In the presen-e-fiscal'climate, it appears that i4 is tougher to
justify funds for supporting ITV. This is true 4cording to ten
districts. That is.not to say that ITV is the first tO go, however.
Only five distritt-level persons . agree that ITV 1,s './ulherible
compared to ten With neutral views and eight whb disagree.

When compared with other instructional materials, ITV . is
reported to bemuch harder to justify by eleven respondents. Another
eleven ',Nei there. is no difference between justifying, ITV and other
instructional.material funding.

go.

Hest distriit-ievel respondents (15) do not see ITV as a way to
save instrtIctioltal costs when teachers are not Available. Thirteen
respondents disagree with the comment that maintaining equipment and
managing ITV tends to use up more than itts.share of the budget. As a
matter of fact, onl on person agreed with this assessment.

Funds for ITV support tend to come from one of the following
sources: federal government, state government, district budget, and
school' budget. The, superintendents were asked to rate .the percentage
of funds coming from each source. The principal source, considering
the state' as a whole, is the schools. Their btidgets provide 30,1
percent of the necessary funds. The next'highest contributor is the
"federal government' (23.9%), folio ed closely. by the 'distrit (19/7)
and the state (19.4%) . Other miscelilaneous source account for. the
remaining 6.8% of the, available funds.

,

v
Total operating,.expenditures for ITV . co pty averaged

$53,000. Tivis average expenditure is stron nfluencd by the,
proportionately higher budget.of a few counties. For instance, th4

*.
upper limit- the highest quoted\eipenditdre per County: is $300,000,{
but the mode (3) is zero. Seven )counties (36.8%) report, spending
$5,000 or less on total operating expenditures for'ITV including
sa).aries, .contractual arrangements and materials.and equipment. With
a median figure of'$24,000, 'however, it seems that, statev4de,herep
is..iubstantial district-level support fOr'ITV.

,..

. ,
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AVAILABDATY, OF ITV

89

- All distrfbts report having, either broadcast or videotaped
programming' available. Nineteen counties .report broadcasts from
public, non - commercial television and eighteen'cite videotape as the
Main description of the, ways TV is used in the district.

The percenge of teachers using ITV is ,-estimated at anywhere
'from 0% to 80%. The mean is estimated q superintendent's to be
32.7%. .

Twelve Maryland school districts, according to their
superintendents, 'pr duce their own 'ITV programs. That can be
interpret as
studio, if o e exists, to classroom productions done at the smallest
elementary sc ool. One elementary school not in the `sample, for
exampleo is, known to invest much time, energy, and commitment in
video production to the point of dping daily "news" programs with the
students'. 'Of those producing video, the most frequently cited uses
are fOr_in-service training (11 districts) and instruction (10).

nything from programs done in the district ITV

When designing new school buildings all but'one district always
include plans for -ITV service; the other one usually does. Most
districts (20) increased the number of television gets in .their
schools during the past thre& years, but, it appears, the tt'end may
be slowing since a more modestiturgber (7) plan to do so in the nex
three years. Eighteen districts continued, during the last three
years, to,replace black and white televisions with color sets.
Again, fewer Aistricts (6) see such replacement purchasing
continuing. Also, eighteen counties purchased videotaping equipment
in the last thee years.- VTR equipment seems to be a slvightly more
important item im the short-term future since eleven districts feel
they will purchase more in the next three years. Eleven counties,
47.8% of those responding to the survey, stated they had added cable
TV or internal distribution systems in the past three 'years while
another eight plan tol4in the net. 'three years.

Ten counties 'report that they are systematically' gathering
research data op ITV:

two are conducting a pilot program in ITV use

four are studying iptent or facilities

six are evalUating rograms
100

four arJ/dorpg impact-utiiization'studies, and

three are engaged in other types of ITV research.
A

.
,.

Twenty,district
e'

p 87.O% of those responding, report:, that they

,44A
participate in tate ITV series development, . selection, or
evaluation. They' re also such motejikell, to have been contacted by
the ITV Division of HSDE. Seventeen of the superintendents or thpir

- . Alt
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o

aksigns said that they had been contacted during the year. The most
frequentk,y.mentioned type of, contact was througth newsletters and
other publicity (14). The next most frequently Men'tioned,,was a visit
from . the ITV Division staff (10). Eight spoke with ad ITV

.

repres6mtative on the phone.

SUFfORT FOR ITV

Generally speaking, Maryland's school superintendents encourage
the use of ITV but leave that use to the discretiOn of individual
schools and tepcpers. All districts have an individual who is
assigned district-wide responsibility for ITV. In about one-fifth of
the districts that person is designated as the rTV Coordinator, in
another third it is the Media Coordinator, and in the rest of the
districts it isr the Curriculum Coordinator or some other
instructional staff person. On the average, 24.0% of designated

,person's time is devoted to ITV and each has two staff membe'rs.

Most coUdties (20) make ITV in-service workshops available to
teachers. The wo 4<shops are most likely conducted by ITV Division

-44personnei, according to su-perintendents. tlerve'n counties-also report
that district-level staff conduct some workshops.

OVERALL REACTIONS TOWARD ITV-
.

Superintendents were asked to rate on a 5-point scale of very
important 'to very unimportant, each of several, uses,of ITV (see

.Superintendent's questionnaire, Appendix A). They feel, apparently,
that ITV is a very important instructional tool for, extending the
range of student experiences and bringing new resources and/or
persons into the classroom. Tt is viewed as moderately important for
presenting new' materials, providing new instructional approaches,
reinforcing other lessons, and motivating interest. Superintendents.
are sure that ITV is not designed or should not be used to allow for
periods of relaxation. They also report, although less emphitically,
that it is unimportant as a tool to lighten teaching loads. ITV is
al 2o considered. unimportant as a way to cover'for teachers n-an
erArgency situation, such as icho,o1 closings.. or long-term t cher /
absences. The two ,remaining uses on le list, "to permit
individualized instruction" and "to present subject matter when there'
is no, subject Ipecialist available (eg., music, foriign _language),"

0 received mixed raeings,. Some felt they were more important, others.
did not. In partl this' distribution of scores coul,dbe due to eitfley.
a difference in interpretation of the concept, particularly relative
to, individualized instruction, r to the absedce of 6 need, as Jn the
case where subject specialists are still availabl-e.

Principals and district staff' are most often considered by
superintendents as favoring ITV use.. Parents and teachers'

,organizations are' viewed as being neutral.
I

..

S erintendents were also presented a list of sta telent a aboutb
ITV an, given Ole response'options strongly agree, agree, neither.
agreed n disagrte, disagree, -or strongly disagree for e'Ach- Most

9.



agree that ITV ,shows #eat possibilities for stimu
creativity and student curiosity and learning, They
that wider use of ITV is needed and that'their distri
using it more this year than it has in the Oast thre
dOn't believe IN limits teacher importance o

*relatIonship with students. Instructional televisi n

'91

ting teacher
also suggest
t' is, in fact,
years. They

the teacher's
is not being

overemphasized in the opinion of most superintendents. In fact, they
most emphatically disagree witli-the cbmment that the. development of
more new instructional; television programs is a waste of time.

CONCLUSION

Superintendents seem to be positively disposed, toward
instructional televiSion. They are seruggling.with numerous budget
pressures, but do not tend to singleITV out for_ major cuts; fending
support is projected:to be steady.

ql
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains copies ,

of the correspondence and the

guestidhnaires sent to'each

respOndent grdup. In order

to faciliatate data manage-

ment and to increase the visual

appeal of the questionnaire's

each was printed on a different

color paper -- teacher(iellow),

media specialist (blue), prin-
.

cipal'(green), and superintendent
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UNIVERSITY' OF MARYLAND

4106.

COWL= PARK 20742

COLLUGIL Oc USRARY ANDLO:WORMATION UMW
UROCRGRALWATE LIBRARY 8111IL0INO, ROOM 1101

March 21, 1981

(TE ACHER LETTER)

Dear Teacher:

pHoNr: 1301) 454.5441

fi

Television has been used in Maryland's-pnbIic,sahools for many years,,yet
information concerning its use has never been gathered statewide. This is a
concern both to members of the education community and to state policymakers.

In response to a request from.4he legislature; the Division of
Instructional Television of the Aliyland State Department of Education, has
asked us to undertake this study. We are interested in the extent and nature

tel evision use in the schools so that the ITV Division can better serve the
people of Maryland. The professional organizations listed on this letter stave
recognized the importance of this study and have given it their endorsement.

Tour school has been randomly selected to participate. In addition, you
personally have been randomly selected from among the teachers in your school
to participate. Since only a few schools have been selected we must rely on a
high level of cooperation from Maryland's teachers in order to be able to
provide useful information to decision makers: Your cooperation is essential
to theme success of this project.

eeme
Along with this letter yo have received an ITV Utilization Study Teacher

Questionnaire and a'retuin env lope. -Because of the careful design of the
questionnaire, it should take poll-Only *5-20 minutes to complete. We ask you to
complete it within a week, of receipt and return it to us in the envelope
provided.

All data will be held in the strictest confidence. Data will be reported
in aggregate only so that no individual teacher or school can be identified.
The code number which appears on each questionnaire is essential to the study;
its sole purpose is to enable us to cross-tabulate data by school type and
geographic region: An executive summary will be available to all respon4ents
who request it.

If you have any questions after you have received the materials, please do
not hesitate to call us at 454-2590 or 454-2558.

!Waned bit

We appreciate your cooperation. Thank you.

'w

Sincerely,

Q, Z14.4.4Nfil-ft

Parry A. Johnson, Ph.D.
Project Director

brad keundavi fichca Mari Elementari Weed illarylard Peshik Sand 'fantod Eduction0

IPA" keiklakie Print. Aram:44km Superintendkraa Aatwebaimet Ifrai! C)ricank2liun
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maryland itv

UTILIZATION STUDY
1980 - 1981 'rather Questionnaire

MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Division of Instructional Alevision
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117

e

gap

Please ReturrrA alun- tine \\ eek Of Re( eipt.."10.,

The IMO/land IN Study
Cafflege of Library & Information Services
Room 3114, Hornbake Lib' ry
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 2074?

/
A

+t

Your Lump IctLd gut stionnatri sc Ln onb the immt.dt'art. r.,,Lar.,h :staff and v.111 hL uscd for statistiLat purpost s
t c . data g.TthL ring. procLssing, and se, (,onfidinttalin %111bc. preened 1u pLrsonall) id( nolying tnformation

will by released to 'anyone. (
What too art nut rt.-9mnd to respond. mow m wilted to malo. the R.:Lilts of the stmt.} LomprchtnsnL., .
aceurate. and timely
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DEFINITION
S

-Throughout this instrument the term "Instructional Television- (or ITS j refers tv any, in-school uses of television for
instructional purposes.

1980-81 TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Background Information

Circle all grades which sou teach this year ( If ungraded, circle nearest
gride equivalents )

PreK K I 2 - 5 6
-S8-9 It)- II 12

2 Which hest describes the setting in which sou teach 1 Self-contained classroom
(Circle one ) 2 Non-traditional setting open spate, etc

Other (please specify

t
How mans students do you teach% (If you teach more than one class
indicate in a the number of students you teach in all classes and inb the
number ofslasses you teach)

-11r-

4 Which subject( s) do you teach%
(Circle all that apply )

a Total No of students
h 'so of classes

J.

5 How mans specially funded programs are sou o'r sour classes imolsed
in this year' (e g. Vocational Education programs funded bs the state
of fedetialgosernment.-Title I) ,
(4 irc lc one 1

a All elementary subjects (go to next question)
b Art
cs. Career/Vocational Education
d Foreign language
e Home Economics-
f Industrial Education
g language Arts otherxhan Reading
h Math
t Music
j Physical Eduction 'Health Education
k Reading
1' Science
'in Social Sciences
n Special Education
o Other (please specify

0 I 2 i t 5 or more

--- Overall
c:.

6 How, mans years (,including this year) haw -sous-taught% ircscnt school (excluding this school)
( (lied,: one in ptch column- )

I I sear I I year
:

2 2 i se-ars 2 :ri sears
i 4-6 sears i -I 6 wars
I 9 sears 4 9 wars
5 10 or °lyre ST!, 5 It) or more vr,

B. Availability of Instructional Television

a Hosi man; sears (including this year) haw you used Instructional
Television ( ITV) with sour classes).
((heclIOne )

h Are snu using ITV th is t!at.%

-1 None
2 One sear

Two wars
1 Three or more wars

I Yes .2 , No

0
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/ DEFINITION
S

vt.

.Thioughout this Instrument the term "Instructional Television" (or ITV) rTfers to any,_ in-sa.houl uses of television for
instructional purposes. ti

1980-81 TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Background Information

Circle all grades whit h you teach this dear ( If ungraded, circle nearest PreK - K 2 4 5 6 -
ride equivalents ) -I, 8 9 10 I I 12

2 Which best describes the setting in which sou teach, 1 Self-contained classroom
(Cu-tie one ) 2 'ion- traditional setting open 'space, etc.

-4 Other (please %pc:0,6 )

Hoss mans students do you teach% (If you teach more than one class
indicate Ina the number of students you teach in anc lasses and int) the
number of,ciasses you teach-)

Which subject( s) do you teach)
(Circle all that apph )

4

AA.

a Total No of students
h No of classes

5 Him mans specialty funded programs are 500 sour classes inyolsed
in this year' (e g, Vocational Education programs funded bs the state
of fedetialgovernment Title I) ,

. .
( ( n. le one )

a All elementary subjects (go to next question)
h Art
cv Career /Vocational Education
d Foreign Language
e Home Economics. 4
f Industrial Education
g Language Arts other than Reading
h Math
i MUM

Phrocal Educhnon 'Health Education
k Reading
1. Science
m Social Sciences
n Special Education
o Other (please specify )

1 2 i o 5 or more

Hove mans years (including this star) haw tou`taugh0
((Ilea one in ) ch column )

1r.

ircscnt school
I 0 I sear
20 2 tears

0 44) sears
i 0 9 scars
5 0 10 or 014,411. sr'.

Overall
(excluding this school)

1 0 1 war
2 0 sears

0 4 6 sears
4 0 9 wars

0 Ii) or more yrs

I3. Availability of Instructional Television

a Flosi man)" wars ( including this year) haw you used Instructional
Television ( ITV) with your classes% .
((heck/one )

b Are you using ITV this ear? q 7

1 0 None
2 0 (Me sear
-I 0 Tv.° scars
1 0 Three of more years

I 0 Yes .2 n, tilt



8 is RV pcogranznikLavralloble (either directly onair or by videotape)
tot you to lise with any of your'classes? 1 Yes 2 No

9. What kind of TV sets. cp,, you have available to use with your classes?

((heck cm.)
1 None
2 Black and Wliite
3 Color
4 Both B/W and color

(If you chedted Nornbroe, to'iltaestiora 8 and 9, ddp to question 21 )
aoli ±. a a

10 Which of the following are available in your classroom? a Direct on-air bruad from public. television (i.e., nos

(Orde all that mat;) commercial) What c
b Cassette/Videotape
c Cable television
d Videodisc
e Closed circuit or Master antenna system
0 Don't know

11. How easy is it to get a TV set when you want one?

(Circle one.)
I Easy, no problem
2 Pretty easy most of the time
3 Sometimes can't get a set
4 Ofren can't get a set

12. Where is a TV set if you want one for use of your class?

( Circle all that appiy.)

vA 61.

13. How much of the time would you say the television sets In )bur school
are kept in good repair?
( 'Qrde one.)

14. How Is television reception in your classroom (or where you use it)?
(Circle mi.)

a It is already in my classroom
b Media Center
c It is in a nearby classroom and is brought to my class.

room by me or someone else
d It is in a nearby classroom to which I take my students
e It is in a central location and is brought to my classroom

by me or someone else
f It is located in an auditorium or-some other room to

which my students go for viewing-1

1 Always
2 Most of the time

, 3 Some of the time
4 Seldom

I Good
2 Fair
3 Poor

15. Which of the following are available? 1.

(Circle a that imAy.) a Equipment to record and/or play Iiick a.TV program for
presentation at a convenient time

b Earphones for the TV sets
c Easy access to requested TV programs (e.g., did-own-

* access TV systems)
d TV studio in the school
e Videotape library in the school
f Videotape library in thedlstrict

4 g Somebody to record or playback videotape for your uc

16. When you use ITV programs, how often are theypre-recorded, whether I Always
by you or by someone else? 2 Most of the time
(Click cm.) . 3 Some of the time

4 Seldom
5 Not applicable
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17. When you wish to arrange for videotape recording or play back, how
easy is it?
(Circle one )

1 Easy, no problem y,

2 Pretty easy most of the time
3 Sometimes I can't make the arrangements I want
4 Not easy
5 Never attempted to arrange such a thing
6 No such facilities . .

18. Overall, thinking about what affects your use of M/, which of the fol-
lowing are difficulties for you) a Set availability
(Chedc all that apply) b Set quality.

c Set installation in your crass
d Set maintenance .
e Program scheduling
f finding out about programsp advance

f
g Program quality or characteristics
h Availability Of someone to help show it
i Enough planning time

Mailability of prpgram schedules andor guides
k Cnt1er (please specify)

C. Utilization of ITV

19 Various arrangements can be made to use TIN Which descnbe(s) the
arrangement(s) you use
( Circle all tint appl). )

t.

a Class views program wit ther class or clagses
15 Entire class views prog without other class(es)

20 Estimate the average amount of tune you used ITV with your class(es)

c Small group( s) trom the clan riew program
d Individual students are assigned to view programs
e Never use ITV

each five-daOtte!ji,ilus year 1 0 None
(If you teach mor* one group of students, answer for the total 2 0 3/4 hour
amount of turie ) 3 0 1/2 hour

((heck one ). 4 0 I hour
5 0 11/2 hour
6 0 2 hours
" 0 3 hours
8 0 4 hours
9 0 5 or mote hours

21 Circle the media formats (up to three) which account-for most of your'
classroom use a Audio recording

b Computers
c Games and simulations
d ITV (broadcast, videotape. videodisc. etc )
e Motion picture films (16 & 8 mm )
f Slide and filmstrip (silent)
g Slide and filmstrip (sound))
h Transparencies

Other (please specify)

22 Estimate the average amount of time you use non-print mediiwith your
elm( es) each the-day week"
(11-you teach more than one group of students. answer for the total
`amount of time )

99
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23. Please indicate belomm the subjects for which you used flV1khIs school
year, and how ITV fits with your curriculum for that'

. ( coeck.e/rdiat apply

a Art
b. Career/Vocational Education
c Foreign language/ESL
d. IGuidarice
e. Health/Nutrition
f Home Economics

. g. Industrial Education
h. Language Arts other than Reading
L Math
j. Music
k. Physical Education
L Readirm

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

k
I

Have used ITV
in this
subject

Yes

0

No

0
0

-0
0

If ITV is used, is it;
A supplement A cent part

to the on-going of the on-going
-Curriculum curriculum,

0

0
CI

00

0
0

m. Science
n. Social Sciences
o Special Education
p. Other (please specify)

24 This
suggested

(Circle one )

4

m
n
0
p

o

(1980-81), how often have you assigned or strongly
ching a TV program at home?

25 If you had a wide variety of programs to choose from and excellent re
ception and equipment, about how much time per week Would yilti
use 17V%

(heck ore

1 Often
2 Sometimes
3 Rarely
4 Never

0,

1 0 None ;
2 0 1/4 hour
3 0 117 hour
4 0 1 hour

.5 0 11/2 hours
6 0 2 hours
7 0 3 boUrs
8 0 4 hours
9 0 5 or more hours

tr,

26 Do you personally know of any teacher during the last rwqyears ( 1979/.
80, 1980/81) whom you have thought used qv too much? et, 1 0' Yes 2 0 Nd

27 How much w ould you consider to be a maximum appropriate amount
of ITV to be watched in class during i week by typical students%

het k not
1 0 1/4 hour
2 0 t/r hour
3- Q 1 hour
4 O 11/2 fiours
50 2 to 4 hOUtf.
60 5 hours or more
7 0 No set limit

28. Have you personally ever se gi any of the following outtome3 among 0-
students in your class(es) aTtfch you would attribute to rry

' id/ that :WI

4.
r

a Students demonstrate expanded breadth of knowledge
b Students use expanded vocabulary
c Students haVe followed urf ideas mentioned in ITV
d Students are more enthusiastic abotit school work in

general.
e Rwlenes use library more
f Students watch more educational TV at home
g Students calordown at times when, otheewise, it would

be difficult to keep their attention
Otper (ple?.se specify)

-

f



29 For which types of students do you feel ITV is most useful? 1 All students
(Circle one ) 2 Students with below average academic ability

. -
3 Students with average academic ability

Studehts 0.ith above average academic ability
students with special prohlems, such as handicapped,
ESL, speech problems, etc

6 Not very useful for any student
7 Other (please specify)

30. Indicate your use of an ITV series or program the 1980-81 1 2
school year, regardless of whether pn-air or videotape. ,.. 17V ITV
( tArtle one in eruh column ) Series Program

,a In the, past week 1' 2

b In the past month 1 '' 2

c. In the past year I 2

i
.

11 'cl. Have used ITV, but not dur-
ing this school year
(1980-81) I . 2

e Have never used ITV, 1 ,2
f Will use this school year 1 2

31 Do you ever have your, classes decide uhether to watch ITV in class') i3 Yes 2 0 No

32 Do you ever have your classes decide which program to watch in class? 1 Yes 2 ,No

33. How many different ITV series are you using regularly (i.e., 75% or
more of all lessons in the series) in this school year (1980-81)?

(deck one I
11111M.

1 0 None
2 1 series
3 2 series
4 3 series
5 4 series
6 5 or more series

34 'indicate the ITV series you are using this school yeai Rate the series on
overall quality in relation to your derhands on it by circling the appro-
priate number Ifyou have used the accompanying teacher guide. please
also rate the guide by circling the appropriate number

Series Title

Art
Art Cart ( The )

-- Art of Seeing (The
Primary Art J

Series Rating
Excellent Poor.

5 4 3 2 I

Tejcher Guide Rating
Excellent Poor

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2' 1

5 4 3 2 I

Career Educatiopt/Au'arevessu
Freestyle
Jobs SeekingFinding. Keeping
When You Grow Up

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 .2 1

) .55
4 3 2 . 1

4 3 2 1

Omsumer Education
Consumers in a Changing World

Economic Education
Trade-Offs

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2_ 1

5 4 i 2 I

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 I

5 - 4 3 2 t 1

5 4 3 2 I

Entironmental Education
Terra Our World
Uncle Smiley

Health
All About You
Dial A.L-C.0-H-O-L
Insidegien
Jackson Junior High
Ii`411111.ri Stew
Self Incorporated

5 4

5 '4
2 I

2 I 55

2 1

2 I

4

5 4

5 4

5 4

101 5 4

5 4

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I
5 4 ,3 2 1

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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S
erleS

R
ating

E
xcellent 5 4

.
3 2

Interdiscip

-

H
err

and

T
here

in A
id

F
ield

T
rips

M
edia

M
achine

T
om

orrow
's

F
am

ili

Y
oung

F
ilm

m
akers

(

L
anguage

A
rts

D
o

Y
ou

pet

the

M
essage?

-

M
atter

of F
act

(A
)S

t'ories

W
ithout

W
ords

W
rite

C
hannel

(T
he)

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 ' 2'5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2
.

5 4 `3 2

5 4 3 2

. ',5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

M
athem

atics

G
am

es

of C
hance

M
athem

atical

R
elationships

M
ad/w

ays
M

easure

to M
easure

N
um

bersiG
am

e

II

5
5

5
5

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

M
usic

M
usic

M
ushi,and

M
e

S
ong

B
ig`(

T
he

S
ong

S
am

pler

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

R
eading' B

ook

Look.

and

Listen

C
ontract'

E
lect

nc

C
om

pany

(T
he)

O
nce

'U
pon

a T
ow

n

R
ead

A
ll

A
bout

It ,

R
eadalong

I

jea4rs'

C
ube

'S
pinning

S
tones

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 .2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 , 4 3 2

Science .

D
im

ensions

in Science

C
hem

istry

D
im

ensions

in S
cience

P
hysics

E
xploring

the

W
orld

of S
cience

Introduction

to C
oncepts

in N
ature

Introductio,

to P
hysical

S
cicacc

Landsat

A S
atellite

for

A
ll

S
easO

ns

M
an),

W
orlds

of-N
ature

(T
he.)

R
eal

W
orld

of Insects

('Jihe)

,

S
cience

S
kills

U
nnerse

and

I

Social

Studies

A
m

erican

S
crapbookB

y

T
he

P
eople

C
hildren

of the

w
orld

C
om

paratne

G
eog,raphy

F
m

ding

O
ur

W
ay

M
any

A
m

encans

N
laniand

R
ipples

T
ruly

A
m

-ncan

T
w

o,C
ents'

W
orth

'"

U
nder

the

B
lue

U
m

brella

U
nder

the

Y
ellow

B
alloon

peo /5 4

5, .4

5 4

5 4

.5 4

5
5

5
5

5

3 2

3 2

3 2
2

3 2i 2
2

2
2

2

4
4

5 4 i 2

5 4 i '2

5 4 4 A
2

5 4 3 2

5 4 4 2.5 *4

i 2

5 4 4 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 4 2

5 4 i 2

5 4 3 2

4 -421,

P
oor 1

T
ekhing

G
uide

R
ating

E
xcellent

.

5 4 3 2
.

P
oor I

I 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 4 3 2 I
,I 5 4 3 2 IIS

1 5 4 3 2 4I 5 4 3 2 II

...

5 4' 3 2 ,

I

I 5 4 3 2'I 15_

4 3 2I 5 4 '3 2I 5 4 3 2I 5 4 3 ,2

I 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 LI 5 4 3 2

I 5 4 3 2 I'I 5 4 3 2 I

1 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II . 5 ' ' 3 2
.

I

1 ' 5 4 3 2 II S * 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 I

I . 5 4 3 -*2

I

5 4 3 2 1I 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 ' 2 II 5 4 3 2 II 5.

4 3 2' II 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 2`'

I

I
.

5 4 3 2 . I

1

-__

5 4 3 -2 I

1 5 4 3 2 II 5 4 3 2 1

1 5 4 3 2 1I ' 5 4 3 2 1I 5 4 3 2 II '5 4 3 2 II i 5 4 2 I

1 5 4, 3 2 tI 5 4` 3 I).

I

54 421

I 5 4 .3 2 I

I 5 4 i II 5 4 i 42 2 II 4 i 2 I

54 i2II 5 i 2 II 5 A i 2 II 5 4 2 I

H
igh

Schr,o1

E
quIrsileticp.

t.erw
ral

E
ducatio4nai

D
evelopm

ent

peciats

^
..,

F
A

m

F
estival..

,

It H
appened

in M
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I

It H
appened

in

M
anland

II

_______v

5 4 i 2 ,

tidied
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'F
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n

ed

1:A
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o

Intvraction

H
eim

an

C
oncern.in

the

schools

T
eaching,thildren
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S
pelial

N
eeds

T
eaching.in

M
d-E

nter

M
etrics

5 4 i 2

15 4 i 2

5 4 4 2

0,2 54421 5 2,

.

5 i i , 2

5 4 i 2



D. Typical' Use of ITV Series

We'd like to understand how ITV series are typically used in the classroom -113'ink abouta particular series you have used recently with
your class. Write the name of that series here (If you used no series go to question 38)

35. Please indicate if the following statements describe your use of the
seria (Circle one in each row)

a. I have used the series/program(s) before
b. I previewed the progain(s) before using it (them)
c. I read a teacher guide description before using it
d I used suggestions from the teacher guide in preparing for, or

following up, the program(s)
c I used the ITV series as a key teaching tool in my class
f I used the ITV series mainly as a supplement to my teaching

1

Series Title

Yes No

a 1 a0 2
b 0 1 b 0 2
c0 1 c 0 2

d 0 i d 0 2
e 0 1 e 0 2,
f 0 f 2

36. How long 'did you spend discussing (or otherwise preparing for)
lessons in the -series in class bOore the class viewed them? 1 No time
(Circle one ) 2 Up to 10 min

3 10 to 15 min.
4 More than 15 min,

How long% min

3' How longclid you spend discussing ( or otherwise following up on)
lessons after the class viewed them? 1 No time
(Circle one ) 2 Up to 10 min

3 10 to 15 tufa
4 More than 15 min

How long% min

E. Support of ITV

38 Arc teacher guides for every ITV series you use available at your school? 1 Yes 2 No

(If s, go to question i9
If Yes please continue )

a. Are the guides useful in your planning%

39 How often do you use guides to plan your instruction (i e , which pro.
grains to watch anglior how to prepare for them)?
(circle oni.

1 0 YeS 2 0 No

I Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes

' 4 A few times
5. Not at all

40 How a teacher guides for ITV series distributed in your school% 1 Individual copies provided to all teachers
((Ink one I 2 Individual copies provided only to teachers Who re-

quest them
3 Not providealp any teachele
4 Multiple copies Op hand in the school
5 Don't know

41 How is the ITV schedule hook distributed in your school? 1 Individual copies provided to all teachers
( ( fix le oiiu,) ' 2 Individual copies provideleinly, to teachers who re-

quest them
i Not provided to any teachi:r; .

4 Multiple copies on liaricion the school ..0

5 Don't know .

103



'1

42 is there a building riv coordinator or other person withsresponsibility
for ITV in your building)

mil

1 Yes. full time
2 Yes. part time
3 Yes,. informal (i.e . a teacher who ditsodistributes ITV

information)
4 No

\t, t
If Yes Are vou,the ITV (oordinator)) 1 0 Yes 2 0 No

43 If there is a Lotttd11)ttUr milicate all services provided by that person. -

r, It aliih.tt
a Distributes teacher guides and ITV schedules
b Provides newsletters or other information
c Calls attention to special prArants
d Provides assistance with equipment
e Provides wainft/consultation
f Works with groups of students from my class(es)

44 During the current school year (1980-1981) have you had any contact
- with ITV personnel from outside the school) . 1 0 Yes 2 0 No.

t If \ w.-, Ti ti. 4,,,,14 r -.'
If Yes, please checi: all items belov which describe your experience

t ,

_
# a Their staff visited my school

b They provided in-service
c They,provided newsletters, guides, or other publicity
d I talked with them on the phone ----,

It e I haye served on their Advisory, Evaluation or Curriculum com-
mittees,

I Other communication (pleasespecify)

A

Yes

District
Coordinator

No

ITV Division of State
Dept. of Education

Yes No
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 , 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

45 Generally speaking. whicI3, best describes the practice of building
administrator( s) regarding the use of ITV) I Strongly encourage(s) use

2 Encourage(s) use but leave(s) to discretion of in-
dividual teacher,

3 Neither encourage(s) nor discourage(s) use
4 Discourage(s) use but leave(s) to discretion of in-
. divIdual teacher

5 Strongly discourage(s) use

46 What do you think is the general attitude of each of the following'
groups of people toward the use of ITV?
i t irk k ,,t,' fie ..,tti, ,i. m 1

a Department Chair or Subject Matter Specialist
(Check here if not applicable 0 )

b Other teachers
c Media specialist )
d Specialists in school (eg (ounsekirs, do not include the Nurse)
e Parents
f Students '..
g District Office

104

r

Favor
Its Use Neutral

Against
Its Use

a 1 2 3
b 1 2 3
c 1 2 3
d 1 2. 3
e 1 2 3
f' 1 2 r-- _3

g . 1 2 3

6



47. How oft do you get specific Ideas for.ITV uses from any of the follow-
ing le?
(Circle one for each item)

a: Principal
b. Department Chair or Subject Specialist

(Check here if not applicable 0 )
c. Specialist in the school (e.&, counselors, do not include the Nurse)

(Check here if not applicable 0 )
d. Other teachers
e. ITV coordinator

(Check here if not applicable 0 )
f Media specialist
g. Parents
h. Students
i Detailed program guides

Prdie-ws
k. Other (please specify')

F. Preparation for Use of ITV r-
48 Have you ever had training on the- use of specific ITV senes or in the

use ATV in general?

( If Vo..go to Section 6, Question 52 )

49. Which type(s) of training hav: you had
(Check all that apply )

5

.

Ofteri, Sometimes Rarely

a 1 2 3

b 1 2 3

c 1 2 3
d 1 2 3

e

f
.11 2

2
3
3

g 2 .3
,h 2 3

2 3
2 3

k 1 2 3

Yes 2 0 No

4

Never

4

4

4
4 /*

,4
4
4
4
4°
4

4

I

a 0 College coursework
b 0 District in-service
c o Televised ITV series .1

d' 0 Workshop by local TV Station
Whic channel

e 0 ITV Division of State Department of Education in-
ser,ice

f 0 Workshops at professional meetings

50. Have you had any such training within the past three years?

51. Wag that training required by state or local regulations/policies?

G. Conditions Affecting the Use of ITV

52 How do the following statements describe your perceptions of ITV?

Please circle the appropriate number for each

a. Teachers don't make enough use of ITV
b Pressure to achieve basic educational goals makes ITV a frill
c. If teachers in my school used ITV too much there would be com-

ments useftri_,/
d, There are short blocks of time in the day when ITN is really
e Using ITV is much like using other supplementary teaching materials
f. There are a good many programs on ITV that meet my curriculum

needs
g IT/ is a useful teaching tool
h. Some parents express concernabout the amount of ITV watched in

classrooms

105

1 0 Yes 2O No

1 0 Yes ,2 0%°tIo

a
b

c
d
e

Neither
Agree Nor Not

Agree Disagree . Disagree Applicable

2 3 4,
2 3 4

1 2 '3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

f 1. 2 3 4
g 1 2 3 4

h 1 2 3 4



.41

Statistics on Students

53. Which is the best estimate of the economic level of &miles whose
children are served by your cLiss(es)?
(Circle more than one if it is impossible to generalize.)

54 How many students in your class are from homes where the primary/ or
dominant language is other than English?

4
55 How many students in Four/class are fror "? homes where these Ian-

guages are spoken?

1 Lida/ income /
2 Low-middle income .
3 Highmiddle income k
4 High income

-7

56 How many students in your class are identified as handicapped?

Korean
Spanish
Vietnarriesrli

7"

57 WAY marry students in your class come from the following origins? 1 Amencan Indian or Alaskan Native
\ 2 Asian or Pacific Islander

3 Hispanic
,-- .

4 Black (not of Hispanic origin)
5 , White_( not of Hispanic origin)

I. PrOgram Needs

L

As we.indicated in our cover letter, we are interested in giving you an
opportunity to influence programming" Please use the area below to
Indicate what you see as your greatest program needs during the next
three years

Sublect'Area(s) Grade LC:vel(;) Suggested Topics/Skill Areas to be Included

a 0 Art '
6 0 Career Vocational Education
c 0 Foreign language
d 0 Home Economics
e 0 Industrial Education
f 0 Language Arts other than Reading
gD1athj
h Mus' . . .............
i 0 Ph al Education 'Health Education.

0 Reading'
k
I 0 Social Sciences
m0 Special Education .

n 0 Other (please specify)



... I ' , . ,..<

11'1. are especially Interested in kitinvin,r4 ahotg an) u,niqut. uses of Ill/programming or ti.l.linolog). And All) (mum nits ot It...List that Mt rum.
noticed If you feel that 1,ye have omitted an important question: or you Lan prim& us, with some Addiutinal information. pit.i.:c ust." Oils
space for that purpose.

\

.

,

I.

o

r

Thank you very much for raking the time It) fill out this questionnaire

.

A

N.

.

,

'1

if you Would like tO receive a Summary Report of thefiDelCrs of this study, LheLk here and supply us with your
k

Name

Address

City State Zip __0 1.

.

1.1

j

-.

a
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. March Z1, 1981
,

;(MEDIA SPECIALIST LETTER).
Dear Media Specialist:

, . . . i
,

Television has been used in Maryland's public schools for zany years, yet
information concerning its use has never been gathered statewide. This is a
concern both to memberi of th& education community and to state policymakers.

_1'
c tfi, response to a request from the legislature,' the Division of

,

Ipstructionel Television of the Maryland State Department of Education, has
asked us to undertake this study. We are interested in the extent and nature
Of television use a the schools so that the ITV Division can better serve the
people of Maryland. /The professional orgamisatienslisted on this letter have
recognized the limportante,of this study and have given it their endorsement.

v

. t
MOM: <DOI / 45441441

Your. school. has been randomly sefetted to participate. As media
spetialist your insights are particularly important to the study. Since only
a few schools have been selected, we must, rely on a high level.of cooperation
from Maryland's educators in order to be able to providedseful inignmation to
decision makers. Your cooperation is essential to the success of is project.

Along with this letter Au have received an ITV Utililation Study Media
Specialist'Questionnaire and a return envelope., Because of the careful design
,of the questionnaire it should take you only 15-20 minutes to complete. We ask
you to complete. it within a week of receipt and return is to us in the envelope

)47ovide0.
A

'"(

,

All data -will be held( in the strictest confidence. 'Data will be reported
ip aggregate only so thateno individual teacher or school can be identified.
The code number whith appears on each questionnaire is easintiarto the study;
its sole. purpose is to enable us to cross-tabulate data by school type and
geographic region. An executive summary will be available to all respondents
who request it.

If you have any questions after you have received the materials, please,
do not hesttate to call us at 454-2590 or 454-2558.

Ta4,ffsedbr

We appreciate your cooperation. Thank you.

Sincerely:

SimundwfAdked litaniefdrierrional &ha
Nedra% Aemaimkon Prip&Vab e~.ink

(615SPA) (BIWA)

KeAr1(2.8-711114-1-1.-,

Barry A. Job:lean, Ph.D.

Project Director

Maryland Wald
likspyrkstuk, A=claike

(MPA)
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190 -1981 Media Questionnaire

MARYLAND,WATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISI011 of Ihstrucdonal Television

°whip Mills, Maryland 21117

Plmeltetum Within One Week Of Receipt To:

The MaryandThr Study
College of Lihrity & Infomation SaviceS
Room 3114, Hombake 1.1xury
University of Marytutd
College Park, Maryland 20742

Vasa quevtitAu-taixe wili be men uni) b) the iminediac remeadt stiff tad it be toed rut StatStia.ii purproxi
a4), 4t., as vi ii" prtA.mtng. end ae,a,41y. Cutsfiderniality ME be famencd. pc-rsurtally identifyula aurrnaum
will be released to serpme....

Vteak you me put requited tu mrpund..rottr Cvfortaitart a riee&ti to mak the rezults of ttm survey cunzixt-b6 a.u:4vt,

secular thmetz.

harea 0.100- 01 I2/80 110



DEFINITION

11-Ww-E,n1s014 41.b"Lazznaszkerzt sLc term tirrre.o.slusisal Telzvf? 'crz ITV; rem Balgy inroc..booi c,.=a icirvIzZcon.
instructional purposes.

1980-1981 MEDIA SPECIALIST QUESTIONNAIRE

A., Background Information

i. Circle all grades which are taught in ism schogl.
(If ungtacied, circle nearest grade equivairnts. )

I
2. - How many aides okvolunteers (4 hours per day or more) do you have

in your media rental

3.4 How do you describe your schooP
(Circle (ne.)

0

4. How long have you been

a. media special's at this school
1 yr.
a

b. an educator (iochiling presentand all previous' pigskins) a

S. What is your Maryland certification stn.&
(arcie all that apply

PrrK K 1 ,2 3 4 - 5 6
7 9.+10 11 12

AidesNoktmeers

Self-contalneci dasuom
2 Nontraditicrnal open space. etc.
3 Other (pkwie veri(y)

1

Indic-ate the rsurnber of years below
.2-3 yrs. 4.6 yrs. 7.9 yrs. 10+

a a
a a a .

a Astakiate
b Generalist
C Sced2liSi
d Administrator
e CrrtiAed iri another area

3":14.
f Not certified

0

A. Availability of Instructional Tel (Irsr)

6. b fTV programming avaibblr (either directly on air orby videotape)
in your schooP 1 0 Yes

.1110.1. Ara

2 0 No

7, How man) teirviWon sets for irstructional pummel are in your achpol?

( If you answerrd Ma or Mine to hiith item 6 and skip to Quest k in 23.
If Yrs. pleaw contiricr )

a Number of bba/whfte
tr Number of color*

Total
d None

K About bow many astaroorn traters are using ITV on a regulx beds
this yrar? Teachers

9. Which of the following arc avalabk in your school?
(Circle all that appW.)

lii

a Dinvt on-air broadcast from public statins.
Otannr1(s)

b Casette or vidrotape
Vidosibc

d Cable teirtiskm
e Chard cin.vit or Master antenna 'Tam
f Don't know



10. Dera.:ribc the quality of tekvbilon rel.-spelt* in your budding
((:irtic one.)

1 Good
2 Fair f
3 Poor

11. Whitt hest describes the ks.alkkn of IV sets in your school.?
one.)

S

, Al

I Dept m cianruurra. crept for mainterame and repair
2 kept in central star-4 kx..ation
3 kept in brge rooms or auditoriums
4 Media center
S Otirr (Pkwe cokrifY)

12. Which 4to desases the anmigements br afIV sets yaur solsoOP
(CAQsJni..)

How mocha the tirre ire the sets in your 'stoat in mod repair)
(Clatie me)

14. Do you acquire pre-reccrtiefprograms from a Local district,
or state kidetave library.?

At.

1 Students brou#u to the TV sets
2 TV sets brought to the stadcrits
3 Sometimes one, sometimes the other
4 Wither. sets are in classmoms

1 Always
2 Most of the time
3 Some d the time
4 Seldom

1 LI Yes 2 0 No

it to Uri he MOW Wa a Vatitly of grotwo las describets) the as a Class views prow-am With moths.; Liam or dosses
=gement% used in yourfishooP ' b Entire class views program withoist other (e%)CS

(Circie a that apply) c Small group(s) from die dms reiw program
d individual snakrits gned to view program
e Never use TM"

16. Which bessdessdhes 94= limpets when oat of rata sets needs now 1 One of oss &madam staff melt ers re pars it
(ac* one.) 2 We send it to a central repair shop for the district

3 It is repaired by a local repaid= hired out of the
school bulicitne's Newt

4 We taw ro repair policy
S Other (plemeRmay)

A

17. Does rut schaal.havc any at the ks1kriiing.
i

a Emphases for the TV sets
(Circle oil that WO.) b Easy access to requested TV prtgrams (diatowmaccetak

TV) .

c TV studio in the school
d Videotape !brary in the school

- e yids-owe library in the diorict
.. f Other (p4rme caegy)"

10. Do you use sideatagt recorders in rasetescail to record tral/or play.
hack, ITV lessans2

2 0 )
1 0 Yes

Do rat arches maironc in your school ticirtsive prugrarescethe Lie 1 D Yes

112

2D No

2 0 No



20. Dom your tilmoproduct any twildnal prorarno fur school we?

If No. ilp to tpcsakm 2i., 1
If res. eirarir indicate -,

a. What we the purposes moved by these productions?
(Circle a thae apply.)

4

44

Whu has primary responsibilky for in:schuot video productions?
(t:irde all the *ply.)

I 0 Yes . 2 0 Nu

a Instructional toe
b Adminbarxhv uoc (e.g. stmounconents)
c in-serdce training
d Producike experience kw laudasts
e Teacher feedback (es, allowing the inciter to.dew

own performs= )
f Student feedback (e.g., dlowing student so *I on

performance).
g Other (pew specW)

a Malespcdalkst
b C7asorown Leather
c Students
d f7V cOordirator
e Other (please !writ). )

22. Mow how euuty ors t e types imam' in nvproductkin in

° poi school cad; yew?

C. ftimort of TIV

23. Gcnerally-mcddrs. skids. Imst destrales yaw nay ipractices resarstirs
'evoi; or nv?
(Circle ow}

24. In your option, voNds hest delailmilSunkr mace regutam the
vie Of ITV?
(Cirdc one.)

2%. Is there s person. in your htiikb7g. other than you, IVA recceastiity
for I'm .
(Cie* one.)

(VW p.m Question 26.
If Yes. Fikae kxficate:)

a. Does that person credal traInks in media?
b. At you or Shut- may astilstgc fix cotMtkatitm whit

,leadterw?

113

fame`

I Aron* mem:se me
2 Sumac toe but Iasi to accretion ci iroBvidtul

teacher

4 DbcourRe use but leave 'to discretion of indi;441
3 Nekher moons at acourvge use

leather
5 &:rocey ("maw im

I Use stroVy encour:40
2 the Is erkdersged btO 1111 to &Mica of in64dual

saw* and to
3 the is neither enctomged nor discouraged 111

4 the is dbcourwtf but left to &maw of hp-libidos!

Khoo* andleschers
4 Use issue dscoutel

3 Yes. Worms] (e.g., a teacher or vithOdixasutel

I Yea, full ate
2 Yes put tftlie

TIV lion )
4 No

r

1 O Yea

I 0 Yes

-

2 0 No

2 0 No

1



26- During the current school yaw (199091 ) have Ica bad any masa
with RV pastime' Sims outside the school!?

(If Na. go to Questiori 27.
If Yes. please circle all bars below which dcaalbeyour experielce.)

a. 7trir sat tidied my school
b. They raided in-acrticeriobg
c They provkkd newsletters. pides, or other publicity

I tiled with them ca the phone
ham saved on their Advisory. Evalualon. or. .0.wricr4srn com

atoms
L Ter cordemmicalon (please get* )

1 0 Yes - .2 Q No
D aft ITV RV DMskin of State

Yes to Yes '
Dept. of Education

0

a

27. How is the ITV ochedtde book duetted litiyour school?
(Only one)

29 How am teather gtgrki for ITV terks tirIttated yotr school/
(C.icie one )

a
O

a ,

o
o a
O
O P
o a

I Inciviilutl copies peotided to di 4.eaders
2 taSvidual protided ordy to teachers on request

1,3 MA provided to any teachets e
4 Sakai* txples.cm band in the school
S ,Don't by

1 Ls:IV-4ml espies peovekkwi to tenelstrs
2 UndlAckw1 copies prorrSird only so waders who re-

q.ett them
3 Not petwackil to ssyrs
4 Ituktple coVpts an hand in the school
S Don't blow

D. Madan of ITV
29. Who

t
t;saily teams tischers shout RV Prcgrans

edgh be partkuhrly ututui
(Clrek a l l that .azply

,

scrtes which

oiter;, ewer Wanda',or formally, bittern sweated to
programs to im.d: or ways to use RV?

(back owe.)

a Me& speckrat
b coordiattogi

dc

A-myther teacAertt
Principal

e RV Ditision d hate Department d Education
f Local 1V math= Math dwarleP
g No one

1C
2 fornetiMes
3 Rudy
4 Neva

31. Whit do you think In the general 'Maxie of each d the InDoWLe
potlas & people in yaw school toward the uie d ITV?
(Clede the appropriate palter for each.)
s. Deputrrem or Maks or &>l Area speciktts

(Orek here groat WWI* .)
- b. Teachers

Ma:fp&
d. Speddhats Coatielorx es) nos inthec Wm.)

(Check he if not applicable o .)
e. Pments
L Shaky=
g Teachers* orgadastm

32. Paw nu hada teacher in your school there the I= two ran (IOW/
904564/81) whom Oxt thought
st Used nv too frequerdly
b. Stet ideogram insppeoxidety

Paler Ls Lk
a I

tftard
2

Agtimt ka Use

b I 2 3
C 1 2 3
d 1 2 3

e 2 3f 2 3
2 3

114

Yes No

2
2

Nat kw

3
3



33. flow awls would you =wider to be as smeopilimsenountanyto I O 14 hour
tieinshed.t7 stuiews in eine chub* a mica! week? 2 0 V1 hour

3 0 1 hour
4 0 11/2 hours

0 2 to 4 bows
6 0 5 hours or Mare
7 0 No set Witt

34. inalcste the ITV sales wMcb tesehas dog IstSkiim see Wry or
have used:

. (Check each) Seams *Me Unto ttis stho year

/X
Alt Cart MO
Art al See i in g OW 1C]

Maims,/ Art o
Carver EttuardonAuwereess

Emegqie 0
Jot* &Oft rbdit4 Kee** , 0
irben You Grow LO D

Comm& Mu:arson
Comma In A ChsrOng Worki r 0

konnewic EohoM21.
Treece o

Exteromiciaal
Tare Our W
Untie Wk.,/ 0

Mvsqh
AM About You
DIal A.LC-0-14-0-1. IIwide/Out
Wow Pram tirth 000o

4d21 dew
Salnceeporated 00

homociPmea'Y
Here & There in Mck Pack! TrV4
fads MX (The)
draw's Paaglics .. 000

Yotsv famenewri (1k) 0

'iamuger. Arts
Do You Get The Mow?
Mater dr-set (A)
Stories Wit Worm
WO* (T el (The?

4 0
0
0
et

Micamatics
Ganes of Chance
Matherratical Reintkalftpi
Metways
Winne to Mess=
Numbus Game 11

.

. .4'

00

:0

Musk
Mak #
Mask And Me
Scel r (lbe)

SSor41 vr4xler

0

000
liesseting

Book. Look And !Men,

C48 0-4a-ry (The)= O
a A

e

(*

Once Upon A Town
Read All About
Itentwo4
Ratters' ate
kykrim &odes

1c5

Used in the pant

0
0

,.- 0



Title thing This School Year used in the Past

Mena.
Dimensions In Science: tillengstry
Dimensices In Science: Physics

.,Expitting The Wnrid Of Science
Introtkiedon To Concepts In Nature
Intro:Mt:don To Phylical S:iessee
lapdsat: A St etRie te Ali Seasons
Many Work* ti e (The)
Real Wald-a:Insects (The)
Scierke
Universe 4pc1 I,

O
a
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

a
O
O
O
O
0
O
O
O
O

SOW Sliocifes
Ailed Fx1 Scrapbook
By The Peopk

.Ccar4ive Geognrkw
Boding Our Way
luny Americana
Maryland ...

Wks
Truly Arnefk21
Two Cents' Worth

1 Meier The Blue Uethatla
Under thd Yd osv Saloon

0.

O

O
O
O
O

,O

o

O
O
O
O
O

14); School Egskrxy
General kilKaticcal matt 0

Veckis
Fans Festivals
k Happened In Maresmd I
It Happened In Maryland 11

0
a
a

o

) O
O

Onsinike Esbicatkm
Gifted and Talented Education
kieraction: Ihmwas,CoMeTeli In The Schools
Teaching Children tilt Vestal Needs
Teaching In And E Merles

1
11.

E. Your Preparatkaz Fcie yse of, fINT

35. Have you ever had twinksg in de tee (lava:Be ITV a7les or the use'
of nv in general?

ipo to iNestien 37.
I. V Yealvhich type(s) d wain hra you bad?)
(Circle aP that )

a

i

O
a
a
a O

1 0 Yes )2 0 ?to
\

to Cdlep cotsmoces -
b Mulct iniervite
c Tdeviaed ITV inaerske Min
d 'Workshop by localiTV stadon

Which clniniel(s)
e Sure Department of Eckictake in-service
f Wockshops ffi profeadonal enacting,
I No Ronal ts-- (Go to tiara 37)

36- Have you had soy tomb trakeang ',Mtn 'the put three yearal

"

I 0 Yes 2 0 hb



F. Reactions to Use of ITV

37.. 'which or& rosow.ft unemera dercribes purperceptiona oi ITV Neither
twee Nor f

kV= eee

dais year?
(Ream ckde the appropriate wither for each ) Diavree

49Nuotczbie

is. Teachers in my school are silg more ITV than they have in the pax
3> am .

b. TTY MACS many imbedding and adminbashe problems
c.ETV is a is Wading tool
cl. Teachers don't mike enough use al lTV
e. If teachers in my school used fritoo mash the woad be Cum

looks
L Mae pee eats express concerts Sim the amount of TIVEUsched

in the classroom
g Our emphasis co basic education pais makes nv a rid ,

h. 1 have incpinicl shout f1N opinions of mew in a web asseliment

O
.

I. One of side limn dings to go in a tight buftwaryenrfronmem is 1TV
I. k has become easier loser the past 3Yeaus to lustily finds for sup-

ITVporting .
33. Below is a Ike of sans of RV.

Mete du vprcriate number so tim each use for ins InTlitance:,,p
.,/

a. to emerel the. raw of experiences available to *Waft
b. so prom new ExterWs %

c to prodere damns scproaches for pry =esti
d. so rebeafcece =serial tv4ht in other Icsoces
e. to bring new resources sod/or persons issi the cbmroom
L so moth= studetiCinterest in a xiiect
g to Lighten the tadzing Scud
b. to Slow tesher to observe studems
g so allow reicher and/or students a brief time to eft

j to permit inceridaSzeion of' instruction .
k so Sifelerit subject matter where there is rota special tiler (es,

bre* hulfituVE)
I. to sent as a suitable teaching alamotthy in emergency moots

school doeinp, longterm teacher abases)(e.g.,
aiL so cora ameba Inuring dills

39. Med kb,/ we Sae sueemenes thorn valcsaLmres of ITV.
Please Minim your reaction o eadl by circling the "practise
number;

a. RV "bows Feat poadttkies foe stinsising teacher erentrky
b. Teachers, when usual inseructiond television, lose same of deft

importance in die cbswoom ,string
e. peaces! relanaubc between student end teacher b 1c when

television k used
d. Tie development abase new inatnsmired tclerafon prcgrarna b

a waste of &DC
t. Wider use of leseructicent stabling b emied
E The use of insenwiloral :derision mates any subOrt nutter more

ina:restkg "
g Iritructkval tekition should inspire sedans so grew cleasky

and inurirg
h. Instrunkbul tderkkgb sl1 rieu but 1 kel k t been oyeremis-

abed .

L Claddren weds enough tderlioa St borne they don't wed to Wbdi
Infire in shoot

r-

a i 2 3
b 1 2 3
c 1 2 3
d 1 2 3

e 1 2 3

f 1 2 3
g 1 2 3

li 1 2 3
i 1 2 . 3

l 1 2 ., 3

Nekba
Wpm= Nor

Lynn= thvortwat Ud;nmetant

a 1 2 3
b,
c

1

I
2
2

3
3

d 1 2 3
1 2 3

f 1 2 3
t 2 -3

1 2 S" 3
i 3
I I

k 1 2 3

1 1 2 3
m I 2 3

a 1 2

b 1 2 3

1 2 3

d 1 2 3
1 2 3

f 1 2 . 3

11
1 2 3

1 tte2 3

1 2 '3

40, How &Scull is it to maintSn a budget for instructional TV use cum
hpared *thud= mirt?

(Gide one.)

117

4
4
4
4

4 -
4
4

4
4

4

Not I
tailed* la

4
4
4
4
4
4,

4
4
4

4

4

I4

4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

1 1duch hwder MI
2 liazder
3 No dZezersx
4 Ellie:
5 Nada br



41. , Tginldng about al the issues on which you spend your time an ad-
ministrator, both in meetings and ouce4de of meetings, bow muds of
wur tkno is spas on 1TV issues?
(Click ow.)

A far amount
2 A moderate am's:ant
3,A Rale
4 None, or shwa no time

42. M we ineRcsiied b oar ewer le%rs, we are interested in &Mg rat an
oppornaky to 'ribber= programming. Please use this space below to
indicate wbayou a= as your greatest program needs during the next
three years.

&Meet Area (s)
a 0 Art
b 0 C.areer/Vocalonal Education

d 0
0 Foreign Lawny

Horne Economics
f O !adularia Education
I) 0 Lainvap Am other than Reading
b O Math
1 0 Musk
j O lotoadi Eracationaleath Education
k0
1 0
400 Social Sciences
n O Veda! Educalot
o O Other (vesify)

1

Grade Irrel(s)
&la-toted Topics/Skill Areas
to be Includt,

Connkents on ITV
Ire as mama* mamma in kirewing about arty due saes of ITV programming or whoa*, taxi sn'y outcomes of its usr that youhow

cobalt it you kei thag ere tmt mixed an tmportani question, es you ova peovide as with Ems additional briormation, please use this

space for that moose

Thank you wry much foi"tsidAs tbe time to RI out tits questiockare.

if you vim-449 us receive s Summary Report of the and of this study, check here 0 and

Nara

Address

City Nay Zip

118
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THE MARYLAND ITV UTILIZATION. STUDY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

COLLEGE PARK 20742

1001.LKOE 041 LIBRARY AND utrolownow SERVICES

UNDERGRADUATE LIERARY MALMO. ROOM 1101

a

ti

(INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO PRINCIPALS)

PHONE: (301) 1134441

Television has been used in Maryldhd'i,public schools for many rears, yet

information concerning its use hai never been gathered statewide. This is a

concern both to members of the edueation community and to nate Polg,cymakers.

In response to a request from the legislature, the Division of Instructional

Television, MDSE, kas asked us to undertake this study of television use in

schools so that they Can better serve the people of the state. In addition, the

professional organizations listed in this letter have'recognized the,importance

of this study and given it their endorsement.

As Superintendent of your county's school system, you play a central role

in defining instructional direction. It is essential, in plana)ing ITV ierlices,

for the ITV Division to understand your prepent and projected/policies toward

the use of television in your schools. To aid in our understanding we are
sending you a short questionnaire which we would ask you to take 15 minutes or

sa.to.complete. "The.questionnaire will be arriving at your office within the

week.

In addition, we have randomly selected a small sample of schools across the

state and are asking the Principal,the Media Specialist, and five Teachers

about the ways they do or do not use ITV. Any assistance and support you might

provide in ensuring a high response rate to our questionnaire would be appreciated.

All data will be held the strictest confidence: All of the respondents

will return their completed uestionnaires directly to us;_only immediate

project staff will see them. Data will be reported'in aggregate only so,that

no individual educator or school can be identified.

An executive summary of the study will be available to all respondents who

request it.

Endoned

If you have any questions after you have received the materials, please do

not hesitate to call us at 301/454 -2590 or 454-2558.

We appreciate your cooperation. Thfnk you.

Sincerely,

Kerry A. Johnson, Ph.D.
Project Director

Mai livid Seaman Se/ma itiaolzid Elancrnay School PLaniamdiNhUrSdhed d'ILTYLIWEdomukxml lelaniznd St Ac

Pfakcipak Amoeba ion prirs.ipab. Atendsion SwrintmmicnuAnodnice Nk410Whakl° Trachenc Ammi

(i4191.) (MA) OMPSS) MEMO) ' (em)
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THE MARYLAND ITV ,UTILIZATION STUDY
UNVVERS!TY OF MARYLAND

CouLamm PAnx 20742

COLiEeE or uanAny AND INFORMATION sews=
UNDERCIRADdATE LPIRART RUILDING. ROOM MI

March 23, 1981

PHONE: 1301)

Dear Principal: (LITTER ACCOMPANYING QUESTIONNAIRES)

A.short time ago I wrote to you about the Maryland ITV Utilization Study. 1ere is

the complete package pf materials for your school. Again, I want to empandize that
yoUr'helpis essential to our getting adequate and accurate information.

Your school's package should contain the 'following:

1) A bdff principal's. questionnaire for you
2) ,A blue questionnaire and cover letter to give to your media

specialist if your school has one
3) Five yellow teacher qUestionnaires and cover letters
4) Stamped, self- addressed return envelopes for each questionnaire.

A word about the teacher selection process might be in order. -For us to draw an
accurate picture of opinions about and uses of instructional television in Maryland,
it is crucial that our teacher sample be drawn randomly. The sampling algorithm

describeii

Db

on the instruction sheet enclosed-with my first letter to you insures

that. not be alarmed if the teachers selected do not use instructional tele-
vision or even have strong negative attitudes toward it. Their responses are_just

as important as those from enthusiastic consumers. You may, however, wish to.cull
from your list specialists and helping teachers who are not full-time faculty.

As you doubtless know, a survey'that provides useful information depends on a
reasonable response rate. If the response rate is low, we always have the nagging
feeling that those who did not respond would have given different information.
That response rate depends in part on reminding people to send in thelr

questionnaires. Because the Maryland ITV Utilization Study insures high anonymity,

we must depend on your help in reminding teichex0o have not responded.. To aid

you in keeping track of who has Which questionnaire, there is a code number on page

one of each form. The first teacher selected should receive the questionnaire
whose code number has a "1" as the last digit, etc.. Please keep a record of this
so that if after a reasonable interval we find that, say, teacher "3" from your
school has not returned a questionnaire and ask you to remind her or him, the job

of matching the name to the number will be simple.

Pfnally, I am sensitive to the fact that some school districts have a written
agreement with their teachers whereby some type of compensation must be made if a II

teacher is requested .to fill out a form. If that is then cases in your district, II
any accommodation would be deeply'appreciated. Our questionnaires were designed

to take up a minimum of time by asking only for informatima teacher whld have in
memory. Most teachers in the field test required 15-20 minutes to complete the formll

I know that there are bound to be questions and uncertainties. If you have any, do
not hesitate to call me personally at (301) 454-2590 or _454 -2558.

Endorsedisr:

Sincerely,

Kerry.A. Johnson, Ph.D.
Project Director

Maryland Ferundary Sigma Maryland Ekinclug) Saila Mani"' Ralik School Maniand Ed liatioral Msniznd St A

ft?*. Principeb. Annxisn Superkwodyno &reclaim Was OgrAnizukim TeZtehent

(AMA) (AIWA) (AMA) . (MEMO) (MSTA)
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(DIRECTIONS .PgR TEACHER SELECTION - A RANDO mLY

SELEaTED.,rME APPEAREDIN THE ,BLANi SPACE)

TEE ISARTLAND,ITY UTILIZATION STUDY

COaingisroom Teachers

These procedures 1111 determine the five cles;4roosi teachers in your school

.tho should, be inaluded in they study.
,

*

Vein a current alphabetical list of full-tinetale*atoist teachess,0 select

the first five names shich elphabefikally follov e '.' ' A

4

, .

If fiye teacheia:ara t abtai d before teaching the end of your
alphabetical list, continue .to the beginning of .the list until five are obililark

.. -
(For grAmple, -on -the label is,Thcfaas, P., mad your list of

classroom teachers- . -", --

...,-

(dame, J. ,.'"Peters, V.

Boyd, A. beton, P.

X1441s r Warren P.
M041144,41L Washington, G.
Nitchati, R. Raltamins`01.

the questionnaires ,vould be diatributifto Warren, Washington, Woman, Adams,'
and loYdY

0
. .

4 After you have chosen the five names using' his procedure, please give a

orvez letter, a Teacher Questinsaire and a raturn.*slope to each of the 'five

teachers. Tau may assure the teachers that this IA a completely anonymous
process; their responses tato ***turned direckty to us and frill only be

reported in the aggregate of all iiii7land teachers Aelpresented in the study.

Thank you for helping us with this salection process, We look forward to' .

,

receiving your response and those of your teachers. .

'Pubilcicbool
lkipolocrakmts Agsocimium

MON boomer fisikuol'

hindPokkolatiskin (415PA)
kcandmy WO.

PripcIplix kmercimPuu (MSSPA)
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(FOLLOW-UP PO CARD TO PRINCIPALS)

.
THE:MARYLAND ITV UTILIZATION STUDY

Dear Principal:

About -a week ago we(illent you elipacket'of survey materials.

If you bevelled theinportunity to Aistribute'them to de-

lectedstaff and to complete and return your Ian, we really

appreciate it. Thank you.

If not, we Would very such appreciate it if you would take

the few minutes to help us out. This project is very worth -

utile for the entire educatisnal community of Maryland and

your assistance iii-itntral.to its success..

Again, thank you for your help; we appreciate your pro-

iassionapsm. If you have 'any questions or problems with

any parSiof this project please call me-at 301- 454 -25590

Kerry A. Jihnson, Ph.D.
Project Director

f

4



THE MARYLAND ITV UTILIZATION STUDY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLNID

possess Psis Z0742

soCOLercZarti=nput7:674.0011tv
1101

April 28, 1981

(FINAL FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO'PRINCIPALS)

Dear Pri9Opal:
4:1

S

Recently we sent you a packet of questionnaires

nature and extent of instructional television use in
information we are asking you and Some of yourlstaff
used to plan policy for the ITV Division of the,MDSE.
use ITV in your school it Is very important to us to
thoughts on the issues involved.

As of today wehave not received responses from
individuals in your school:

1. you, the principal
2. the media specialist
-3. teacher 1
4. teacher 2
5. teacher 3
6. to/Cher 4
-7. teacher 5

PION!: (SOD 454.5441

relating to the
your school. The
to provide will be
Even if you do not
determine your

the followingj

If you would take a4few minutes to check h each of them to see if
there are any,prOblems we would appreciate i either you or your
staff need another.copy of the questio4n4 please us at 454-2558
and we will rush.one to you. ,

Again, thank you for your cooperation.

I ))

-

i 41, )

I
I

theytand Secondary Wuxi Sialland Eicorentary Wed Starliand PUblir Schr;e1

(kV*, Pastodlikos kW** As adatian
(SA) (Mom

livrintawknto Amodatkin

(AIPM)

ft
Yours truly,

.Xerry A. Johnson, Ph.D.
Project Director

iladcmcit -124
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maryiand itv

UTILIZATIOr4 STUDY
-1931 Principl Qaeclitgunlre

MARYLAND2KATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instructional Television

°whip Mills, Maryland 23117

4
F ime Return 'Width, one Wet* O( Roxifx To:

The Maryland ITS' Rudy to
College of Meaty & hiforitatioo Senice%
Mimi 3114. nornhake Leroy
University of HaryWicl
Cilep Pak bialialul 20742

I

Your comgeted qtregionna!m will 1w iten orily h) the immedimc remit nth andzill 1w used foe staisticai purposesonly le data gatherfra proceming. and otalyit-i. Conirmientialit) will he preserved. l'Z personall) identify informationwin Ey ftie=d to *OM .
,

.

IP& you we rot reqtdred to rcept;ndovorr amyrntihm Is ne4d to make die results d the survey comprehensive.
ixame. oul &mfr..

kwzny 16100-- o1 -12/ ,
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THE MARYLAND UTILIZATION STUDY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

LE o? LIOPARY AND
UN0EHORADUATE LIBRARY CU

MICH OEM
NO. P41014 110

Cause! Max 20742

(INTRODUCTORY SUPERINTENDENT LETTER)e

PHONE: (101) 454-5441

Television has been used in Maryland's public schools for many years, yet
information concerning its use has never been gathered statewide. This is a

concern both to members of the education community and to state policymakers.

In response to a request from the legislature, the Division of Instructional
Television, ?)SE, has asked us to undertake this study of television use in
schools so that they can better serve the people of the state. In addition, the
profissional organizations listed in this letter have recognized the importance
of this study and given it their endorsement. 4

As Superinteftdent of your county's school system, you play a central role
in defining,instructionar-airection. It. is essential, in planning ITV services,

for the ITV Division to understand your present and projected policies toward
the use of television in your schools. To aid in our understanding we are
sending you a short questionnaire which we would ask you to take 15 minutes or

so to complete. The questionnaire will b&arriving at your office within the
week.

In addition, we have randomly selected a small sample of schools across the
state and are asking the Principal, the Media Specialist, and five Teachers
about the ways they do or do not use ITV. Any assistance and support you might,
provide in ensuring a high response rate to our questionnaire would be appreciated.

/.

All data will be held in the strictest confidence. All of thi respondents
will return their completed questionnaires direct* to us; only iMmediate
project staff will see them. Data will be reputed in aggregate only so that
no individual educator or school can be identified.

An executive summary of,the study will be available to all respondents
request

If you have any questions after you-have received the materials, please do
noE hesitate to call us at 301/454-2590 or 454-2558.

We appreciate your cooperation. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry A. Johnson, Ph.D.
Endemedtit Project Director

FLeilm3ftelawyL&AxA Mallim*VEkvAramSdA Paniondhat&fibsta MmYkindftiumicaW marlimchit
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THE MARYLAND ITV UTILIZATION b I uu I
. UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Cou2o PARK 20742

colazaz unnAire AND lArPORMATION tanweas
UtaXatanADUATZ UDAARY BUILDING, MOM 1101'

PHONE; (3'01) 454.544

ALETTER ACCOMPANYING SUPERINTENDENT QUESTIONNAIRES)

March 23, 1981

A few days ago I wrote you.about the Maryland ITV Utilization

Study. Here is the questionnaire I asked you to fill out.

It should take about fifteen minutes of your time. As I men-

tioned, your personal assistance is critical to the success of

this project.

In addition, I informed you that we would be sending question-

naires to principals, media specialists and teachers in randomly
selected schools in your distriCt. 'I am sensitive to the fact

th some school districtsehave, a written agreement with their

teachers whereby some type of compensation must be made if a
teacher is requested,to fill out a form. If that is the case in

your district, any iicommodation would be deeply appreciated.

Our questionnaires are deigned to take arinimum of tire by

asking only for information your educators have in memory, Most

individuals inethe field test required 15 -20 minutes ta complete

the form.

If you have any questions or uncertainties about this study,

please do not hesitate to call me personally at (301) 454-2590 -

or 454-2558.

Again, thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Kerry A. Johnson, Ph.D.'j
Project Director
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THE MARYLAND. ITV, UTILIZATION 51 uv T

UMiltRtiTY -OF MARYLAND
4 Cola,. ZZ PARK 2CR42\

iOLLF-0.1 OF LISFARY *-40 A7 ON MIMS
LOCOCOORAINJATZ.LIWAOY gUILDINC3. MOW 1EOI

(FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO SUPERINTEN DENT)

April 23, 1981
1

rmmc CSOU 414.4441

About one month ago Isent you a questionnaire about your district's, policies

toward the use of instructional television in the schools. The return rate

, has-been extemely high; as a result we are only a few counties shy of having

all questionnaires returned. Since we have mit heard from your office with

regard to the survey I am taking the liberty ("sending you another copy of

the questionnaire inthe hope that you will take the 15:-20 minutes to complete

it and return it to me.,

As I mentioned before, we really appreciate the time, thought and effort you

willAe making to supply us with this? important ihformation. If.you have any

questions or concerns about the study please do not hesitate to call be per:.

sonally a 301- 454 -2590 or 2558.

Again, IiiAnt to thank you Tar your cooperation.

Yours truly,

Miry A. Johnson, Ph.D.
ProjectDirector,--

I
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maryland itv

4

1M :1981
110N STUDY

=dent Qaestionnaire

.

MARYLAND gif.ATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Division of Instructional Television -.
-Owings Mills, Ma!yl9nd 21117

f

IQ

Ficuse.Prefurn Within One Work Of Receipt To:
40.

The Maryland ITV Study
Carl itgt of library & Itiortnakm ServicA
Loom 3114, Hornbate ,4-ary
University fillarybati
College Pelt, ?Timbal 20742

t
0
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INFEUTICOI

Thswesosn thb hmsciert cfs term 11=ruedowl Tom" (cam) teem to any In-school uses atekvisloo for
s'oetI0=3 parpooes.

19g0-8101UPERENTEND ENT

vk

Isg end data
Passe tretemson InSectkro A 00os shool yeas 19M M1 bales. This Infortnnkkk s4 be used for Our record 'keep-

purpoam only god k* sending you a Stumm, Report of the study, if you miles& ottc Names Ind other Icknti
Was Lukens:0u sine rod ,10* only tojecOct ea snd wITI not qv= In toty reports.

. \
' 0*

. A

ONNAIRE

1. Nwee of Regsocabls

Title

Tt*iteue Mather

A. I b v e y o u ever h s d t r d d e s i of tpicge ITV Rees or the use
of IN ks ptxral? *
(INA go to custulas 3)
If 1W:

& Mem issneste each type(s) of =Ian ytx_t !we Md.
(arcle tbm :may.)
I

b. Ibrre you such stalgo the psi three
MS,

%. I 0 Yes 2 0 . No

s Conege costews;ork
b Diarist bi-:ea-doe
c Tat-wised n v inservice reties
el Workshops g proors1 makes
e &ate Deptrunent of Ems
f Wockshop by kteal TV

Wbidt &met

g Other (pew vestry)

1 0 Yes 20 No

Irrargetix fitrictex)cvita ri &wort for ITV dm** -.0

a. Darts the p 3 yeses
b. Duds* d'a =a 3 ran

4. irarclittolsrnteerescrincebiji""m12 rIVP

4 e -+
k b mks to Ft "DM blind or nue flzteate isr ITVdna for rsbei

Im*cts crirerifftaway we dam, sten teacherstee r ot rvW.

ebb.
Mangrag eq4mentind starVrg u tot=t more
the WI"

d. Onc el dear to go #a it deu butetulemboanzes b ITV
e. k has calker over the put 3 rmrs to psiti It for o

putt* ITV

13

ad
3
3

Vet

Wither
Agrax Nix
Dgree DUVree

I

'

--
1

2

2

2
2

1 2

3

3

IV 3
3

3
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3. taw= h it to rewntan buctn for trim =mogul with ether
bgnrtiOnai rantakia?
(Cirdc ow.) 1 Uttch butler for fly

2 Wader
3 No recce
4 Euler
5 Much erWer for ITV

6. ketch and ariparto for !Tv tend to care hoot the
Pkase blame for your timid vproxintnely what
from each tome.

f a Federal gown:matt
b &ate programa
c Diana budget
d School budget

Other (*roc vecify )

Total 100%

7. Mat do you evittale will be ma =eat (1M1.81) ogerwirg ex.
rendltures for hatassarreal kiettgon in your ckrict? (Ls addition to
dies, comractual arramements, muerkb and etAnmen;, kcluck
persomsel co= Minot and Waled) br Sonse pascal twftredto ay.
post the poxhactlan, aorpNlice and me of ITV)

8. Dees yoter school warm taw a qw.cannic procma for tephicies od
fl (e is,. amortization formal)?

art
0 Yes 20 No

Avail:My rrir 4

9. bnv pm-dm:int% availalle directly on-Wa or by ',Weave ) in
of teat urns of the btildiFes in your school quern?
(If Mr, go to twenion 12)

1 El Yes 2D No

10. 'Mich described the hods) of receptibo/tmon in your
rice

a Dina our bcoadcat from pulgic televalon (Le., ono-IP (Os& dm may) coma:lack! teation(s)
ClmasseKs)

b Cede teiceo
C Omette/videotve-
d Gosed.chcuk or limter waema swam
e Nikkoefeac
f Dotal know

11. i e isa op= a the number of classroom teachets there sze in
claim and in canna b minute the percent:se at those testers

who me ITV revarly wpreinsudy 75% of all knots Ina izur
one TV seeks).

-r

a Teachers in b Teachen
Denim me% 1W

12. Does your rtUrict prrxhaze any of its ounkTIV przgr,s?
(eft. to to gamizo 14)
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134 perprees aces and by toe peneksedow?
(ad: Id/ to mgy) -

a burial toe t. t
b (es, wasouncentero)
c Pict trabilm )
d Production everierce for gulags
e Teacher feedback (es, allowing birnther to View his/

her own pence)
f Waders kora:lack (es, alloveing him/her to vkw has/

bar OWE! performance)

14. Sten new htiltro ate dedgned for your &aria, are they ;Amazed to
incluck the toe of ITV?
(Omit one.)

ea.

1 Ideals
2 Uoually
3, Usually not
4 Never
5 Does nat to*

15. Ibve you done (at do you p so do) say of the follow1W.

(Ctcle the ort= amber for eac.)
I. bereadog the number of IV sets.
b. Pap:acing black old wtte sets, by color
C. Adtllng videacq:c equipment
d. EsTanfing a *leave Bray
e. Muer raserata,eztrteili or lesertol &all:cakes moms
E' AeaEre productko
it. Adana vickodisc equipment
t!. OtherWease twerp.

Dou during dc Manned for the Have not arid
3 years rag 3 years don't Om to

1

I

I

.1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

16. Data* :curets ,hod Tar (1561)81) is your district ecoducting
research sysenweitally galled* data concerning ay?

(If Na. 'roves:deo 17').
*AIM indicate in afteli atlas:)
Kin* all

ti

. .

10 Yes

a Mot pin= to the use of ITV
b Equipment or facilities
c Eva on of precrams
d begacts(failbottion)
e Other (*we tray)

1
7

Does rot twrict pwtie itt one' nv legs egidopatete. se*.
Om. Gee vme-oa?

2 0 No

1 0 Yes, 2 0 No

mem the current envoi year (11M451) have rum 5.4yerbsenders

lad any =badwit staff from the ITV lXvWar of the Sue Department

ciE.O.AmitH

(rte, priacced tO estWon 14
11,11a, Oeme cud: MI imam wtech &sate yew omesiepee.) .

I Oyes

a Vaed me
b 1 rnet sta o inorece Workshaps

, They provided twwsktuni,vrides, or other pubbilry
d 1 tabeed with them on the phone
e 1 lave served on their Oxriculurn Maass
f 1 weaned in a locarprotbaction
$ Other comemmicatian (piewe taxa")

2 0 No

1
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19. Gefeitti Waft bow useukl you &merle your make cencentre

(ode of4e.)
r.

1
2 mn ese

&me to ig:retiott of bredylduai
acboob teacben

3 fi:aber =craw or &mane we
4 Deconew ,tae buf lave to eacretibo dl

.4 *dumb and tea:bets
5 Szoevpi dbcourne uoc

. b tbere410entce kririg EaViCt ThttO h14 darder-ste,* regime:ay
fIV?

(11No, go to %onion 21
U Y. *be te.)

a. VW b the tak of do pent
. (Ciede one.)

b Lwatt==fy pereceew ti t 's b &voted
to Mt

c. r may persom exies du& t.wlde 1W coartranter b Oa

(nv)ge?
4

1 0 Yes 20 No

I ITV CoortMator
21 COCCaMtOr
3 Cocadicsor at Leant% %wants
4 Ottrictbro Coorcamor
5 Other (igem ITec*)

21. Fates feat &aim ralle arotatays ce the be or nv mu-
d* to )1= emthere

(11hb, so to wesion 23.)

1 0 Yea 2 0 No

22 TIC personnel silo
wt4th mnscy?

(Circle all that tcply

23.

cminet these wottubopt come (Aro

'Mow ki a Ku of bet d
etch bt b

Circle the spproptiete member to sae

a. to =end d taw Cl elvarkoces awe to ioadass.
b. To ream new =eras
c. To protick Merere vproacha kr prat:tuft roserkik
d To rem nonerW tnOt b other kbors
e. To bag war reitowes,and/or persons Into cbmxna

To meth= coeczts km-eat in tod*ct -
$. To Wuen tenati kod
k To snow teacher to &acne the att&taa
L To Cow wather tod/or ruderb a Wier dew to retzt
1. Top kaVidnantke=lon
k. To present asst ratter k not a tveckl =cher (ea.,

auk, fore%n !mew)
1. To et is a tescl-hnuthe b emergency alodoe4

tcbcot &aro, loreterra tender domes).
b. To cam. ibtn&I leark:g tWIls
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a nv mum Stme Department at Eobacation
b &toral duds,

boot baddice
d focal TV leaden Vlach c:teread
e Uedvendty oe coikge
f Caber (pie vecVy)

Met keen

a 1 2
b 1 2
c 1 2
d 1 2
e 1 2
f 1 2

1 2
b 1 )t 2
I 1 2

1 2
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STot do you d-& k is the metal 'Cat& of each 9t the taers4t6
g i m p ; of pea* k your crIct towwd ITS

a
b
c

d

f
8
h
I

e

Favor its
U2:

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. 1

Neutral

2
2
2

2
2

2
2
2
2

PII.0
its Use

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3

(Chile the xw =for each.)
is The Wtol Dcaid :.
b. 'Wags in Fans/ .. .

c. Peaxijoth
\ C/

d. DaArtmag d or WtOst Miteraltts -.
( C b e e k h e r e dm wlichle 13,) ,)

e. Other =has
L Vedallus in sdasoh (e.g. CotrAkes. Wdla 4pecialia% do notink the Nurse)g its
h. Darla war
I.' Teacher magi:don

40.

D. ?vela Reactlow T ITVtmand

25. lined below are arse =mews about voious erects of /TV. nem
imlicaw your reaction to ad) by citraing the vproprim amber

a. ITV Lhasa vrezt pcabillties for winnthtimteadter wesivity a 1 2 3 4

b. Teachers. when odng insructional low were of their
ireqxstance In the d=own letting b 1 2 3 4

c. Tice jursonal relsaauhly between atuelow and teieber is lost :elan
instructional televhion is wed c 1 2 3 4

d Tice drvelopment of more new Woructlead televee pasts=
,.. b a waste of time. d 1 2 3 4

e. Wider trx of kansaintul telein is needed e 1 2 3 4

L The use of kisructintsal tekvhan nukes any amt matter more 1.

kmasting 0 f 1 2 3 4.

g Imentedand tea sinalcl invite =agents to greater etriwity
sod learving 8 1. 2 3 4

h kart:lima! telerWon is all eght but I feel it hw been areran
chnized b 1 2 3 4

I ,Chtildren "mach enotsh teleildoo st ham they don't need tower
=are in school . i 1 2 3 4

j. P4y &trio is tam nv more dth year thzn it hu in the' pest *wee

Mill . j 1 2 3 4

Z. Vim itrw the total Maw Ddly Attendance (ADA) in your tract on
at about October Mt. 15670 (Weir/ =say school or keslagaten
moth= distag be mussed as hatf dme for deterairag ADA ) ADA

27.. What ge 01 the perms of StUdtraS I Mir CftliCt you

COMM to be (kw estipute c PEA,purient roartherdgp and =sex 1 % low income

all ports so t1 weal muds 100%.) 2 % low-middle income
3 % income,
4. % income

Agsyntinwtely whst pat:catty of wads= in your cWria we kora
Maws where the pekaiwy or csagriatt Wont h other dial Wit?
(fie cuktw.m co ADA auders )

. r
A. Row MIT Calerti In yaw eftrict we nom Woes where the Ian.

Dna awed bdow we qad:en? Koreas
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APPENDIX B (Part 1)

C SSAMPLER:, Gets a random startinepoint from the user and picks
C a sample of schools from UNIVERSE and writes it in SAMPLE. In-
G addition, a brief report is printed at the terminal.
C
C P.F. . Keller, February, 1981
C
C Huh;tream needed to activate the process:
C ASG,A UNIVERSE.
C OUSE 10.,UNIVERSE. .

C OASG,A SAMPLE.
C @USE 20.1SAMPLE.
C @MIT PROGRAMS.ASAMPLER
C

INTEGEH4TYPE,NCODE,COCODE,SCHNUM,TOTENR,SIGMAIZIP,INTVAL
INTEGER STEP ,RNDSP,UNICT,UHIE$,SAMCT,SAMEN
INTEGER UNITYP(31,5),SAMTYP(31,5),UNIROL(31,5),SAMROL(31,5)
CHARACTER*34 NADDR(3)

C

100 FORMAT (I1,2J2,J4,I6,3A34,J5)
200 FORMAT (I1,2J2,J4,I4,3A34,J5)
300 FORMAT (' Enter a random starting point'between 11L 3675-)')
320 FORMAT (I4)
322 FORMAT (' Random starting point:',I4/)
400 FORMAT (//' Number of Schools by County Code by School Type'/)
402 FORMAT (9X,'-->SAMPLE4--',20X,'-->UNIVERSE<--'/)
403 FORMAT (2X,'Cnty Typ2 Typ3 Typ4 Typ5 Tot!,

1' Typ2 Typ3 Typ4 Typ5 Tot'/)
4b4 FORMAT (4X,J215/5,4X15/5)
406 FORMAT (/' Total'15/5,4X,515)
408 FORMAT (///' School Enrollment by County Code by School type'/)
410 FORMAT (14X,,.>SAMPLE<--',30X,1-->UNIVERSE4--'/)
411 FORMAT (2X,'Cnty Typ2 Typ3 Typ4 Typ5 Tot',

1' Typ2 TYP3 Typil Typ5 TA'/)
412 FORMAT (4X,J2,517,4X,5I7)
414 FORMAT (/' Total',517,4X,517)
416 FORMAT (///' End of processing')

C
C Initialize
C

SIGMA:O
, INTVAL:3675

11

UNICT :O
UNIEN=0
SAMCT=.0

II

.

DO 3 10,5
SAMEN=0

DO 2 J=1,31
. UNITYP(J,I)=0'..

,Il
SAMTTP(,,I):0
UNIROL(J,I):0
SAMROL(J,I)=0

144
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C

C
C Write Report
C

DO 94 1=1,30
DO 92 J=1,4

UNITYP(I,5)=UNIIIP(I,5)+UNITYP(I,J)
UNITYP(31,,J)=UNITYP(31,J)+UNITYP(I,J)
UNIROL(I,5)=UNIfOL(;,5)+UNIROL(I,J)
UNIROL(31,J)=UNIROL(31,J)+UN1ROL(I,J)
SAMTYP(I,5)=SAMTYP(I,5)+SAMTYP(I,J)
AMTYPt31,J)=SAMTYP(31,J)+SAMTYP(I,J)
AMROL(I,5)=SAM4OL(I,5)+SAMR04(I,J)

SAMROL(31,J)=SAFIROL(31,J)+SAMROL(I,J)
92 CONTINUE
94 CONTINUE

PRINT 400
PRINT 402
PRINT 403
DO 20 1=1,23
PRINT 404',I,(SAMTYP( I,J),J=1,5),(UNITYP(I,J),J=1,5)

20 CONTINUE
1=30
PRINT 404,I,(SAMTYP(I,J),J=1,5),(UNITYP(I,J),J=1,5)
1=31
PRINT 406,(SAMTIT(I,J),J=1,4),SAMCT,(UNITYP(I,J),J=1,4),UNICT
PRINT 408
PRINT' 410
PRINT 411 A
DO 22 1=1,23

PRINT 412,I,(SAMROL(I,J),J= 54),(UNIROL(I,J),J=1,5)
22 CONTINUE

1=30

.162

'2 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE-

PRINT 300
READ 320,RNDSP
PRINT 322,RNDSP
STEP=RNDSP

8 PAD(10,100,END=12)TYPE,NCODE,COCODE,SCHNOM,TOTENR N DR,ZIP
-SIGMA=SIGMA+TOTENR

,--
UNICT=UNICT+1
UNIEN=UNIEN+TOTENR
UNITYP(COCODE,TYPE-1)=UNITYP(COCODE,ME-1)+1
UNIRQL(COCOPE,TYPE-1)=UNIROL(COCODE,TYPE-1)+TOTENR
IF(SIGMA,LT.STEP)GOTO 8
WRITE(20,2001TYPE,NCODE,COCODE,SCHNUM,TOTENR,NADDR Z
STEP=STEP+INTVAL
SAMCT=SAMCT+1
SAMEN=SAMEN+TOTENR
SAMTYP(COCODE,TYPE-1)=SAMTYP(COCODE,TYPE-1)+1
SAMROL(COCOOE,TYPE-1)=SkgROL(GOCODE,TYPE-1)+TOTENR
GOTO 8

12 END FILE 20

t



1&3

PRINT 1412 ,I ,(SAHROL (I,J) ,J=1,5) , (UNIROL(I,J) ,J=1,5)
1:31
PRINT Litte,(SAMROL(I,J) ,J=1,11) ,SAlltN, (UNIROL(I,J),J=1,4),UNIEN
PRINT 1416
STOP
END

i

Is
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APPENDIX B ( rt 2)

2 'Solicits input from the terminal to enter ata from the Teacher
3 'Questionnaire, does some error and logic heckingi concatehates the
4 'data into character strings, and writes them to an intermediate file,
5 'which the user must append onto the main teacher data file before
6 'reactivating the program for another session at the terminal.
7 '

8 'P.F.G. Keller, May, 1981
9'
1441 STRINGS 3
12r0 DIM G$(20),C$(20),A$(20),A(20);S$(70,2),B$
140 B$=CHR$(7)
160 FOR I=1 TO 14 1 READ G$(I) ! NEXT I
180 DATA P,K0,213,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12`
200 FOR 1=1 TO 16 1 READ C$(1) I NEXT I
220 DATA A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,MIN,O,P
222 FOR 1=1 TO 6
224 READ W(I)
226 NEXT I
228 DATA 78,10,80,79,79,73
240 LINES 80
260 STRINGS 90
280 GOSUB 5300
300 '

320 ' ENTRY POINT FOR NEW QUESTIONNAIRE
340 PRINT I PRINT ! PRINT
360 '

380 'CARD IMAGE 1

400 '

420 X=1
427 PRINT CHR$(7);
440 "SEVEN-DIGIT ID#"; I INPUT 1$ I R$ :CAT$(I$, "1 ") 1 L$(X)=R$
460 "11:GRADES TAUGHT"; I MAT INPUT A$
480 IF A$(1)="X" THEN RW9999999990999" I GOT0,620

4r
500 R$="22222222222222"
520 FOR 1=1 TO NUM
540 FOR J=1 TO 14
560 IF A$(I) =G$(J) THEN GOSUB 4.4400
580 NEXT J
600 NEXT
620 GOSUB 4320
640 GOSUB 5020
660 *$2:"; I GOSUB 4260
680 *3a:STUDENTS"04; I INPUT R$ I IF LEN(R$)<3 THEN R$=CAT$("0",R$)

720 *3b:CLASSES*77GOSUB 4260
700 GOSUB 4320

740 *14:LETTER CODES FOR SUBJECTS"; I Y=15 I GOSUB 4520
760 GOB 5020
780 "M"; ! GOSUB 4260
800 "16:YRS HERE,YRS OVERALL"; 1 MAT INPUT-A$
820 IF NUM<>2 THEN PRINT B$; "Two values, stupid!" I GOTO 800
840 FOR I21 TO 2 1 LCX)=CATCLCX),ACI)) ! NEXT I
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860 GOSUB 5020
88Q " #7a7b: ";I GOSUB 4260
920 " #8: "; 1 GOSUB 4260
940 " #9: "; 1 GOSUB 4260
960 "#10:TYPES PR.OG AVAIL"; Y=6 I GOSUB 4520
980 "#110; GOSUB 4260
1000 "#12:LOCATIONS"; I Y =6 1 GOSUB 4520
1020 GOSUB 5020
1040 "#13:"; I GOSUB 4260

(7'
1060 "#141"; 1 GOSUB 4260
1080 "#15:TYPES HARDWARE"; I Y=7 t GOSUB 4520
1100 "#16 "; 1 GOSUB 4260
1120 " #17': "; GOSUB 400
1140 GOSUB 5100
1160 IF U=0 THEN 380
1180 '

1200 'CARD IMAGE 2
1220 '

1240 X=2
1260 R$ :CAT$(I$, "2 ") I L6(X) =R8
1280 "#18:USE-FACTORS"; I Y=11 I GOSUB 420
1300 GOSUB 5Q20
1320 " #19:ARRANGEMENTS "; I Y=5 I GOSUB 4520
1340 "#20:"; I GOSUB 4260
1360 " #21:MEDIA USED "; I Y=9 ! GOSUB 4520
1380 " #22 : ";

1400 INPUT R$ I IF LEN(R$)<2 THEN R$=CAT$("0"111$)
1420 GOSUB 4320
1440 " #23(LEFT):ITV THIS SUBJ"; I Y=16 I GOSUB 4520
1460 "123(RIGHT):SVPPLEMENT"; I Y=16 ! GOSUB 4520
1480 GOSUB 5100
1500 IF U=0 THEN 1200
1520 '

1540 'CARD IMAGE 3
1560
1580 X :3
1600 RWAT6(IS,"3 ") 1 L$(X) =R$
1620 " #23(RIGHT) :CENTRAL "; t Y=16 ! GOSUB 4520
1640 GOSUB 5020
1660 " #24 : "; I GOSUB 4260
1680 "#25:"; 1 GOSUB 4260
1700 "#26:"; I GOSUB 4260
1720 " #27 : "; 1 GOSUB 4260
1740 " #28: OUTCOMES"; t Y=8 I GOSUB 4520
1760 "#29:"; 1 GOSUB 4260
1780 'WO:USE SERIES,USE PROW"; I GOSUB 4860
1800 IF U :0 THEN 1780
1820 "#31-0330; 1 GOSUB 4260
1880 sfte-#35:Waa a aerie a named <Y114>"1,
1900 INPUT R$ I R$ =CAP$(R$) I IF MIDCR$0171)="11" THEN 2120
1920 R$r."1" GOSUB 4320
1940 "135437"; 1 GOSUB 4260
2100 GOT0.2140

...,,V20-R$="999999999" I GOSUB 4320
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166

2140 kilriGUIDES AVAIL,GUIDES USEFUL"; ! GOSUB 4860
2160 IF U=0 THEN 2140
2180 "039-041:"; GOSUB 4260
2240 "042:BLDG COOR,IS IT YOU ? "; GOSUB 4860
2260 IF IMO THEN 2240
2280 "043:SERVICES"; Y=6 1 GOSUB 4520
2300 "044(TOP):CONTACT"; ! GOSUB 4260
2320 "1610.1(LEFT):DISTR SVCS";, ! Y=6 ! GOSUB 4520
2340 "544(RIGHT):ST SVCS"; Y=6 GOSUB 4520
2360 " #45: "; ! GOSUB 4260
2380 GOSUB 5100,
2400 IF U=0 THEN 1540
2420 '

2440 'CARD IMAGES,4 & 5
2460 '
2480 L$(4)=CATWW4 ")
2500 L$(5)=CATWW5 ")
2520 FOR I= 1 TO 70
2540 FOR J=1 TO 2 g$(I,J)="9.11 ! NEXT J
2560 NEXT I
2580 PRINT B$
2600 "034 **THE BIG ONE""
2620 "Which series got responses"; 1 MAT INPUT A
2640 IF A(1)=0 THEN 2760
2660 FOR K=1 TO NUM
2680 PRINT
2700 "Series rating,Guide rating [for series";A(K);")";
2720 INPUT SW(K),1),SCA(K)22)
2740 NEXT K
2760JRINT
2780'FOR 1=1 TO 70
2800 FOR J=1 TO 2
2820 -L$(.1+3)=CATCL8(J4.3),SCI,J))
200 NEXT J
2860 NEXT f
2880 X=4 1 GOSUB 5100
2900 IF U=0 THE 0

2940 IF I THEN 40
2920 X=5

t
OSUB 00

-

2 0 '
298' ' AR' MAGE 6
3000 .

3020 X=6
3040 R$= T$(1$,*6 ") 1 LCX)=14
3060 " 6"; 1 GOSUB 4260
32 RINT
3220 "47P; 1 GOSUB 4260
3440 PRINT
3460 " #48: "; 1 GOSUB 4260
3480- "049;TYPES-OF TRAINING"; 1 Y=6 ! GOSUB 4520,
3500 " #50 "; 1 GOSUB 4260
3520 " #51 "; GOSUB*4260

14011540 PRINT
3560 "52 "; ! GOSUB 4260

1.4



3T20 PRINT
3740 "1531, Y.4.-4') GOSUB 4520
3760 PRINTr,
3780 "#54,2 DIGITS MAX"; t INPUT RS ! IF LEN(R$)<2 THEN RS=CAT$("0",RS)3800 GOSUB 4320
3820 "#55:KOR,SPAti,VIET"; I. MAT INPUT A$
3840 FOR I=1 TO NUM ,
3860 IF, LEN(AW))<2 TREN AW)=CAT$("0",ACI))
3880 .RWCI) GOSIPR 4320

J.3900 NEXT t
3920 "#56:HANDICAPPED"; ! INPUT flt I IF LEN(RS)<2 THEN R$=CATS("0"IRS)3930 GOSUB 4320
3940 "#57:AM IND,ASIAN,HISP,BLK,WHITE"; ! MAT INPUT A$
3960 FOR I=1 TO NUM
398D'IF AS(I)="X" THEN A$(I)="999" ! GOTO 4040-4000 IF LEN(ACI))>=3 THEN 4040
4020 A$(I)= CAT$( "0 ",A$(I)) ! GOTO 4000
4040 R$=A$(I) ! GOSUB 4320
4060 NEXT
4080 GOSUB 5100 f
4100 IF U=0 THEN 2980
4120 GOSUB 5580
4140 IF U=0 THEN 320
4f60 GOSUB 5760
4180 IF U501 THEN 320
4200 GOTO 5860
4220 '

4240 '

4260 'SCALAR INPUT ENTRY POINT
4280 '
4287 PRINT CHR$(7);
4300 INPUT R$
,4320 'CONCATENATE SCALAR INPUT WITH CARD IMAGE LINE
4340 L$(X) =CAT$(L$(X),R$)
4360 RETURN .e
4300 '

4400 'SELECTIVE CONVERSION OF 2,A$ Tt 1'3

167

4420 ' ti

Ir

44404=EXTA(2$,J,1)
4460 R$=ADDS(R$,"1",J-1)
4480 RETURN
4500 '

4520 'VECTOR INPUT ENTRY POINT FOR CHARACTERCODED ITEMS4540 '

4547 PRINT CHR$(7)";

4560 MAT INPUT A$
4580 R$="."
4600 IF A$(1)3rX"'THEN 4760
4620 FOR I T3 Y ROCATCRS,"2") I NEXT I
4640 .FOR-1=1 TIO NUM
4660 FOR J=1*TO Y
4680 IF AS(I)=CS(J) THEN.GOSUB 4400
4700 NEXT J
4720 NEXT I
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5760 'TO CONTINUE OR NOT TO,.CONTrNUE
5780 '

5790 "WANNA. CONTINUE THIS BIZ, TOOTS .<Yrti>";
.

5800 INPUT '11$ ! '11$;CAP$,(RS)

5820 U =1 I IFe MIDS(14,1,1):"N" THEN GOSH* 5420
.,,, ,

5840 RETURN v ,

5860 SEND

1 1 ;9
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